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NEW BauNswmg, December 22d, 1881.
To .His Exodlen_ George C. Ludlow, Governor of the Stats o/.New
Jer,ey, and ex-o.y_cio President of the Board of Managers of
the State Geological Survey :
SII_--I
have the honor herewith to submit my annual report as
State Geologist for the year 188L
With high respect,
Your obedient servant,
GEO. H. COOK,
State Geologist.
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REPORT.
The Geological Survey of the State has been continued through
the year, and its work has been, as heretofore, to develop and make
public the natural products and resources of New Jersey. The
amount of"work which has been done is here arranged under the
following heads :
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.

The United States Coast and Geodetic Surveyof New Jersey.
Topographical Surveys.
Geological Notes.
Ores of Iron and other Metals.
Quarry Stones and Statistics.
Clays, Bricks and Pottery.
Drainage.
Water Supply.
Statistics.
Publications.

XI. Expenses.
XII. Persons Employed.
XIII. Work to be Done--Plan for the Coming Year.
APPENDIx--Climate and Meteorology.
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I.

THE [TNITEI)S]'ATESCOASTAND GEODETIC
SURVEYOF NEW JERSE/.
This work is prosecuted continuously, and the progress made
during the season just past has been highly satisfactory.
Though
dons at the expense of the United States, it is directed in such ways
and to such places as may best suit the State Geologist, and aid him
in carrying forward the State Survey. Daring the past year
primary stations have been occupied at Montana, in Warren county,
and at Culver's Gap and High Point, in Sussex county, and observations have been taken upon several other stations. And the exact
latitude and longitude of seven (7) primary stations and of twentyeight (28) tertiary stations h_ve been determined by this survey.
In conducting this work every possible means are taken to ensure
accuracy. The best instruments are provided, and the observers are
trained to wait patiently until repeated ahd unquestionably accurate
observations can be made. This frequently requires weeks, and
sometimes months, in a single place, before satisfactory results can
be obtained. But the object sought is really obtained, and the exact
geographical positions of places are found with astonishing dosensss.
In the progress of the work this season, the line between Montana
and Pickles mountain is one of the lines from the center of a hexagon
around Pickles, and the azimuths of this line, as arrived at by computing from the triangles on each side, agree within 1"; the lengths
of the line arrived at in the same way differ by less than 4 inches
on a distance of 19 miles, the latitudes of Montana agree within
0.006", and the longitudes within 0.001". These results are very
satisfactory, and they supply a series of reliable points, about which
maps may he correctly and safely constructed.
TABLE

OF

THE

LATITUDES
BEEN

AND

DETERMINED

LONGITUDES
FOR

OUR

OF

POINTS

WHICH

HAVE

SURVEY.

The location
ofeachof thesepoints
ismarkedon theaccompanyingState map by a small triangle. The longitudes here given agree
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with the old data of the United States Coast Survey, and they all
need to have the correction of 1874 applied before using them. This
correction of twenty and six-tenths seconds (20.6") is to be added
to every longitude in the following lists :
GEOGRAPHICAL
POSITIONS.
PRIMARY

NAME

OF

STATIONS.

STATION.

LATITUDE.

LONGITUDE.

Mr.orob............................................
40°1
86'1
39.367'74"1
3'166563"
Pickles ..................................................
Culver's Gap ..........................................

40
41

35
]0

38.260
1&488

74
74

l_iontaaa ...............................................
(}oat Hill ..............................................
Haycock ...............................................

40
40

49
20

50.080
42.048
16 095

75
03 17.383
_4 I 55 ] 57.452
15 I 121 50.970

TERTIARY

49
47

06,570
22432

STATI0._IS*

'1
NAME

OF

8TATI0._.

LATITUDE.

Fox Hill ...............................................
Mine Mountain ......................................
North Branch ........................................
Beazlingtoa ......................
: ....................
Chorryvillo ...........................................
Croton ..................................................
Gravel Hill ............................................
Bethlehem .............................................
Sand Ridge ............................................
Sourland ...............................................
Millstone ..............................................

40 °1
40 b
40
40
40
40 .
40 ',
40 I
40
40
40

43tl
43
35
34 ]
33
29 I
35 I
33 ]
25 I
25 i
_o I

Somerville .............................................
Raritan ................................................
Reaville ................................................
Pleasant Corner ......................................
Three Bridges .........................................
Middlebush ............................................
...........................................
Flemington

40
40
40
40
40
40

:_a
33
29
26
._,
'29
3o

i%w Brunswick ......................................
Delaware Water Gap .............................
East and West Jersey Line on Blue Mount'n
Danville ..................
: ...........................
Hackettstown ........................................
Sparta .................................................
Woodport ..............................................

40
40
41
40
40
41
41

Schooleys
...................
E. and W. Mountain
Jersey Line
near Budd •.............
s Lake .....

40 ] 53
49
40

i
,
I
]
]

i

LONGITUDE.

56.270 'i: 74
I6.340
_4
52.650
4
02.460
74
42.430
74
01.390
74
18.885
75
49.950
75
20.450
74
48.960
74
07.441
74

i 03.784
I 52021
[ 39 454
I 25934
_ 20.531
47.173
I 17.533

74
74
74
74
74
74

'_ i 52.726
58 ] 05.122
08144.149
52 09436
51 ] 05.479
00 ] 55 958
00 I 37,555

74
75
74
74
74
74
74
74
74

44.934
46
465
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47,1
43 I
40 I
43 I
54 ,
o4 I
u_ I
el I
56 I
45
84

59.380t_
00590
33.580
49590
11 420
25 970
06.800
]8.990
54.990
19.500
27.646

36 21.717
37 37 324
48 50.492
51 04.555
47 29.891
31 10.617
51
23.106
26
] 28.118
06 23.273
50i40076
55 [ 53.363
51 ] 59.913
37 ] 56.041
35 ] 10.359
47
44

13 434
455
34
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SrATE
C0A_T

SURVEY,
A_D

OF

BASED

GEODETIC

STATION.

ON

THE

LATITUDE.

DarliD_zton .................
; ................................
Schraal_nburg
Church Spire ...........................
Paramus Church ...........................................
Rareness (Church Tower) ................................
Wykoff Church ............................................
Midland Park CSurc6 ...................................

41 °
40
40 J
41 !
4L
, 40

Wayne (Powder MiLI_ Chimney) ...................
Fairfield Church ...........................................
CaldweH .....................................................
Boonton ...................................................

40
40
40
40

WORK

OF

THE

SURVEY.

04 /
56'
59
03 !
00
59

LONGITUDE.

40.1 h
22.5
04.5
30.9
25.l
24,2

55
265
53 ' 01,8
50
215
55
06 7

P_rsippany PresbyterianChurch ....................
.10 51 50.1
Morristown FirstPresbyterianChurch .............
40 47 47.6
Watnong ....................................................
40
50' 52.7
Warrenville ...............................................
40
53 I 50.4
Jenny .lump Mountain .................................
40
51 ' 59.6
Andover .....................................................
40
59' 07.3
Hardwick Church........................................
40 59-I 42.6
areenv;lle _chool.house ..................................
40
58
02.3
Tranquility
Church .....................................
40
56 _ 36.2
Hope .........................................................
40
54 , 29.3
Belvidere Presbyterian
Church ........................
40
49 , 34.0
Mt. No More ...........................................
40
48' 01.2
White Hall .................................................
40
42
26.8
Fohatcong
Mountain ....................................
40
42 i 25.7
Washington
...............................................
40
45. 53,0
Easton .....................................................
40
41 I ]5.3
Seward's IIill ..............................................
40
47, 10.2
Mt. Lebsnon Chllrch ...................................
40
45 _ 19.8
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I 13.0 r"
20.7
13.6
12.3
06.2
11.3
13.7
38.2
04.9
04.4
04.5
30.7
20.3
02.1
01.3
29.8
19,3
00.1
54.4
52.2
23.4
16.9
41.1
45.7
57.7
44.2
15.5
33.2
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II.
TOPOGRAPHICAL
SURVEYS.
|

During the past year the Topographical Survey has been pushed
westward across Morris county and the central part of Warren, to
the Delaware river at Belvidere. Three hundred and sixty square
miles have been surveyed and contoured, making a total area of
about twelve hundred and sixty square miles now completed. In
addition to this, two hundred square miles have been surveyed with
the compass and triangulated, ready to be contoured during the
coming season. The state of the existing maps makes it desirh_oleto
keep this survey well ahead of the contouring in the future.
By means of a tertiary system of triangulation, based on the work
of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, twenty stations
have been located, making, with those located by the United States
Coast and Geodetic Survey, a total of twenty-eight stations on the
above area of five hundred and sixty square miles. This will enable
the whole to be plotted with accuracy. As the work proceeds, the
need for it becomes more and more apparent. Errors of a mile in
the location of places on the old maps are quite common, beside gross
inaccuracy in details, which, in some localities, makes the maps worse
than useless.
It is proposed to extend the work northeasterly during the coming
season, so as to cover the important iron ore districts in that direction. Important as are the interests involved in this territory, much
of it still awaits its first survey, as the work which has been done
there, heretofore, amounts to nothing more than a reconnoissance.
There is a largo amount of important and interesting detail iu the
topography, which no attempts have heretofore been made to map,
and what little has been done in this line is so faulty that even the
topographer, with map in hand, finds it. difficult to identify localities.
The levels for our contour lines are referred to b.pproximate mean
tide. Lacking a series of observations by which we could determine
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mean sea level accurately, we were forced to assume the surface of
the salt marshes at Newark to be mcaa high tide. The elevation of
said surface would therefore be two and one-half feet above mean
tide. This was found to agree closely with the datum of the Delaware and Raritan canal levels, as well as that of the h_orris canal.
The levels were subjected to numerous tests to insure their accuracy, and are believed to be correct, within a fraction of a foot, the
indicated error at BeIvidere, at the close of this season's work, being
.15 of a foot.
On the portion ot the map which we publish this year, the exact
summits of the hills are marked by a small cross, and the elevations
appear at the side. These summit elevations are correct within a
foot, being a portion of the stations used to determine the position of
the contour lines.
The United States Coast and Geo]etic Survey has run a line of
levels across the State from Sandy Hook to Philllpsburg, during the
past summer, and we have been furnished a list of bench marks, with
their elevations above mean ocean level at Sandy Hook. Oar work
will be connected with this at the earliest opportunity, so as to
finally refer it to an established and recognized datum.
The work done is all plotted on a scale of three inches to a mile,
and the original sheets on this scale are filed in the office. These
sheets are, of course, the final authority, and of great value, as no
engraving, however carefully executed, has all the weight of the
original.
The contours on these maps are the result of careful study and
actual levels, determined with the engineer's leveling instrument.
Elevations are taken at all important changes of surface, often
enough, in fact, to allow the intervening surface to be regarded as a
plane, unless otherwise indicated by the sketching, the stations sometimes numbering fifty to the square mile. Between these the ground
is carefully sketched to show the minor changes, then in the office
the position of the level line.s is determined by careful study by the
topographer himself_ while he has yet the results of hie summer's
observations fresh in mind.
The actual surface is represented
almost as accurately as is possible on a scale of three inches to a
mile, by a system of contours, allowance being made for the fact
that these lines occur only at every ten feet of elevation, hence there
may be slight irregularities of surface which fall between two lines,
and theretore do not appear on the map.
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OF

BENCH

13

MARKS.

From the levels of the l/aired States Coast and Geodetic Survey,
Sandy Hook lo .Phillipsbizrg.
These bench marks show the elevation above mean tide at Sandy
Hook. The mean rise and fall of the tide at the tide-house, as registered by the self-registering gauge, is 4.70 feet. Th_s is the mean
of all the records from October 2lst, 1875, to October 31st, 1881.
The tide-house is near the steamboat landing, at the terminus of
the :New Jersey Southern railway, and its location is such as to give
accurately the ocean level.
The levels were run by Mr. Andrew Braid, Assistant, United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey; and the information has been
furnished to us by Prof. J. E. Hilgard, Superintendent of the same
Survey.
SANDY

HOOK•

Primary Bench Mark, A.,
Primary Bench Mark, B.,

Eleva. 11.432 ft.
- EIova. 9.4[9 ft.

These two bench marks are cedar posts, 4 feet ]ong and 8 inches
in diameter, sunk in the ground, with ends projecting above surface
of ground about 4 inches. In the center of top of each post is a
copper nail surrounded by, 5 other similar nails, in the form el a
pentagon. The posts are 12 meters apart, and bear east-northeast
from the steamer landing (passenger wharf), and nearly northeast
from the tide-house, and distant from it about 500 meters (I,640
feet). They are also 95 meters northwest of the red engine-house
of New Jersey Southern railroad, and are placed in the edge of a
strip of cedars, where the ground is elevated a few feet above the
marsh. The southeasterly one is Bench Mark B., and the other one,
which is two feet higher, is Bench Mark A.
SANDY

HOOK.

Primary Bench Mark, C.,

Eleva. 19.552 ft.

This bench mark is a cross on the head of a copper bolt driven
into the wall of the main light-house, at Sandy Hook. The main
light-house is an octagonal tower, resting upon a circular foundation
of unhewn stones. This foundation projects on all sides about 8
inches beyond the base of the tower, so as to form a sloping ledge.
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The copperboltisa fewincheswestwardof thenorthwestangle,
and 9¼ inches
abovetheledgeabovereferred
to.
SANDY

HOOK,

Secondary Bench Mar[_, No. I.,
Eleva. 15.509 ft.
This bench mark is the center of the inner edge of the second
embrasure from the southwest corner of the fort, at Sandy Hook.
SANDY

HOOK.

Secondary Bench Mark, No. II.,
Eleva. 7.637 ft.
This bench mark is a granite post, projecting about 2 feet above
surface of the ground; it is on cast side of track of New Jersey
Southern railroad, about _ mile north of Highland Station. About
150 meters (492 feet) southwest of it there is a small, deserted
shanty. The center of top surface of the stone is the bench mark.
SANDY

HOOK.

Secondary Bench Mark, No. III.,
Eleva. 202.464 ft.
This bench mark is a mark on top surface of a heavy granite post
near Navesink light-house. The post is deeply imbedded, and its
top projects about 1½ feet above the surface of the ground. It is 13
(42.6 feet) meters south of the southernmost tower of Navesink
Highlands light-house.
SANDY

HOOK.

Primary Bench Mark, D.,
Eleva. 207.579 ft.
This bench mark is the bottom surface of a square cavity (about
1 inch square,) cut on a sloping ledge at southeast corner of base of
southernmost light-house tower at Navesink Highlands light.
u.s.
It is marked thus-B. Q M.
1881.
SANDY

HOOK,

Secondary Bench Mark, IV.,
Eleva. 9.283 ft.
This bench mark is the bottom surface of a square cavity (one
inch square), cut on the north wing-wall of the west abutment of
bridge over the South Shrewsbury river, at Seabright. The top of
the wing-wall forms a series of steps, and the bench mark is cut on
the first step below the top.
It is marked thus-B. r_ M.
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HOOK*

Secondary Bench Mark, V.,

Eleva. 3.499 ft.

This is the bottom surface of a square cavity, cat on the south
pier of the draw-bridge, known as the Oceanport draw-bridge, about
1½ miles north of the Branchport station, New Jersey Central railroad.
It is marked thus-B. i=] hi.
It is on west side of railroad and some distance below its level.
BANDY

HOOK.

Primary Be:ch I_ark, E.,

Eleva. 38.499 ft.

This bench mark is the bottom surface of a cavity, cut in center
of top of a marble post, set in the ground in the yard (if the house
of Rev. B. F. Leipner, at Red Bank, N. J'. The marble post is
over 5 feet in length, and buried so that the top projects about 5
inches above the surface of the ground. The house of Mr. Leipner
stands at southwest corner of Monmouth and Pearl streete. The
bench mark is close to southeast corner of the house. The top of
the stone bears the following inscription :
U.S.

B. OM.
1881.
MIDDLETOWn.

Toll gate 1 mile from Middletown,
MATAWANf

Eleva. 41.'290 ft.
N,

J.

Secondary Bench Mark, VI.,

Eleva. 55.083 ft.

This is the center of a triangle out on the east corner of a flagstone in front of Benjamin Tuttle's front gate, Main street, Matswan. It is about ½ mile from the station of the New Jersey Central
railroad.
This bench mark was first established in 1870, but since that time
has probably settled considerably. It is not a good permanent mark,
and probably was not so intended.
MORGAN

STATION.

Secondary Bench Mark, VII.,
Eleva. 5.611 f_.
This bench mark is the surface of stone in center of triangle, cut
on top of the southeast pier of the draw-bridge, at Morgan station,
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of New Jersey Central railroad (Long Branch division).
crosses what is known as "Cbeesequake creek."
NEAR

The bridge

SOUTH AMBOY,

Secondary Bench Mark, VIII.,
Eleva. 14.680 ft.
This bench mark is near South Amboy, where the Camden end
Amboy division of Pennsylvania railroad crosses above the New
Jersey Central railroad. The Pennsylvania railroad bridge is supported by two piers, or rather stone walls. A mark was cut on the
southeast corner of the west wall, about 2_ feet above tile level of
the New Jersey Cautral railroad track, and a triangle cut around
said mark.
This bench mark is not important, as Primary Bench Mark F. is
act far off.
PERTH

AMBOY.

Primary Bench Mark, F,
This bench mark is between Perth and
the piers of the long bridge across Raritan
on which the north end of the draw-bridge
and is, as usual, the bottom surface of
square and _ inch deep.
F.
It is marked thus-B. r'_ M.

Eleva. 7.782 ft.
South Amboy, on one of
bay. It is on the pier
rests (east side of track),
a square cavity, 1 inch

U. S. C. and G. S.
1881.
biET_gC]I_N:

Secondary Bench Mark, No. IX.,
Eleva. 83.641 ft.
This bench mark is a slight circular concavity, bounded by a
triangle, cut on the west end of the south wall (near base) cf the
stone bridge near Metuchea tank station of Lehigh Valley'railroad. By means of this bridge the Pennsylvania railroad crosses
over the Lehigh Valley railroad.
I_EAR SOUTH

P_AINFIELD,

Secondary Bench Mark, X.,
Eleva. 63.860 ft.
This bench mark is the bottom surface of a square cavity (I. inch
square by _-inch deep), cut on top cf stone abutment at northwest
corner of a small iron railroad bridge, about 150 meters (492 feet)
east cf South Plainfield station of Lehigh Valley railroad.
It is marked thus-B. E:2 M.
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MARKET.

Secondary Bench Mark, XI.,
Eleva. 49.179 ft.
This bench mark is the bottom of a square cavity, cut on top
stone of south end of west abutment o[a small railroad bridge,
about ¼ mile west of New Market station, Lehigh Valley railroad,
and 200 meters (656 feet) west of mile post (13 miles to Perth
Ambcy).
It is marked thus-B. r-'t M.
XI.
BOUND

BROOK.

Secondary Bench Mark, XII., Eleva. 32A83 ft.
This bench mark is the bottom surface of a square cavity, cut on
top of stone abutment (northeast corner) of New Jersey Central
railroad bridge, about -_mile east of Bound Brook station.
It is marked thus-B. I_ M.
BOUND

BROOK.

Secondary Bench Mark, XII[.,
Elcva. 35.744 ft.
This is the bottom of a square cavity (1 inch square by _- inch
deep), cut on top stone of west end of north abutment of road bridge
over Raritan river, at Bound Brook.
It is marked thus-B. I::l M.
XIII.
1881.
SO_ERVILLB.

Secondary Bench Mark, X[V.,
Eleva. 81.800 ft.
This is the bottom surface of the circular cavity in the metal on
top of the " true meridian" granite post, in grounds of the courthouse, Somerville.
SOnERVILLE.

Primary Bench Mark, G.,

Eleva. 91.280 ft.

This bench mark is, as usual, the bottom surface of a square
cavity cut in stone, at the base of the easternmost pillar of the front
of the court-house, Somerville.
G.
It is marked thus-B. r"l M.
U. S. C, &G. S.
1881,
B
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Secondary Beach Mark, XV., ]_|eva. 84.880 ft.
This beach mark is the bottom surface of a square cavity cut near
the top of the southwest cornei" of New Jersey Central railroad
bridge, over the north branch of Raritan river, a short distance east
ofthe North Branch railraad station.
It is marked thus-B. E:] M.
XV.
A_NANI)ALE,

Secondary Bench Mark, XVL,
Eleva. 355.049 ft.
This bench mark is about 1 mile east of Aanandale station (New
Jersey Central railroad).
It is the bottom surface of a square
cavity cut on a projecting stone, about the center of the north abutmeat of overhead road bridge. The beach mark is a little below
the level of the railroad track. The stone is hard, blue limestone.
BLOOMSBURY.

Secondary Beach Mark, XVII.,
Eleva. 326.180 ft.
This bench mark is the bottom of a square cavity cut ca top stone
of northwest corner of stone bridge (railroad) over wagon road,
mile west of Bloomsbury station, New Jersey Central railroad.
It is marked thus-B. r'_ M.
1881.

._a_rB_LL,PSBU_O.
Secondary Bench MarlL XVIII.,
Eleva. 262.986 ft.
This bench mark is the bottom surface (oeuter) of a square cavity
cut ia coping stone at east end of north parapet of stone bridge
(New Jersey Central railroad) over the Morris canal, about 1_
miles east of PhilHpsburg.
It is marked thus-B. r'_ M.
18Sl.
EASTON,

P£.

Secondary Bench Mark, XIX.,
Eleva. 214.401 ft.
This beach mark is the bottom surface of a square cavity cut on
top of. a pier (north side of New Jersey Central railroad track) of
bridge across the Lehigh river, at Easton. It is on the pier at the
west cad of wide part of bridge.
U. 8,.

It is marked thus--

B. I::::!M.
XIX.
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PA.

Eleva. 357.186 ft.

This is the bottom of a square cavity cut in foundation stone at
west corner of the jail, at Easton. The front of the jail is built of
red sandstone and the foundation of blue limestone.

Primary Bench l_ark, H.,
Eleva. 363.488 ft.
This bench mark is the bottom surface of a square cavity cut on
the sill of a blind window on east side of Eastoa court-house. This
side of the court-house has two blind windows, but the one used is
the one nearest to the front of the building.
U. S. C. & G. S.

It is marked thus--

H.
B. I_ M.
188l.
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The encroachment8 of She sea upon the low-lying lands of the
shore are matters of common observation along the whole eastern
coast of the United States. The greatest and most noticeable effects
are seen as the effects of violent storms, rather than of any gradual
advance of the water upon the upland. In our own State there has
been a considerable breadth of land worn away within the last hundred years, all along the seashore from Sandy Hook to Cape May.
Through the favor of the Superintendent of the United States
Coast Survey, we are furnished with two surveys of the seashore,
from the Old Shrewsbury inlet, southward to Deal, a distance of
about eight miles. The first of these surveys was made in 1839,
and the second in 1867, the interval between the two being only 28
years. The following table gives the breadth of land worn off by
the action of the waves at various places along these surveys :
Latitude.

Feet.

Opposite old Ocean House, near Shrewsbury inlet .........
.........
.........
.........
.........

40°
40°
40°
40 °
40 °

23t
221
211
20r
19t

225
165
225
360
330

Opposite old Long Branch Hotel ..............................
..............................

40° 18_
40° 17/

375
309

Opposite Whale Pond .............................................
.............................................
.............................................

40 ° 16¥
40° 15_/
40° 151

405
525
360

The hard upland on the Delaware bay shore, at Town Bank, 3
miles above the Cape May steamboat landing, has been much worn
by the action of the water. The first settlement in Cape May was
made here in 1688, and as the land was early sold off in farms,
which were marked by permanent monuments, it becomes easy to
measure the amount that has been worn away since the original cur-
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veys were made. Nathan C. Price, Esq., of Cape May city, has
taken much pains to ascertain how much the land lines which terminated on the bay shore have been shortened by the wear of the
waves. His determinations are based upon several old surveys
lying on the shore, beginning at the mouth of New England creek,
and extending north a mile and a half-L--At 63 rods north of New England creek a
line has been shortened .....................
850 feet in 187 years.
.....................
352
69
.....................
281
55
2.--At189rodsnorthof New Englandcreeka
line
has beenshortened
.....................
1,040 " 187
3.--At350rodsnorthof New Englandcreeka
linehasbeenshortened
.....................
860½ " 156
.....................
352½ "
69
.....................
231
55
4.--At 427 rods north of New England creek a
line has been shortened .....................
722
156
.....................
352½ "
69
5.--At 511 rods north of New England creek a
line has been shortened .....................
600
138
.....................
.....................

352½ "
281

69
55

And in many other places along the shore the wear has been
equally great, though it is not so well marked by careful surveys.
At Cape Island the shore has worn away a full mile since the Revolution, and since this survey has been in progress the wear along the
beaches northeast from the cape, has been so great as to require
very considerable changes in the map of the shore lines. In many
places along the seashore the wearing away of the beaches leaves
thick, dead, salt meadow sod, uncovered and projecting out on the
ocean shore. There is no such sod now growing along the shore outside of the beaches, and this old sod must have grown when the beach
was between it and the sea, and when it was a part of the meadow
between the beach and the upland, or possibly a part of one of those
pieces of sod which grow in the slashes between[the sand hills of the
beach. In either case it marks a considerable change in the location
of the shifting sand hillocks which fringe the ocean shore.
These changes by themselves would excite but little attention, as
they may, very plausibly, be ascribed to continued breaking of the
waves against the sand, and its yielding a little at a time to their
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powerful action, and it is not necessary to assume that they have
any more effective action now than they had a huadrsd years ego.
But if the salt and other tid.e-marshes are examined, other evidence is found which tends to show that the level of high water is
above where it used to be. In many places dead trees are to be
seen standing in the shallow parts of the marshes. This is specially
the case along the back or westerly side of the beaches, where the
sand comes very gradually down to the marsh, and cedar trees grow
on it. Many of these can be found dead and still stan.ding, and with
the beginnings of salt grass growing around them. And along the
edge of the upland, but in the marsh, stumps of trees can be seen
projecting above the surface of the meadow, and when these are
examined it is found that their roots are still, in many cases, quite
sound and firmly imbedded in the solid ground, where there is every
appearance of their having grown, except that they are below the
meadow surface, which is at high-water mark. Such stumps and
roots are found in almost every ditch which is dug in the salt
meadows near the upland. Travelers going out from New York, in
crossing the marshes between Bergen Hill and Newark, or Paterson,
can see, from the ear windows, any number of such stumps still
standing. They can be seen in all the marshes down the seashore.
There is a most extraordinary show of them in the marshes near
Dennisville, in Cape May county, on Delaware bay side. They are
very plainly shown at the mouth of Alloways creek, in Salem
county, and good places for examining them are so numerous that it
is not necessary to specify more.
As the salt marshes are at the level of high water, and storm
tides cover the whole of them, it will readily be perceived that these
trees, the remnants of which are all that now remain, could never
have grown there when the ground was overflowed by the tide or
by salt water. In some places this effect of the tide is explained by
assuming that alterations in the coast and various inlets have given
freer access for the incoming tide, and that it rises higher than it
formerly did on this account. But the change is so general, and so
much alike in all places, that the explanation offered does not apply
well to all the cases. The changes which have taken place between
the marshes and the upland, are not observed to be gradual and
uniform in their advances; they take place more in the manner
which some of our geologists have designated as eatastrophism, than
in that which they have called uni/ormitarianism.
Some violent
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storm, with favorable wind, occurs at the time of spring tides, and
carries the sea-water higher and farther inland than it has been
known to go before, and farther than it may again be observed to go
for a generation afterwards..But
it destroys any vegetation which
is not natural to salt water, and it is observed that the original
growth, especially that of wood, does not spring up again, but the
lower portions of the land remain a permanent gain to the marshes.
Such a storm of wind without rain occurred at Barnegat, September
3d, 1821, as I was informed by Eli Collins in 1856, when the wind
was so violent and the tide so high that the spray was carried
against the windows in the village, and the salt was seen upon them
after the water dried off. And for three miles inland from the shore
the salt carried ia was enough to kill the leaves upon the forest trees.
The remembrance of this is still retained among the people there,
and there has been nothing equal to it since that time. This tide
was equally high and well marked in Cape May. In a lo:_er from
Capt. Thee. Townsend, of South Seaville, and Dr. J. F. Learning, of
Cape May court-house, they say that there is a tradition, that early
in the eighteenth century the tide crossed the main road at South
Seaville, though no such phenomenon has boon observed within the
present memory. In 182I the tide filled an upland pond in Capt.
Townsend's field. This was during the September gale, so called.
No such occurrence has taken place since.
The old road from Newark to New York was down Ferry street
and the Neck to near the present plank road bridge, and so across
the Passaic, the marsh and the Hackensaek, on to Bergen Hill and
Powles Hook ferry. About the beginning of the present century a
new road was built, going out of Newark from Bridge street, crossing
the Passaic there, and directly on from there across the Eas_ Newark
upland and the marsh and swamp straight towards the Hackensaek
and Bergen Hill. A considerable portion of this road was built
through a thick and growing cedar swamp, as I was informed by one
who had frequently traveled over the road. This swamp became the
resort of tramps and, it was said, of thieves and robbers, so that it
was dangerous for single passengers to go through. Oa this account
it is said to have been set on fire and burned. No trees have grown
on the marshes since that time, though the stumps and many trunks
of trees still remain. Some thirty years ago a nursery of trees was
begun on this marsh, but the tides came so high on it that the young
trees soon became diseased, and the project was abandoned. And it
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was common to see much of the surface of the marsh covered with
tide-water until it was banked in and protected from the tides.
Now, though it is below the level of high water, shrubs and trees
again begin to grow on it, and no doubt will continue to thrivi_,
unless the dike surrounding it should be broken so as to let in the
tide-water.
At Barnegat, in 1856, Mr. John Collins, then 80 years old, and
who had always lived there, told me that he did not believe the
tides run higher than formerly. He said the wood had been killed
off the meadows for a breadth of 30 chains, since his recollection, and
that he does Dot know the reason, as he thinks extra high tides are
not so common as formerly. He thinks the meadows have filled in.
In many places where there were tide ponds 50 years before, there
is now good mowing ground. He remembers that it was said by
the Indians, that the whole of what arc now the meadows, were
formerly all a swamp and bushes. The soil, where the trees have
died on the meadows, is still sandy, tbongh a sward of black grass,
salt grass and tome fresh grass, of considerable strength, has filled
over it.
Some portion of encroachment of the sea upon the land has
evidently taken place since the country _as settled, for in some
places the stumps of trees which have been cut down with the axe
are found. I saw one of these several years ago, when the tide was
almost even with the cut top of the stump. A letter addressed to
Thomas Shourds, of Hancock's Bridge, Salem county, upon this subject, brought from him the following very circumstantial and interestieg reply. He says : "In regard to the stumps below the first fast
land on the shores of Alloways creek, they are fully 2½ feet below the
surface of the meadow at the present time. From Alloways creek,
south along the fast land (known as the Neck), for forty or fifty rods
from the fast land, is found the solid upland, covered with stumps
and timber, by digging through mud about two feet. The owners
of the property at this time, fully confirm these statements.
I have
a map in my possession Richard Hancock (Fenwick's surveyor)
made for Edward Wade, who purchased 1,000 acres of the proprietors. The western line commenced on Allowaya creek, a few
rods from where we found those stumps, running south 800 rods. I
am satisfied the second survey included all the lowland, now covered
wi_h two or more feet of mud. The map was made in 1676.
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"Second. The two sluices in the Monmouth River Bank Company
thee inquires about, have certainly settled from 2½ to 3 feet from
the time they were first laid. Thee further inquires 'if it can be
caused by the weight of mud upon them?' I think not, because all
sluices are well piled before the sluice is put in its bed, so called.
"Doubtless there have been great changes of the land on the shores
of the Delaware and its tributaries since the first European settlement, more than 200 years ago. There have been many islands of
excellent soil, many of them heavily timbered, a number of them
in the present century. There was an island in Elsinborough, about
one-half mile below where Fort Elsberg was located when it came
in possession of Col. Beej. Holms, in 1765, contained 10 acres of
farm land. I myself remember when large trees were standing
upon the island ; at the present time not a vestige of the once fertile
island is seen. One mile and a half further down the bay, a short
distance below the Black ditch, a small stream empties into the
Delaware, was an island called Money Island. At the beginning of
the present century it was of considerable, size, and well timbered.
About one-quarter of a mile from the bay, by tradition the noted
Capt. Leach, or Blackboard, and his piratical crew wintered one
winter, and procured their fuel from off the island--that was in the
first decade of the last century. The few scattered inhabitants
believed that Capt. Blaokbeard buried hls treasure on the island,
hence the name of the island. A large portion of the island has
been dug over in pursuit of the treasure. I have no doubt he knew
how to take care of his money better than bury it on that lonely
spot in the salt marsh. I assisted in laying on the tide bank for the
purpose of reclaiming the salt marsh where the island was situated,
about 20 years ago; at that time there was no part of the onca
famous island, but was covered with salt grass. There are two
other islands that are worthy of notice ; they arc located about seven
miles below the mouth of the Alloways creek, situated in the township of Lower Alloway creek, surrounded by salt meadow. The
first is known as Round fsland; it is one mile from Delaware bay
and two miles from the fast land. John Harris, who served seven
years in the regular army during the revolution, purchased the
island in 1803. One of hie grandsons told me it contained 40 acres
of good upland at the time of purchase. John cleared off the timber
and built comfortable farm buildings, and then himself and family
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resided about three miles from the nearest inhabitants.
He was very
thrifty and purchased another island about a mile nearer the main
fast land, being about the same size a_ Round Island ; on the latter
he cleared up, erected buildings, and went there in 1812. In 1814
he died, leaving the last-mentioned island he left to his youngest
son, Benjamin Harris. Round Island he left to his eldest see,
Stretch Harris ; he married and was very successful io accumulating
so much so that in 1826 he purchased a large farm on the main land,
about 1½ miles from Hancock's bridge. After movieg off the island
he rented it, but the salt tide encroached on the upland. His sons,
after his death, moved off the buildings and abandoned it for farming
purposes. At the present time it is used for the pasturage of cattle,
but a small st_t is left which could he called upland. I_gged Island
wad farmed by Benj. Harris for a short time, but in 1827 he sold it
on account of the water making such rapid strides upon it, aud purchased elsewhere.
"At the present _me, what. were once two fertile islands have but
a few acres of upland to mark the spot where they were located.
There has been no change in the mouth of Alloways creek since 1774.
"In regard to the stumps found aloag the shores of Alloways creek,
below the first fast land, some of them show marks of the axe. I
do not know that thee is aware that one-half of the meadows that is
reclaimed by the tide-banks in Salem county formerly were swamps.
The timber upon the lowlands was principally cottonwood and maple.
Many of the swamps have been cut and the land cleared since my
remembrance. There is a reliable tradition that all these fine
meadows near Salem were heavily timbered 150 years ago. The
most fertile meadows in this county are located on Oldmans, Salem
and Alloways creek. In 1640 a colony from New Haven, Conn.,
explored Alloways creek. They found a large quantity of cottonwood on the lowlands bordering on the creek, and they named it
Cotton river, which name the Sweeds called it until 1676, when a
company of Friends from :Monmouthshire, Wales, purchased lands
of Fenwick, bordering on the river. They changed the name from
Cotton to Monmouth river. The flood tides on Delaware bay and
its tributaries certainly rises 6 inches higher than they did 50 years
ago. The cause I will leave to those who are better acquainted with
the workings of our planet than [ am. I only, in some degree,
know the effect without the knowledge of the cause."
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A recent letter from Dr. Maurice Beesley, of Dennisville, Cape
May county, was written in reply to one of mine, asking for information in regard to the advance of the salt water upon the swamps
and upland. The letter is dated August 22d, 1881, and he says:
"All I can attempt to do will be to give you what has occurred,
under my own obsel:vatioo, for 53 years past, within 3 or 4 miles of
me. Then the meadows and cedar swamp below the main road,
where you now see everything killed, were in fine order, and clover
grew on the meadows. There was a large scope of cedar, some trees
2 feet in diameter, and I had on my place 5 acres of cedar swamp.
About 1860 the bank was suffered to go down, and all the cedar-mine and Mr. Holmes'--was killed, while 4 acres of young swamp,
next the main road, escaped. We repaired the banks in 1864, but
about three years ago they were again suffered to go down; in consequence, the old bankers said, the tide rosa higher than it had dons
in former years, which was plain to every one, and the water being
so much salter than formerly, it killed maples, brush and all kinds
of wood, as well as cedar, and killed the balance of the cedar near
the main road (which bad to be worked), and )ef_ everything dead,
as you recently saw. About two years ago, Mr. L. Edwards' tide mill
at the landing, in letting in water to fill their pond at high water,
have killed several acres of young cedar, 40 years growth. A heavy
crop of cedar was cut off it, and no salt water has ever before got
into it. Last September I was compelled to work 1½ acres of cedar
swamp on my place, just below Johnson's mill, near me, in consequence of being killed by the salt water. This swamp has never
been disturbed before, and was about 70 years growth. Another
circumstance which goes to prove conclusively the rise of water ;
Mr. John L. James, one of the owners of the Johnson mill, and a
millwrig_at, says, that after putting the sheeting of the mill precisely
as it always had been, he was compeI|ed, about eight years ago, in
order to keep clear of the back-water, to raise the foundation 8 inches
higher than formerly, and is now troubled occasionally by back-water.
"The meadows below, where we formerly had black grass and
clover, is now a dense mass of cattail and quagmire."
Capt. Thomas Townsend, of South Ssavills, and Dr. 3-.F. Learning,
of Cape May Court House, have favored the Survey with the following very full and interesting letter upon the changes ou the sea side
of that county, together with some thoughts as to the cause of these
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Their lelter is dated November 19th, 1881, and is as

"The varying heights of our neap, spring and storm tides, render
the question as to any permanent change of relative level between
the ocean and the land a difficult one.
"It would seem that, from some cause, other than destruction of
the timber by cutting, by drifting sand, and by storm tides, our
coast is, in some degree, approaching the upland.
"For instance, there must have been a time when, for a long
period, circumstances favored the growth of the red cedar, oak and
other trees, so as to produce a broad belt of timber, skirting the
whole coast. We may now look in vain for any new growth bordering the ocean. Cut down the present growth, and there seems to
be nothing to impede the advancing sand hills.
"If this encroachment of the ocean bad always existed, no timber
could have taken root and matured. External and accidental circumstances are the same now as they were a hundred years ago.
_eemingly either the ocean tides are higher or the beaches are
lower, as we must suppose, to alter the conditions of the forest
growths as we see them now. It is peculiar to many of our beaches
that the northeastern portions are rapidly washing away, while the
southwestern portions are building out. How far this phenomenon
is explainable by the reflex action of the Gulf Stream encountering
the cross currents of our rapidly-flowing inlets, is a nice question
for investigation. This reflex current is southward, ordinarily,
about 2 miles per hour, and daring strong easterly winds, when the
Gulf current is forced miles shoreward, this reflex current is much
stronger. This ia the time when most of the washing away of the
beaches occurs, and, without doubt, these causes have much to do
with the present changes, and yet this reflex current and other
causes enumerated have always existed, and the question still recurs,
Why should these causes now act so as to wash away the beaches,
when in former times they not only did not so act, but permitted a
growth of heavy timber, some of it now hundreds of years old,
unless there has been a change of level between coast and o_an.
The coast has receded a full quarter of a mile within the memory of
the present generation. On the eastern part of Ludlam'a beach the
whole of the timber has been demolished, the sand hills have washed
across the meadows and filled up the nearest thoroughfares, where
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formerly there was 8 or 10 feet of water at low tide, and the work
is still goingon.
"Confirmatory of this theory, there is a large stump, as large as
a barrel, still to be seen on Dr. P. M. Way's farm, near the edge of
the meadow. This stump is cut low, only a few inches above the
surface. It has been here from the earliest recollection of the oldest
inhabitant. When or how it grew we can only conjecture, but certain it is that the tide did not rise then as it does now, or it could
never have attained its present size. The shortness of the stump
shows that the land has not been removed by natural causes, and
the land cannot have risen by gradual accumulation or it would
have covered the stump. This is the most reliable level mark of
which we have any knowledge, and it would seem to show that relatively the edge of the upland must be lower than formerly.
"_Per eontra. Suppose that in ages long past, the five fathom
bank, lying fifteen miles off the coast, were the shore of the ocean,
and that ever since the ocean had been gradually wearing the shore
away, as it is now; that within this shore and between it and the
main-land were elevated portions or islands, as we now frequently see
on extensive meadows, it is easy by this supposition to account for
the growth of cedars and other timber, as it is found upon our
beaches, and this supposition, in the light of present facts, has
nothing unreasonable in it, and will effectually demolish our former
position, founded on the growth of timber skirting the coast.
"Dead red cedars are often seen, but they may have been killed
by accidental circumstances. The salt spray carried from the ocean
or bay by a strong gale of wind, has been known to blight the leaves
of cedars and other trees as if a fire had passed through them.
Accidental high tides, as when they are forced upon the coast by an
unusually fierce gale of wind, can hardly be brought into an estimate of this change of relative level.
"There is a tradition here that, early in the eighteenth century,
the tide crossed the main road near this place (South Seaville), but
no such phenomenon has been observed within present memory.
Indeed, two large walnut trees have grown and passed away upon
the site of this occurrence. In 1821 the tide filled an upland pond
in Capt. Townsend's field. This was during the September gale, so
called, in 1821. No such occurrence has taken place since.
"The reflex current from the Gulf Stream, setting shoreward,
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passes to the southward of Brigantine shoals, and strikes the coast
most forcibly about Corson's inlet, where the greatest changes in the
coast occur. Its force is then deflected and the west end of Ludlam's beach appears to be gaining seaward. This deflected current
seems to pass southward as far as Hatteras, when it passes outward
to the Gulf Stream again. This may account for the apparent subsidence of the coast. Indeed, the evidences of subsidence are so contradictory, and the circumstances or causes acting to produce changes
are so various and so imperfectly understood, that it would seem that
this whole question must be left to scientific investigation or to the
development of some evidence now wanting to determine the facts."
The reflex action spoken of in the above letter refers to a remarkable difference in the direction of the currents in the Atlantic along
our shores. The change in these currents takes place opposite Barnegat inlet, where, as is plainly shown on the map, there is a considerable difference in the trend of the coast line. From Barnegat
north the direction of the shore is almost north, while from that
point southerly the coast bears southwest, and the currents passing
along the shores have their courses corresponding in the same directions. The beaches, also, are affected by the currents.
An inspection of a map of the beaches shows that those north of Barnegat all
have their heaviest and wooded ends at the south, and they taper
out low and bare at their northern ends, and if they increase in
length by any movement of the sand, it is always in low and slender
tongues of sand, extending towards the north. It was in this way
that the old Cranberry inlet and the Shrewsbury inlet were entirely
closed by the extension of sand bars across them from the south
towards the north. Those beaches south of Baraegat have all the
conditions of form and extension reversed. The highest and timbered ends are at the north, and the low and narrow sand banks are
at the southerly ends ; and any extension of' the beaches is at their
southwest ends. It was in this way that the inle_ between Long
beach and Tucker's Fond beach was closed by the extension of Long
beach entirely across it. And several of the other inlets south of
Barnegat have been temporarily closed by sand bars extending
across them from the north towards the south. These effects show
that there are currents running along the shore from Barnega¢ both
north and south, and it is the southern of these which they have
designated the reflex current.
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The amount of this encroachment of the sea over the land is not
plainly shown as yet. The buried stumps and logs have been found
at the bottoms of ditches as far out into the meadows as they have
been dug, and 4 or 5 feet down. At Dennisville, in the marshes
where there is much timber under the surface, I found logs, by
probing with a slender iron red, at a depth of 17 feet below the surface, and this is the lowest that I have been able to find any evidence
of this kind.
It is not uncommon to find buried timber nod fragments of trees
in the gravelly earth of South Jersey. In some of the deep wells
which have been bored such timber has been found at great depths.
In a well at Cape May City a sound log was found at the depth of
84 feet below the surface. But these belong to a much earlier period
of geological history, and must not be confounded with those first
mentioned, which are found only ou the surface, or, if buried, are
only covered by swamp muck and earth.
There is another class of phenomena still to be distinguished from
those which we have described. There is everywhere along the borders of the upland, a belt of flue, alluvial soil, which is quite different from the gravelly soils so common on most of the uplands. They
appear to have been formed by the wash from the uplands, when the
ocean level was 8 or 10 feet higher than it is now, and this deposit
was made in the edge of the water. In this alluvial earth are found
imbedded shells of the clam, oyster, periwinkle, and indeed all the
kinds of shells now common in the waters on the sea side and bay
side of the State. Such shells have been dug out at Barnegat, below
Beesley's Point, at Leesburg, aod above Port Elizabeth, on Maurice
river, on the Manumuekin, near Port Elizabeth, and at other places
in Cumberland and Salem counties, but always near tide water and
but a few feet above it. These deposits evidently belong to a different period and order of movement from that now goiog on, and as
the whole amount of that change of level was but a few feet, it is
most probable that the present one will not be of any greater extent.
The rate at which the change indicated may be going on, it is not
easy to determine. From some observations made I had thought it
probable that it was about one-quarter of an inch a year. But some
other persons familiar with our shores, and fully satisfied of the fact
that the tides are advancing on the upland, still think my estimate
of the rate too largo, and that it does not amount to one-eighth of an
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inch per year. There is nothing by which to accurately determine
this rate except some careful and long-continued observations. And
it is with much satisfaction that we begin such a series of observations now, The United States Coast and Geodetic Survey has had
a self-registerlng tide-gauge set at Sandy Hook since October 21st_
1875, and continuous records made from it up to October 31st, 1881,
and from these they have deduced the mean ocean level at that place,
and practically that of the open ocean. From this mean tide mark
levels have been taken and transferred to the main-land, and bench
marke have been fixed at numerous points across the State, as
described on page 13. Our Survey proposes to take this mark for
that of a datum plane, and from it to set permanent bench marks
along the shore at various places, and to so describe them, with their
proper elevations, above this datum plane, and their locations, that
they can be referred to at any long time after this, and questions as
to the change of level can be definitely answered. The work of
setting these bench marks will be done next season, if possible.
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IV.
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The iron ores mined in the State are mostly magnetic. The
amount of hematite is small in comparison with it, and it all comas
from three localities. The magnetic iron nccars in the gneissic and
other crystalline rocks belonging to the Archacan or Az_io age, and
the extent and boundaries of these rocks have been described several
times in the publications of the Geological Survey. To prevent fruitless searches and waste of capital and labor, it is proper again to call
attention to the descriptions of these Archaean areas, as given in the
" Geology of New Jersey," in the annual report for 1873, and in that
for 1879. The division into the four belts known as the Ramapo,
Passaic, Muscouetcong and Pequest, was made in 1873. In the
• report for 1879 their boundaries were delineated. (See pp. 39, 41.)
The map accompanying this report indicates the Krehasan rocks by
the crimson lake shade of color, but the belts are not shown separately. This area or part of the State i_, therefore, tb.e'irou-hearlag district. If with it we should include the limestone valleys, in
which the hematite ores are found (and which are colored blue on the
map), we should have the whole area of the iron district. The capitalist seeking localities for investment, and the prospector searching for ore, must confine their investigations and explorations to this
part of the State.
The total area of oar iron-bearing district
includes 772 sqnare miles of the Archaean and about 300 square
miles of Paleczoic rocks, amounting to near 1,200 square miles, or
about one-sixth of the area of the State. The magnetic iron ore is
limited to the first, the hematite to the second. Although comparatively small, the first of it amounts to about half a million of acres,
reduced to that standard of measurementp and when it is understood
that single acres have yielded 100,000 tons of ore, we can get some
conception of the possible capacity of such a territory.
0
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The geological examination of the iron-ore producing belts, aud of
the iron ore beds, in their relations to the enclosing rock masses,
cannot proceed with advantage further without accurate maps.
Careful surveys of the surface, including the outlines and shapes of
its hills, mountains and valleys, must precede any final and conclusive geological explorations.
Surveys of this kind are necessary to
the prospector also, to enable him to locate his lines of magnetic
attraction and to connect ranges of ore outcrop or mines. Their
importance is so well understood by the successful explorer, and the
value of the help of this kind already given by the map of the Survey is so considerable, that it" is unnecessary to enlarge upon the
subject ia this place. Apprehending the needs of the people, the
Survey has had the work of constructing such maps of the iron ore district in progress for two years past, and the surve),s already completed
cover nearly three-fifths of the district. These surveys are based
upon the United States Coast Survey triangulation work, and they
include the accurate location of the roads and streams, and of all
the topographical features of the surface. The elevations and ranges
of hills and valleys are determined by contour lines 20 feet apart.
The area thus surveyed will be mapped soon and be ready for the
next annual report. It covers all of Morris county, excepting the
northern parts of Pequannock, Roekaway and Jefferson townships ;
the Ringwood valley and the mountain ranges on each side of it, to the
New York line, in Passaic county; all in Warren county, except the
southwest end of the Pohatcong, Scott's and Marble mountains, and
Lebanon and a part of Tewksbury township, in Hunterdon county.
Another season's work will cover nearly all the remaining portion
now unsurveyed.
But the greatest and most important results
anticipated from these surveys are the assistance in the study of
geological structi_re. By their aid we hope to be able to discover
the clue to the occurrence of iron ore, and consequently exhibit on
future maps the geological belts ia which ores are to be found, and
the intermediate barren belts of country wherein ore is not to be
found. Such maps would at once indicate the more probable localities for finding ore, and would therefore be essential guides in searching for it. This end is the practical one sought after, although the
explanation of geological structure and the history of the changes
which have worked together to produce the present surface configuration are desirable. To accomplish this result will be the solution
of what is now a problem, and of which at present the geologist
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knows little more than the miner. In fact he has only the accumulated data furnished by the miners at all the localities opened by
them. The success in the green-sand marl and in the plastic clay
belts, in discovering the horizons or locations of valuable beds, warrants and encourages us to labor for and expect a like success in the
iron ore region. The difference here is the greater complication of
structure by uplifts and faultlngs through an almost immeasurably
greater length of time, as these ore beds are in our oldest or first
(Archaean) rock.
No systematic field work has been done in the iron ore district,
excepting the prosecution of the surveys for the topographical maps
referred to above. A very few localities have been visited, and the
following notes of them and of other new enterprises were obtained
at that time, supplemented by valuable data furnished by our correspondents entirely familiar with them. The statistics of iron
ore will be found further on and under the head of "Statistics."
From the figures of the United States Census, which were gathered with great care and attention to details, the value of the
annual output of our mines is ascertained to be about _3,000,000.
The capital reported was _6,201,761. It is undoubtedly low, although the risks ordinarily attending mining enterprises are great,
and require that the ratio of product to capital should be much
higher than it is in agriculture, or even in commerce and in manufacture§. The value, however, represents actual production by labor,
as in the mine the highest average valuation of our ores for a year
only is less than 50 cents per toe. Considering a term of years for
its extraction_ the value is reduced to a minimum. Practically, the
ore in the State unmined is of little value, and scarcely to be credited
to oar resources; only when taken out it becomes such, and in affording labor at profitable rates it gives employment to our population.
The mining of our ore means development of our resources. And it
must never be forgotten that the time may come when iron shall be
obtained from other and cheaper sources. For example, our red
shales and our green-sands contain enough to supply the world,
whenever it can be found out how to extract it profitably. To limit
the resources of chemistry and metallurgy to the magnetic or other
existing ores of iron for all time, would be to put a bar to progress.
In regard to exhaustion, it is entirely safe to say that our mines
and the ore localities are at this time more promising than ever
before. The prospects for large production are better than they
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were ten years ago. That we have discovered all the more valuable
beds is altogether improbable. Taking the llst of 115 mines, as they
appeared in the Geology of New Jersey, printed in 1868, we note
that about one-fourth have ceased to be producing. Bat in their
place we have more than twice as many others which are productive.
The outlook, so far as production goes, is good, and the signs of
exhaustion are not worthy of present consideration. But, in any
event, development and progress means putting our ores in the
market as rapidly as we can do so at remunerative rates.
The increased railroad facilities are also greatly helping develop
our mines and affording cheaper access to markets, as well as stimulating the search for additional localities.
NOTES ON SOME IRON MINES AND ORES.

A few notes are here inserted on some openings for iron ore, on
which new work is being done.
Swayze
Mine.--The
West End Iron Company
is now working this
milm. and ]_ taking out between 2,000 and 3,000 tons of ore per month.
Although m_t a new mine, it is a re-opening
after having been abandoned
by the Lehigh Valley Iron Company.
it deserves notice for tim novel mode
()f transporting
the ore to the Central railroad line by means of a wire rope
tramwJ_y.
This is the first one constructed
in the State.
},Ir. Heft, the
superlntel_dent,
,aye : "X,Ve can transoort 1.50 tons of ore over our tramway
from mine to e:lrs, a distance of 4,000 feet, in 10 hours, for a cost of 10 cents
per t_m. I thillk that this mode of carrying ore from mines to railroads
dest.rw,s a careful inspection by all persons in the mining business."
TImre
are many pl'a(.es in the State where this system of carrying ore might be
used with ec,,n,,my.
It is in successful
operation
_t one of the mines
of the (Ircenwo(,d Iron Company, in Orange county, New York.
Chester
Mine.--A
small vein of ore was opened in September
near
Hortem station, and e._t of the Skelleuger
mine.
It has been followed
down about 30 feel and about 400 tons of ore taken out. It is sulphurous,
and looks like the Hacklebarney
ore. The dip is southeast.
The work is
so far one of exploration,
and is being carried on by Richard George.
Wrightneour.--This
place was ouee worked by a Mr. Henderson.
It
has been rt'-opened by the Greenwood Lake Iron Company, and a shaft bas
been sunk 50 feet deep, from which a drift has been cut in the vein 40 feet.
Both the walls are found and 5 feet apart.
The ore is about 4 feet wide.
It is said to be rich and free from sulphur, but contains too much phospbonls for Bessemer pig.
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was described

in tile annual

report for 1879. It wes re-opened
in the snmmer
of the past year and
worked to the end of the year, and produced about 1,600 tOllS of good ore.
It is lessed by the Messrs. Large, of Whlte House.
The contract
for the
present year will lead to a largely increased output.
In the Pequest belt there
ties and developing them
railroad lines will give the
to this time have not been
near the Pequest.

is considerable
activi D. in re-opening
and in searching
for new locations.
best of fi_cilities for shipping thc ore,
enjoyed along the Jenny Junlp range,

old localiThe new
which up
excepting

Lanning
Mine.--A
fine vein of ore has been opened by the Oxford Iron
Company, on the Lanning farm near Oxford Furnace.
It bas been recently
opened, yet it gives promise of being a rich and vahmble mine.
All average
sample of the ore gave the fonowing results, viz. :
ANALYSIS

:

Magnetite ............................................................
Manganese Oxide ......................................
Sulphur ..............................................................
Titanium ............................................................
Phosphorus ..........................................................
Lime ..................................................................

_..........

Metallic Iron ........................................................
The Kishpaugh
Mine has been stocking
road completiom
it continues as promising
the ease with which the ore is broken down.

73.610 per cent.
0.635
0 265
0.000
0.000
4.821
53 290

its ore, awaiting the new railas ever, and is remarkable
for

On the adjoining Cook farm k vertical shaft is being sunk to meet the
Kisbpaugh
bed llel_r where it crosses into the latter property.
The depth
reached is 60 feet.
It is expected to strike the ore at 200 feet. The result
will be awaited with interest, as it is quite a new departure in our State, in
the methods of searching
for ore. But there is no reason wlly the same
system of sinking vertical shafts nlay not be tried elsewhere to intercept
ore beds a_ considerable
depths.
Of course there are tile risks of thinning
ou_ of the ore, or of faults displacing the beds, but from the very general
uniformity in the structure now known and proved at so many localities,
such risks are not very bazardous
and come within the sphere of ally
energetic and strong mining company.
•
Stinson
Farm.--The
Lackawanna
Iron and Coal Company is putting
down a second shaft on this property.
It is said to be down 12.3 feet, and
in ore I to _3feet wide all the way. Tile ore appears to be nearly vertical
as followed by the shaft.
Garrison.--Scranton
and Humphreys
have opened witbin three months
a bed of magnetic iron ore oil the farm of Robert L. Garrison, which, at the
surface, has a breadth of 15 feet of wash ore. It has been opened by an
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adit or cut which is 10 feet high at the hack.
There is a good foot wall, but
as yet no banging wall has been Ieaehed.
The attraction
is said to be
good on a northeast
line, varying from_ 8° to 90° in amount
of dip or
deflection
of ti_e
needle.
Davis' Place.--Tlfis
place has b,'en
ore has been taken out and shipped.

purchased

by A. Pardee,

and some

Cummins'
Mine.--This
place was op_ned during the year.
It has been
purchased by the Musconetcong
Iron Works Company, and has been further
explored hy them.
The main shaft, -°7 feet by 12 feet, is down about 30 feet
(vertical) in tim ore ; and tiros fi,r no wails have been found.
The intention
is to sink 50 feet deep and then stop. About 400 tons of ore have been
taken out in the cnurse of the siilking of the slmft. The ore is blue in color
and rich. The cut near tim Cummins house exposes a breadth of 10 to 15
feet of ore, whicl_ varies somewhat in purity, some of it being lean, wlfile in
spots it is very rich.
An average sample of the ,,re washed was analyzed witll the lbllowing
result :
ANALYSTS

:

Silica...................................................................
Metallic Iron .........................................................
Mangane_,e............................................................
Sulphur ...............................................................
Phosl.hodc Acid .....................................................
%t,mmm ..............................................................

10.31 per cont.
56.54
1.77
2.80
trace.
none.

Tht. belt of attraeti,m on this place and on the adjoining properties to the
nortlm,qst and to s_mtbwcst, is remarkable
for its constancy, strength and
breadth.
It is one of the _nost. remarkable liJ_es of attraction in tbe State.
No openh_gs have yet been made on the Scranton property at the southwest.
Towards tile northeast, Swayze and Bulgin have opened the vein on tim
property ,,f l_.obert Ayres, and found ti_e ore much like that of the Cummins minc. and within 6 to 8 feet of the surface.
Stockholm
Mine.--Tlfis
mine lms been opened by Messrs. Edsall &
HowelI, o, tiw thrm of George W. Greer, about a mile from the Stockholm
depot of the N. Y. S. ,_:W. IL R. Co. There is a long line of attraction, and
Mr. H_Jwel} rep_*rts a bed 11 feet thick, as just opened.
The ore is a
l,r, mfi_ing one, as ,hewn by the following analysis, viz. :
ANALYSIS

:

Metallic Iron .......................................................
Sulphur ..............................................................
Manganese, as Mangano-Mat_ganic Ozide. ...................
Tit mic Acid .........................................................
Fbospt mus ...........................................................
Silica ...................................................................

67.10 per cent.
0.61
3.74
3.60
trace.
0.82

Ores from Samuel
R. Losoy.--Franklin
Furnace, Sussex county.
A
line of attr:,etion has been detected in the wdley of the Wallkill, between
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Ogdensburg
and Franklin Furnace, on lands of _,ir. Losey, and he sends
the samples for analysis.
He has carefully averaged the ore from all that
has been uncovered.
One of the samples contains a considerable
percentage of ljmastonc.
Tlfis is designated
"light ore," the other, containing no
limestone, he has named "black ore ;" but they are from different portions of
the same line of attraction, and are both valuable ores if they can be found
in sufficient quantity to mine.
LIGHT

ORE:

Silica..................................................................
Metallic Iron .......................................................
Manganese, a_ Mangano-Manganie Oxide ..................
Sulphur ..............................................................
Phosphorus ..........................................................

2.160 per cent.
38.430
0.625
0.140
0.028

Phosphorus Equivalent to Phosphoric Acid .................
BLACK

0.064

ORE:

Silica....................................................................
Metallic Iron .........................................................
Manganese, as Mangano-Manganic Oxide ...................
Sulphur ...............................................................
Phosphorus ...........................................................

22.57 per cent.
44.10
0.48
1.64
0.05

Phosphorus Equivalent to Phosphoric Acid .................
COPPER
With

the

attention

improved

methods

has been given

ORES.

of

working

to utilizing

found so abundantly
in some
Griggstown
has been re-opened

0.12

the

copper

ores,

lean copper

increased

ores which

parts of our State.
; some examination

are

The old mine at
has been made of

the Schuyler
mine ores at Belle.ville ; work has been done in some
of the openings
in Washington
valley
back of Plainfield;
a new
opening
ville,

has been made

and

of them

some
that

at the old Bridgewater

others

are said

we have visited

worked
of good

many years since,
ore.
The opening

face

of

mountain,

has
150

been
feet.

oxide

of

property

the northeast,

and

of about

two feet,

for a thickness
almost

and
that

east of Somer-

tested.

The only one

mine.

This

mine

is said to have yielded
a great
has been made is on southwest
of Mr.

A. H. Hovey.

A

drift

carried
in directly
under the trap rock, for a distance
of
It follows the general
dip of the rock, which is 10 ° or

12 ° towards
or

the

been

is the Bridgewater

was
deal

the

to have

mine

transformed
copper,

and

into
small

that

for the

whole

distance

is so permeated
ore.

quantities

Beautiful
of

native

by the

in the shale,
copper

specimens
copper
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From a pile of perhaps 100 tons of ore at the month of the mine
an average sample was carefully made up and analyzed. It yielded
15 per cent. of copper. There is nothing to indicate that this
was any better than the average ore which the layer will yield.
And this outcrop of ore extends along the southwest face of the
mountain from near Pluckamin to Chimney rock, a distance of four
miles. The bed slopes back at a very moderate angle, so that it
can be conveniently worked for a great distance towards the northeast. The ore which is in sight oa the damp, and in the sides of
the drift, give promise of a very valuable mine.
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V,

QUARRY STON} ,S
AND STATISTICS.
BUILDING

STONE.

Stone adapted to the ordinary construction of foundations, cellar
walls, and rough, bridge and wall work, is found in all the northern
and central part_ of the State. The numerous outcrops of gncissic
and granitic rocks, of white, crystalline and common blue limestones,
of sandstones and arenaceous, or gritty beds in the elate formation,
are so numerous and so widely distributed that they can be worked
at a great many localities. Quarries for local use are known in
• almost every township. In Sussex and Warren counties the blue
limestone is most generally employed in both rough work and also
in the construction of substantial and elegant buildings. Newton,
Deckertown, Hackettstown, Washington and Phillipsbarg, all contain good examples of such stone buildings. While this stone has
found a large use at home, i_ has not been shipped away to any
extent. Where conveniently located for working and near transportation lines, it may be possible to work some of the outcrops profitably for market_ beyond that at home.
The gneissic rocks arc found in a few localities in thick beds, and
jointed so that largo and regular blocks can be quarried out at comparatively small cost. " Of the quarries which have been opened and
worked to any extent, that at Dover alone is kept steadily in operation. It furnishes a large amount of stone annually for railroad
construction along the line of the Delaware, Lackawanna 'and Western railroad. The same rock occurs along the New York, Ontario
and Western railroad, from Pompton to' Franklin, and at several
points its outcrops have been opened for stone. The Sussex railroad
and the Central railroad lines also cross this rock. A large quarry
was opened a few years ago near Franklin, on the mountain cast of
the village, but the place, although promising, was soon abandoned.
The stone was adapted to heavy work. The transportation appeared
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to be too expensive to enable it to compete with stone comisg by
water routes.
Our crystalline limestones have not developed into marbles to any
marketable extent. The attempts to open marble quarries at Upper
Harmony, in Marble mountain, on Jenny Jump, and near Andover,
have failed to continue as early prospects promised. The so-called
"rose-crystal marble" of Jenny Jump mountain, near Danville, is
certainly a beautiful stone for interior ornamental work, and the
construction of the Lehigh and Hudson railroad within 1_ miles of
it will give it access to markets hitherto shut out by reason of
distance from any lines of transportation.
Of the unique and
variegated serpentine and calcite rock, at Moatville, it may be suggested as a novelty for some interior work. Generally, our white
limestones are not uniform, nor so fine crystalline as to allow of
polishing, and they do not appear to be sufficiently free from joints
and seams to yield large-sized blocks.
The Potsdam sandstone which is found at a few localities in
Warren, Sussex and I'_orris counties, is not now worked anywhere
steadily. It has been quarried at Oxford Furnace, near Danville, at
Franklin Furnace, and in the Pohateong valley, aear Washington.
It occurs in regular beds, and is generally soft enough to dress
readily, although at some localities it is very hard. The bedding
and the joints serve to make it work out in rectangular blocks. A
locality near Bsattystown was observed the present season, where it
was to be had in heavy and very regular blocks on the surface. It
has not been fully appreciated as a building stone, because of the
very narrow and limited extent of its outcrops, which are rarely
near railroad or canal lines.
The Green-Pond mountain conglomerate is.used in Morristown to
a limited extent only, and that more on account of its strange
appearance than for its ease of working.
It is obtained from
bowlders only. Excepting for its use in two localities it could
scarcely be put in our list. It is, however, a beautifu!, stone and
effective in the mass. But it cannot be polished, nor even tooldressed witheconomy.
FREESTONE

AND

SANDSTOI_E.

The largest of our quarries of building stone, and the most extensively worked, and the most noted, are in the triassic rocks of the
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red sandstone belt of our State. Quarries have been opened at a
great many places in Bergen, Passaic, Essex, Somerset, Middlesex,
Mercer and Hunterdon counties, which are mostly on the rocks of
this formation. This sandstone was used in Bergen and Passaic and
Essex, at an early day, in building houses, and many of the substantial old farm-houses are built of this stone. Its durability has been
well tested in them. It was used early as a material for monuments and gravestones also, and our oldest cemeteries contain many
examples of it.
Quarries for marketing stone are worked at Paterson, Little
Falls, Belleville, Newark, Orange, Washington Valley, Martinville,
Princeton, Greensburg and Prallsville. The largest of these are the
Beneville and Newark quarries on the east, and the Greensburg
quarries on the west, side of the State. The others do more at
supplying local or special demands.
PALISADE
MOUNTAIN,
BERGEN HILL.--Quarries for getting small
supplies of stone to meet occasional local demands have been
opened at several places along the western foot of Palisade mountain, in Bergen and Hudson counties. And good stone have been
obtained at Alpine, near Englewood, Homestead station, and at Saltersville near Bayonne, and possibly at other points. The sandstone
underlyln_ the trap rock on the Palisades front, is generally too
coarse-grained and toe crumbling to be of much value as a building
stone. It can be seen a_ Weehawken, and thence along _he base of
the cliff to Closter, and quite to the New York line: Near Englewood and northv_ard to Tenafly the loose stone has been usdd to
good advantage in several buildings in these places. It would be
desirable to find a quarry in the solid ledges, of such stone. Near
New Durham, the New York, Ontario and Western railroad cuts
• into a very pretty, light-colored sandstone, which should be further
opened, as it is promising in appearance and is convealendy located
for transportation.
But there are doubtless other localities which
might be tested, with fair chances of opening quarries of good and
handsome graystone. Some of the subordinate hills and ridges are
more likely to have it in them, as, in the main mountain, trap rock is
the mass. The belt of sandstone east of the Passaic, in southern
Bergen and in Hudson counties, has not produced any quarries of
extent, and the long cut at Arlington shows the rock to be mainly a
fine-grained and rather argillaceous rock, and not adapted to make a
good building stone. An opening has been made within two years,
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east of Arlington, in the bluff, by :Richard West]ake, and a grayish,
coarse-grained sandstone exposed. The opening is 100 feet long and
30 feet deep, and of this depth about 18 feet is a fair building stone.
The stone has been used in Arllngton for foundations and cellar
walls.
BELLEV:LLE.--The so-called Belleville quarries are at North
Belleville, on the west bank of the Passaic river, and less than a
quarter of a mile east of Avondale station of the Newark and Paterson railroad. The first opening here for stone was made mere
than a century ago. But the quarries have been vigorously worked
only within the past 25 years_or, since 1857. They were reported
in the " Geology of New Jersey," 1868, pp. 506-7. Their production has greatly increased since 1879, and last year (1881) there
were 375 men employed in the quarries and in the adjoining yards
dressing the stone. There are four separate parties at work, although
but three distinct quarries, as Roblson's and Philip's are practically
one. The workings move ia a general westward direction, extending from within a few rods of the river road into the gently rising
ridge. All of them descend below the tide level in the river. The
overlying earth is glacial drift, containing much red sandstone, and
in places imbedded sands and gravels. The strata of rock near the
surface are generally much broken up, and yield small-_ized stone
only; as they are followed down the beds become more solid and of
better quality. The descent or dip of the strata is towards the
northwest, and at an angle of 10° to 12°. One of the most interesting geological features is a fault, which can be traced across
Joyos's,
Rohison's
and Philip's
quarries,It isbeautifully
exposed
in Robison's,
where thedisplacement
amountsto fivefeet,
and its
dipis650to70° degrees
westerly.Itsgeneral
courseisnorthand
south,
or,more accurately,
south3° east(magnetic).
The westside"
appearstohave slipped
down,asthecorresponding
bedson either
sideofitwouldindicate.
Inworking,
allofthequarries
move withthedip,
and hencestone
haveto beraisedup outoftheirbeds. Thereisno advantage
of
gravity.The stonearehauledby teamstowharveson theriver,
whencetheyareloaded
andshippedbyboatstopoints
ofdestination.
Blocksofgreatsizearequarried
out,and largerthancanbeconveniently
handled.The UnitedStatescensusschedule
returnsfrom
thesequarries
reported
an aggregate
product'of
45;000cubicyards,
valued at _225,f_00. That was for the last half of 1879 and first
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half of 1880. The product for 1881 no doubt exceeded this total
very considerably in value. The .BelleviUe 8_cns commands a wide
market and brings good prices. The light-colored, grayish stone
sells at $1.00 per cubic foot; the fine-grained, reddish stone, suitable
for rubbing, brings $1.50 a foot. The new Mills building, corner of
Broad street and Exchange Place, New York city, has' absorbed a
large amount of stone quarried during the past year.
Beginning at the south, the first quarry is 'that of Win. J. $oyce.
The excavated area exceeds two acres, and l_as an average depth of
60 feet. This quarry has been worked rather more into the hill or
ridge .than the others, and, at the .present heading, is about 90 feet
deep. The drift earth at the southwest side includes a number of
thin layers of sand and gravel imbedded in the glacial unsorted
mass. The phenomena of glacier acLion are plain in the glaciated
ledges of sandstone, the striated and large bowlders and the heterogeneous mixture of earth-pebblQs and bowlders. The thickness of
this drift earth is, at most, 20 feet. On the west side there is about
30 feet of red, fine-grained sandstone strata, which furnish considerable stone for foundations, walls, &c. As followed down they
will, no doubt, become more solid and improve ia quality. Under
them there is the grayish sandstone in thick beds. At the bottom
a finer-grained and reddish-colored stone is obtained, which can be
rubbed and polished. The joints in this quarry run vertically, west
and north. As the beds are very thick, stone of the largest size
required can be quarried here. Blocks containing 1,000 cubic feet
have been broken out. Three steam derricks are used and a steam
pump, all worked by one 50-horse-power engine.
Stone of this
quarry are to be seen in Fort Lafayette, New York harbor ; Duncan
& Sherman's banking house, New York; the new Mills building
in Broad street, New York city; Garden City Cathedral, besides
many others.
3. B. I. Robison's quarry is 300 feet north and northeast of that
of Joyce. It constitutes, with the Philip's quarry, one opening,
which is about 500 feet square in its extreme dimensions. The
average depth is 50 feet. The dip of the beds is 11°, north 45° west,
and there is a well marked system of jo!uts running vertical, south 85°
west. The other is not continuous throughout. The stripping varies
considerably in the thickness ; on the south side the beds are solid
quite to the drift, whereas, at the west they are more broken up.
Excepting one layer which is three feet thick, there is no good
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building stone to be had in the 60 feet from the surface down.
Under it, however, there is 20 feet of thick-bedded stone, the lower
half of which is fine-grained and of superior quality for rubbing,
and brings a high price. On the south the stripping does not exceed
20 feet. The strike of the strata in these quarries seems to prove
that they are the same, that is, the quarries of Joyee and of Robieon
are working the same beds, although Mr. Robison thinks that he is
working in a lower horizon. He reports also having sunk 14 feet
beneath the bottom of his quarry, or 49 feet below tide level, through
shaly beds only, without finding any solid rock. Two engines are
employed to work derricks and do the pumping. As in the other
quarries, blocks of large size are broken out and then cut up into the
desired forms for market. This quarry has deen vigorously worked
during the past year, and a great amount of stone has been taken
out. Newark, New York and Brooklyn are the principal markets.
The quarry of A. Philip & Son, as already mentioned, is in the
same opening as that of Robison, adjoining the latter on the north ;
and south of the Bloomfield road. The average thickness of the
glacial drift is 10 feet. Then there is about 10 feet of shaly beds,
making a total of 20 feet of stripping. The dip is 10 ° to northwest.
One main joint has a course south, 85° west, vertical. There is at
the west end a fine-grained, chocolate-colored stone ; farther east the
stone is of a grayish shade, and varies from a coarse-granular to a
fine-granuIar variety. As in the other quarries here the gray stone
contains fine grains of a whitish feldspar, distributed sparingly
among the quartz. The mixture has a pleasing appearance, and the
stone dresses easily and true. The fine-grained red variety can be
rubbed. The strata worked by the Messrs. Philip are above those
opened by Robison. One steam derrick is in use and two steam
pumps, as there is a great deal of water issuing from the rocks at
the west end. The stone for foundation walls sells at 25 cents per
cubic foot. From that the price ranges upwards to $1.50 and $2.00for the finer grades, suitable for monumental work, and which can
be polished.
In all of these quarries malachite occurs near the east end and
near the outcrop of the beds, in thin seams lying between the strata.
Bituminous coal, in thin layers, is also found; and coaly stems
and impressions of leaves and trunks are occasionally found. Messrs.
Robison and Joyce both report finding large stems several inches in
diameter. North of the Bloomfield road, and but a few rods from.
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Philip's quarry, is the recently opened quarry of the Belleville Stone
Company. Work was begun here last summer, and a great deal of
work was done during the season in uncovering and stripping the
upper inferior stone from the more solid and merchantable stone, as
is found in the other quarries. The prospects are good, and the
company is pushing the work in developing their property.
The strike of the rocks and the range of hills, and the eours.e of
the Passaic river, appear to indicate that the Bellevillo stone belongs
lower in this lbrmation than that opened in the Newark quarries. It
is east of the Newark strike or course, as prolonged. The relations
to the Passaic seem te show the same.
NEWARK.--There are four stone quarries in this city, all o'f which
have been in oporation'for a part of the year at least. They are all
close together, on the crest of the ridge west of Fifth avenue, and
near Bloomfield avenue. They are conveniently located, being within
less than half a mile from the Passaic river, and the Erie, and Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad stations, and only one mile
from the Pennsylvania and Central depots. They are all favored by
comparatively light stripping, little water, and a good thickness of
excellent stone. The pleasing shades of color, evenness of grain,
and durability, as shown in old buildings in all of our cities, attest
its value, and it commands a ready market. The rapidly increasing
value of the land for building purposes, and the unsightliness of
quarries in cities, will eventually compel them to give way for the
advancing city. The total product of these quarries is estimated to
be worth _;1_20,000for the year 1881. The cities of Newark and
New York are the principal markets, but stone are also sent to
Albany, New Haven, Princeton, and the surrounding country towns.
The quarry on the south of the avenue is worked by the Newark
Quarry Company. It is one of the oldest in the State, having beau
opened more than 70 years. The working face, running from north
to south, is about 400 feet long. The quarrying moves westerly
and southerly, and the stripping is used now to fill the excavated
area on the east, as all this ground is valuable for building sites.
The stripping varies from 10 to 30 feet thick. It appears to be
rather less at the southwest, and work is pushed in that direction.
The order of the stratification in the west face of the quarr_ is
approximately as follows :
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1. Glacial drift ............................................................

12 feet.

2. Shaly rock, here term_t "Callous."
(In this there are some
workable strata) .................................................
15 feet.
3. Shaly beds ..............................................................
1 to 4 feet.
4. Dark-colored red sandstone ........................................
6 feet.
5.
6. Light colored

sandstone

(varying in thickness) ..........
in thick beds ...........................

7. " Callous"
(very thin) ...............................................
8. Dark-colored and harder stone ...................................

1 foot.
8 to 15 feet.
4 to 6 feet,

The dip is 5 °, north 65 ° west. The joints arc very irregular and
no general direction is apparent in them. The stone of "6/' in the
section as given above, is most largely quarried.
The bottom rock
is less used. Very little powder is used in quarrying, and that in
blowing down the top or stripping. Large-sized blocks are obtained
by wedging off, following the planes of joints and of bedding. A
small steam pump, working a part of the time only, raises the water.
A larger engine works the two derricks for hoisting, &c. The
working force, the past year, has been large, and a great quantity
of stone has been quarried. The average price is about 70 cents per
cubic foot. Newark and New York are the principal markets,
although stone is sold at New Haven, Princeton, Albany and other
cities.
Kocher Brothers' quarry is across the block, southwest of the last
described, and is between 5th and 6th avenues and Ridge and Parker
streets. It was opened in 1872. The opening is an almost square
pit, about 200 feet on a side and about 50 feet deep. The glacial
drift is here 10 to 30 feet thick, resting upon the solid strata of
stone. The beds are thick and dip at an angle of a few degrees only
towards the northwest. In the principal system the joints are
remarkably clean and regular and traverse the mass in a northeast
direction. The stone is of a light gray color and is more solid and
harder than that of the other quarries generally. Some strata are
a little reedy ; but much of this stone shows no lamination or signs
of bedding. The total thickness of stone quarried amounts to 30
teet, and goes down to shaly beds at the bottom. Very large blocks
can be quarried here--30 feet long and three to four feet thick.
8team derricks are employed in hoisting, worked by a ten-horsepower engine. There is no water to be pumped out. Most of the
stone is shipped in the rough, and brings an average price of 80
cents per cubic foot.
Rightsr's quarry, worked by Philip HSshnle, is on the northeast
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side of Bloomfield avenue, and northeast of that of the Newark
Quarry Company. The quarry is old, and the area worked over
must be about 700 feet long and 300 feet broad. The excavated
contents is estimated to he 300,000 cubic yards. The deepest place
is down 60 feet. A large area of stone oil west side of the quarry
has been uncovered recently. The approximate figures of the vertical sections on north side are :
1.
2.
3.
4.

Glacial drift ................................................................
Stone, in thick beds ......................................................
Shaly beds ..................................................................
Thick-bedded strata ......................................................

15 feet.
12 feek
3 feet.
12 feet.

This quarry has not been worked to its full capacity the past year.
Several years ago it was worked by Robert Matches, and paid a
handsome royalty for ten years, yielding a large amount of stone.
William A. Righter, of Newark, is the owner.
W. D. Patterson's quarry was quite recently opened. It is on the
north side of Bloomfield avenue, a few rods west of Righter's
quarry. As yet it is in the nature of prospecting. And the excavation is only about 50 feet square and 40 feet deep. The glacial drift
earth is live to eight feet thick. Then come shaly beds with some
red asndstone--10 to 15 feet thick; next below is a drab-colored
stone 12 feet thick. The dip is 8°, north 60° west. The stone is
uniform in texture, fine grained and of a good color.
LITTLEFALLS, PASSAICCOUNTY.--The quarries along the river,
• below the village of Little Falls, are owned by Robert Beatty, of
that place. Those on the west, or left bank of the stream, have been
idle for many years. The maln quarry, on the east or southeast of
the stream, and near the village, is the largest and the most noted
for its former activity and its excellent and beautiful stone. It was
opened in 1840, and was worked until 1857, then idle until in the
spring of 1880, since which time it has been vigorously worked by
J. C. & R. Stanley. The working extends at least a quarter of a
mile along in the bluff, and at the broadest may be 300 feet back
from the river. The quarrying advances in a general east and northeast d!rection, and opposite the direction of the dip. The older
quarrying was further to the southwest, and near the village. At
the present southwest working, the quarry rock is covered to a depth
of 18 feet, by glacial drift earth ; at the extreme northeast this earth
D
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is not more than 10 feet thick.
The general direction of the dip is
towards the northwest, and varies from 5 ° to 10 °. Vertical joints
at southwest course north 60 ° east, and north 10 ° east.
A very
clean and persistent .ioiut at northeast end of the quarry runs, vertical, south 70 ° west ; and another at about right angles to it is not
nnt alw_ys plain.
This quarry produces three principal grades of stone. That found
at the southwest is known as the light brown stone ; the middle of
the qu_n'y ylc]ds a harder, but very fine-grained, rich dark-brown
steele, which takes a good polish and is noted for its adaptation to
fine, nreamenta]
work.
It has been used for some of the interior
decnratioa of the _ta_e Capitol at Albany.
At the extreme northeast end, the siooe is rather coarse-grained,
and of a light gray
shade.
It nccurs iu thick beds, although there is not so much
exposed as of th_ other grades.
It was very recently employed in
the chapel of the Madison Avenue and Sixty-sixth
Street Church,
New York.
In this gray stnne, there are, in certain horizons, very fine impressions of plants, stcm_ aod leaves, and thin coaly seams, two to three
inches broad.
One of them was seen which had a length of eight
feet. Kipp!e m:trks, very plain and well defined, are quits common
on the red stone near the middle of the quarry.
The locality is,
geologically, of much i_terest, and needs further examination of it8
fnssiI stems.
In gencraI, the stone of this quarry is remarkable
for its homogeneity, it_ texture and its rich shade of color. Its durability has
been tested ia many p_blic buildings, among which the more prominent are, Trinity Church an,1 Trinity Chapel and Phoenix Bank, in
New York City, U. S. C_tstom House and Post Office Budding and
the Essex County CourL ttouse, in Newark.
The finest grades of
stone answ_,r I0r scuiptur_.
B',ocks containing
600 cubic feet have
been qu_lrri_d recently _md loaded on the canal.
Prices range from
$I.00 t_ _2.50 per cubic foot. At present, 40 men are employed;
and a hrge amount ot sio:_e was quarried during the past year. The
accessibility to the ._[orr6 canal and the two railroad lines crossing
the village, less than one mile distant, afford facilities for easy shipment, and a prosperous furore seems to lie before this noted'quarry.
OaANG_:.--The qu_rries in the eastern face of the First mountain
(Watchung mountains), west of Orange, are worked by James B_ll,
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of that place. The present quarry is south of the earlier ones
opened here, and about 200 yards from the turnpike.
It was
opened in 1880. The excavated area already measures 300 feet by
75 feet, and at the back is 40 feet deep. The dip of the strata is
about 15°, west-northwest.
The joints run north and south and east
and west. There is a fault traversing the quarry lengthwise, from
north to south, and dipping steeply to the east. The amount of displacement is only a few feet. The stripping consists of about 10 feet
of earth, then shaly beds--in all nearly 30 feet. The total thickness
of the quarry beds is 14 feet. This stone is of a reddish color, and
uniforml), coarse-grained, but it cannot be rubbed; it; however,
dresses smooth. The quarry is so situated that there is no water to
interfere with working, and it is close to the Telford road, and down
grade to Orange, where nearly all of the stone is used. Prices range
from five cents a cubic foot for foundation stone to ninety cents for
out stone, as sills, &c. The quarry is in operation constantly, and
the product is large.
PA_ERSON.--Thore are three quarries worked iu the eastern face
of the First mountain, at Paterson. The southernmost of them is
that of William P. Hartley. It was opened in 1848, and has been
worked steadily since that time. The sandstone is seen here in contact with the trap rock overlying it, and together they rise in a vertical wall over 150 feet high. About 70 feet of this is sandstone
and some interstratified beds of shale. The dip is 7°-10 ° towards
the west-northwest. The beds of sandstone are very thick, and large
blocks can be quarried.
The workable thickness of stone is nearly
50 feet, in three or four strata, which are separated by shale. Some
of the upper beds afford an inferior grade of stone, adapted to building of walls, foundations, &c. There are two principal grades of
stone, one a light and the other a dark brown. The light-colored
stone is used for cut work, for hduse trimmings and for fronts generally.
It comes from the bottom beds. The dark-red stone is
used for commoli work only. Prices range from twenty-five to
eighty cents per cubic foot, according to quality.
The drainage is natural. One derrick, otherwise no machinery is
used.
Samuel Pope's quarries are a few rods nortl_ of that of Hartley, and
in the face of the mountain. They were opened in 1858. They are
not worked back so far into the hill as Hartley's, and the trap rock
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has not yet been reached. The southeru quarry is worked by
Frauds Devlin; the northern one is leased by James Kays; and
both oi them have been but recently started, after having been idle
for several years. The beds opened in these two quarries are lower
than those exposed hy Hartley's, and the stone is more reddish, and
some of the beds ar,_conglomerate. Very little cut stone is obtained
by Devliu ; the greater part of it is sold in Paterson and ia the neighborhood tbr foundations, cellar walls and rough work.
The stone from these quarries is mainly used in Paterson, and the
stone mills, walls, churches and.other buildings are mostly built .of it.
The advantages of perfect drainage, of a great thickness of quarry
material, and of accessibility to a canal and to three lines of railroad, are notable points in their favor. The thickness of stripping,
which in the case of Hartley's quarry is a mountain of trap rock, is
a formidable obstacle, unless the stone can be got out by a system
of underground mining, whereby the rock could be left as a roof
and all the stone removed would be saleable. The practicability of
working on a large scale in this manner is worthy of some consideration, e_pecle]ly as the quality of the stone is likely to improve under
the trap rock.
HALEDON,--A
quarry was opened several years ago in _hneastern
face ef the Second mountain range, about a mile north-northwest of
]=[aIedoa and three miles northwest of Paterson. It was idle for
several years until 1880, since which time it has been worked at
intervals, and the stone has been used in Paterson. It is a finegrained, soff/buff-colorsd stone, resembling some of the Ohio sandstones; and it is said to dress readily and to be durable. The
quarry is owned by Samuel Pope, of Paterson.
PLEASANT
VALLEY,
ESSEXCov_Y.--This locality is between the
First and Second mountain ranges, and two miles south of Verona.
The quarry here in the face of the Second mountain is owned and
worked by F. W. Shrump. It was opened in 1871, sad it has been
in operation most of the time since, and nearly t_vo acres have beau
worked over. At the northwest it is 55 feet deep. At the top there
is a sandy earth and then a shaly rock, in all 12 to 16 feet thick,
which has to be removed to get at workable beds. These are a
grayish colored, rather coarse-grained stone, in thick beds. And
under them there is 10 feet of red, fine-grained sandstone, suitable
for rubbing and polishing. The same rock is in the bottom level
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where the quarrying stops, and the same kind of rock is reported to
have been met with in sinking a well 35 fe_t lower at the house a
few rods east of the quarry. The dip is 10° westerly; the joints are
clean, and one system, very regular and continuous, runs vertical,
south 70° west; the other, at right angle to it, and also vertical, is
not continuous throughout..By
means of these divisional planes, or
backs and headers, the stone is quarried easily, and large-sized blocks
are obtained. Blocks 30 feet by 11½ feet by 10 feet have been
broken apart, and stone 12 feet 6 inches by 8 feet 6 inches by 2 feet
8 inches have been removed. The stone of this quarry resembles
that of Little Falls, and it is in the same geological horizon as
related to the Second mountain trap rock. The top gray stone contains some feldspar in small, granular masses. At the top the more
ehaly sandstone is micaceous. The quarrying moves southward and
westward into the hill. An underground drain carries off the water.
The hoisting and loading is done by means of a derrick, which is
worked by a 10-horse-power engine. The stone are carted to the
Morris canal, two and a half miles distant, and to the railroad at
Orange or Montclair, points about equally distant. New York is
the principal market, although much stone has been put into churches
and other buildings in Orange. The Caldwell Presbyterian Church,
the Reformed Church and Grace Protestant Episcopal Church, in
Orange, are built of this stone. The product the last two or three
years has been very large, and the prices range from 10 ceots to
$l.25 per cubic foot, according to the quality of the stone. On
adjoining property, north of Shrump's, a quarry is being opened.
It is not yet deep enough to reach good stone.
WASHINGTON
VALLEY.--A full notice of this quarry appeared in
the " Geology of New Jersey," 1868, p. 509. It was idle for several
years, but it has been worked a part of the present season by its
owner, Alfred Berry, of Plainfield. It is about 75 yards long, 40
yards wide and of an average depth of 30 f_et. The strata dip 10°,
north 30° west. One main system of joints runs (vertical) south
30° west. At west end of opening th_ planes of joints dip 65°,
north 70° west, and 50°, south 70° east, and divide the rock into
rhomboidal blocks. At west end the upper beds are shaly and of
reddish color; then there is n yellowish buff-colored stone, thickbedded, into which the quarrying has gone 18 feet in depth. At the
opposite end there is opened 10 feet of buff-colored stone under 12
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feet of earth and shaIy beds. The pleasing tint of color and the
homogeneous, fine-grained nature of this stone make it a desirable
building stone, and it looks well. The First Baptist Church of
Plainfield is built of it.
The drainage is by an underground adit, to within six feet of present working bottom. There is one derrick for hoisting and loading
stone at the quarry. The cartage is over an excellent road, three
miles to railroad at Plainfield. The ease with which the place can
be worked, and the unique shade of color and general excellence of
the stone, ought to make a market for it beyond what it has now.
_fABT.rNVILLE.--There are three quarries at _artinville.
The
most eastern of them is no longer in operation. James Kipsey's
quarry is south of the village. It supplies stone for foundations
and cellar walls in the neighborhood. Stone is of a reddish color
and fine-grained. There is a little light gray at bottom of the
quarry. Only two men are employed, and the product is small. It
was opened about 50 years ago.
The quarry of Messrs. Bartle & Brother is the westernmost
opening in this part of the valley. It is south-southwest of Martinville. At least three-fourths of an acre has been worked over to an
average depth of 35 feet. The quarrying follows somewhat the dip
of the rock to north-northeast.
The joints are open and run vertically nearly north and west. The stripping is a red, shaly earth
and sandstone, and is 15 to 20 feet thick. Some of the stone in it can
be used for foundations and for common uses. The quarry stone is
mostly of a light gray color, and there is a thickness of ].1 feet of
it in the whole 20 feet worked. This grade is very fine-grained and
soft, and is easily dressed. It is worked into cut stone for sills,
lintels, steps, water-tables, &e. The common grade of red stone
brings $1.25 per cubic yard; the cut stone sells at 70 cents per
lineal foot, or running m_asure. Near the top the thinner beds
yiehl stone which answers for flagging. They are from one inch to
six inches thick, and can be got out 11 feet long. The principal
markets for this stone are the towns of Plainfield, Somerville and
Bound Brook, and a little is sent to Brooklyn. The nearest railroad
and canal lines are at Bound Brook, four miles away.
The quarry has been worked briskly during the past twelve years,
or since it was opened, and it is equipped with all the machinery to
do a large business. A 20-horse-power engine drives the two pumps
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and two gang saws. Two derricks at the quarry, besides four additional ones at stations, facilitate the loading of stone.
PLucKA_I_.--The quarry east of the village is no longer worked.
The quarries at _illington, 2asking .Ridge and New .Providence
are very rarely worked, and then for local demands only.
The quarries along the Raritan river, at .Five-Mile ./_ockand .hre_
Brunswick, have ceased to yield stone enough to warrant their
retention in a list of our quarries.
At Davison's Mill, on Lawrence's brook, there is an abundance of
altered shale, which breaks up in rectangular blocks and furnishes a
durable building material. It has been worked to some extent, and
would be valuable if transportation were convenient.
KISGSTo_.--The canal company's quarry at this place is kept
steadily going for the supply of stone for slope walls. The stone is
not adapted to fine work.
PRINCETON.--Stephen Margerum's quarry is east of Princeton,
about one mile from the railroad station. The excavation covers an
area of about an acre in extent. It was opened in 1845. It is
worked for local demand only. The stone is of a bluish shade, and
properly an indurated argillaceous sandstone.
The strata dip
gently to the northwest. The average depth of the top dirt is about
four feet, and the mean depth of the quarry is 12 feet. Stone 20 feet
by 10 feet and 6 inches thick have been quarried. It is used principally for buildings. A little is laid as a flagging stone in the streets of
Princeton. The production varies greatly, according to the demands
of the neighborhood.
Thomas Jewell's quarry is near the canal, southeast of Princeton
about one mile. The strata dip about 10° toward the north-northwest. At the top the beds are shaly. The best stone is very solid
and quite hard, and of a grayish color. The stone has been used in
the construction of some of the Theological Seminary and the College
buildings. The quarry was opened in 1800. It is worked steadily,
but not very extensively--for local demands mainly. The stripping
is about four feet thick. Drainage is natural. Being so near the
Delaware and Raritan Canal, it has good facilities for reaching the
largest markets.
G_EENSBURG.--Thereare four quarries at this place. All of them
arc on the east side of the feeder of the Delaware and Raritan
Canal, and close to it, and also to the Belvidere Delaware Railroad.
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They are conveniently located for easy working and for shipment of
their stone. The towns along the Delaware river and Philadelphia
are their markets. The stone is known as " Greenshurg stone," or
a_ "Trenton brown stone." Their aggregate product in. 1873 wa_
estimated to be 60,000 tons, valued at _90,000. The statistics for
the census year furnished to the United 5tates Oensue Oiiloe recently,
amounted to 22,000 cubic yards, valued at $36,000.
Beginning at the south, the quarries are :
1. ('has. Keeler & Son
2. Oreensbarg Granite and Freestone
3. L Clark & Bro.
4. James Green,

Company.

The quarry of Chas. Keeler & Son was opened in 1833. It was
formerly Hill's, aml was described in the "Geology of New Jersey,"
1865, page 510, under that name. The excavation is much larger
thae it wa_ at that time--belng about 700 foot'long, on the canal
bank, anal about 300 feet from the canal eaztward. The etrat_
opened show a gentle inclination or dip of 10° towards the northnorth_vest. The joints are vertical and their courses vary from a
few degree_ we_t of north to west. The rook varies from a red,
argiliaceous sandstone, in some of the beds, to a grayish, feldspathic
coeglomerste.
The beds within ten feet of the surface are apt to
be friable and somewhat disintegrated.
Followed down, they are
firm ennugh for quarry stone. Some of the more shaly rook is,
however, at the bottom of the quarry, of an inferior character.
Tht_ alternation of strata is illustrated by the following vertical
section, observed at a visit some months ago:
l. Yellow, _andy loam ........................................................
2.
3.
4
5.

}'e,t, _haly r,)ck ............................................................
Gr_y ,ln,Lt.ne ............................................................
Shaly be,I_ ...................................................................
Reldi_h gray sandstone ..................................................

4 f_t.
5
12
4
15

feet.
feet,
feet.
feet,

Of these ,Nee. 3 and 5 were worked for building stone. That of
(3) dresses finely.
On the north side el the quarry the shaly beds (2) were thicker ;
as was also the gray stone (3), but these figures are somewhat modified by working and opening further upon the strata. At the southwest the gray stone near the surface ie soft and crumbling. The
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conglomerate contains small white-quartz pebbles. In some of it
there are quite large red-shale pebbles. Much of the gray sand°
stone is a coarse-grained mixture of white quartz and a whitish feldspar, with an occasional pebble of white quartz.
The blocks of stone are wedged off as far as possible without using
any explosives, and are loaded by means of two derricks on the canal
bank, directly on to boats. The stone is sold according to quality
and shape, as monumental re&, dimension stone for fine buildings,
for heavy railroad work, and as common building stone.
The quarry of the Greensburg Granite and Freestone Company is
on the canal feeder, directly opposite the Grenasburg (railroad)
station. It was formerly worked by 3".C. Grant. There are shaly
rocks, sandstone and conglomerate, as in the quarry of Keeler & Son,
although the strata here are higher in the series--that is, they belong
to a higher horizon than those of the latter quarry.
The descent or
dip of the beds is at about the same angle, 10° to 12° north-nor_hwest. Vertical joints, running generally north and south, and nearly
east and west, divide the rock into large, rectangular masses. And
as ia the other quarries here, they are followed in the quarrying, and
the use of explosives is reduced to a minimum, excepting in throwing
down the top, ehaly rock or stripping. The thickness of top dirt and
shaly materials varies from 10 to 20 feet. The total thickness of
merchantable stone is nearly 30 feet, varying, however, in the different parts of the quarry. The conglomerate cropping out here shows
pebbles of white, translucent quartz, also reddish quartz, up to aa
inch in length. Some of the beds contain long and flat pebbles of
red, shaly rock. Micaceoas sandstone is also seen in this quarry,
generally in thin beds, which lie between the thick strata of gray,
fsldspathio stone. In the latter, here, as in the other Greeasburg
quarries, the quartz predominates, and the feldspar is conspicuous
by its dull white appearance, as contrasted with the quartz, and by
its occasional decomposition, causing the mixture to fall down as a
coarse, sandy mass. The alternation of red, shaly beds and the
gray, coarse-granular feldspathic sandstone, in thick beds, indicates
a sudden change in the conditions at the time of their deposition.
Clark & Brother's quarry is a quarter mile northwest of the railroad
station. Formerly it was known as Moore's quarry and was worked
by Prior & Reeder. The property is still in the Moore estate. It
was opened in 1843. The area uncovered and worked runs back,
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narrow, from the canal a distance of 400 yards. And at the further
end it is 50 feet deep. Dip of beds isl0 ° to 12°,north30 ° west.
At the top there is 10 to 12 feet of red, shaly earth and shaly rock.
The beds of workable stone are thick and a grayish-reddish feldspathic sandstone. Another smaller quarry, also belonging to the
Moore estate, lies north of the main one. The stone in it is rather
finer-grained.
James Green's quarries are near his residence, and from a quarter
to half a mile from the Greensburg depot. One, thesouthernmost, is
near the Moore property. The stripping is heavy and the stone is
of a reddish shade. The total thickness of quarry beds is, however,
as heavy as anywhere in the Greensburg quarries. The other
quarry of Green is near his residence. An excavation made to get,
masons' sand led to its opening. • Dip of strata is 10° to 15° northwesterly. The top'earth and rotlsn rock does not exceed 10 feet in
thickness; average is about five feet. The joints dip steeply to
to south and to west. The quarry beds as opened in 1879 had an
aggregate thickness of 35 feet. The stone is hard, but is said to
dress well.
The general resemblance among the thick beds at the several
Greensburg quarries, and the sharply defined shaly strata occurring
with them, have suggested the possibility of faulting in the strata,
giving rise to a recurrence of the same order in the several openings.
Bat no evidences of faults have been found. And, besides, it is mainmined by the quarrymeu that the strata are distinct and unlike in
working. A careful survey is necessary to settle the question.
The Greensburg stone, in general, dresses readily ; it is of a pleasing shade of color, and its durability has been tested in many public
edifices in Trenton, Philadelphia and elsewhere. Nearly all of the
stone buildings in Trenton, and many elsewhere in the towns along the
Delaware river, are of this stone. The stone is sold by the perch, at
prices ranging from $1.00 to $6.00 ; also by the cubic foot and cubic
yard. The finer grades bring 75 cents to _l.50 per cubic foot.
Monumental stone sells at about _3.00 per cubic foot.
The comparatively light stripping and the inexpensive disposal of
it, the thick beds of good stone, the ease with "which it is dressed, the
facilities for drainage and easy handling, the convenience to boat and
rail, and the nearness to good markets, should conduce to increase
the product of these quarries.
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LAMBERTVILLE.--Theblue, indurated shale, which occurs east of
the town, in the bluff, and north of the Goat Hill trap rock, has been
opened and a very little of it used here. It is a hard and rather
brittle stone to dress. Further from the trap rock, northward, a
red sandsto_ie is obtained for local uses, for walls, foundations, &c.
S_oc_roN.--Peter Best's quarry is in the village and not far from
the railroad. There is little earth, then shaly strata at the top;
then the thick-bedded, gray sandstone. In some of the strata there
are red shale pebbles. Dip is towards the northwest, at a gentle
inclination. This quarry is worked to a moderate extent.
At Brookville, about a mile east ¢f the Stockton depot, a quarry
was opened two years ago, wl_ieh has been in operation a part of the
time only. Dip is 20° to northwest.
The rock is a grayish white
sandstone, with a few scales of mica,
There is a small quarry at the east end of the village of Stockton,
in a gray sandstone.
PRALLSVILLE.--The quarries at Prallsville are near the river road
and the Belvidere Delaware Railroad, and at an average distance of
one mile from the Stockton station. That worked by ,]-ames Sillery
has an average thickness of 15 feet of stripping. The dip, as usual
in this region, is very uniform towards the northwest. The stone is
a reddish-gray color, and is rather coarse-grained.
The quarry has
been worked actively, and the product finds a market in Philadelphia.
The Pennsylvania Railroad Company's quarry is west of the Wickcheoche creek nearly half a mile. Tile beds here are thick, and the
stone is of a light gray shade. Thin strata of red, shaly sandstone
occur on top of the quarry beds, and also at the bottom. Occasionally a small white-quartz pebble is seen in the gray stone. The
quarry is worked foi"the use of the company, and the stone is liked
for heavy railroad work, as piers, abutments, culverts, &c. The
New Brunswick (railroad) bridge piers are mainly of this stode.
Nea_"the mouth of the Wickcheoche creek there are two old quarries
which have been idle for many years. Hoppock's quarry (east of
the creek) was actively worked in 1867-73, and from it was obtained
the stone for the piers of the Pennsylvania railroad bridge over the
Schuylkill. Its product in 1873 was estimated at 18,300 perches.
The stone is rather finer-grained and of a light gray to buff-colored.
The dip is 20°, north 25° west. The gray stone is 18 to 20 feet
thick, with red shaly rock at bottom of quarry,
r, the old quarry,
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on the west of the creek, there is more of the pebbly stone, or conglomerate. Thick beds lie on red shale here. The pebbles are
mostly of white, opaque quartz and reddish quartz, although there
are some of red shale and a few of blue calcareous rocks. They vary
from one-quurter of an inch to one inch in length, and lie conformably to stratification. They appear to be very unequally distributed
in the different beds.
The total production of these Stocktoa-Prallsville quarries appears
to have declined considerably since 1873, when their aggregate was
estimated to he 35,606 perches (of 25 cubic feet). The census year
statistics are less than one-fourth of that estimate. The nearness to
railroad and canal transportation, and the large size of the blocks
which can be obtained in these quarries, and the conveniences in
working, ought to stimulate their production and especially for stone
for heavy work.
TRAP
PAVING

ROCK,

BLOCKS--ROAD

MATERIALS.

Trap rock continues to be quarried at many places for road material, paving blocks amd monumental bases, and occasionally for
building purposes. The geological map indicates the areas underlaid by this rock.
PALISADEMOU_TAIN.--The trap rock of this mountain is quarried
at a large number of localities, principally about Gutteaberg, Weehawken, West New York and along ttie Palisades south as far as
Montgomery avenue, Jersey City. ¢ Cuttings for streets and railroads
also furnish material which is used for roads and streets and railroad
ballasting. The trap block quarries are generally small affairs, and
gangs 6f two to five men work together in a quarry.
It is common
for the men to lease the properties and sell the stone to a contractor
or dealer. The blocks are of two sizes; the larger arc known as
_ee_gcagion blocks, and are four inches by eight to ten inches on the
head, and eevea to eight inches deep; the square blocks are five to
six inches square, and six or seven inches deep. The much greater
use of the former size has caused the business to increase very much
within a few years, and nearly all the blocks now made are of the
larger size. They bring $30 per thousand, the square blocks sell at
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$20. The product of the quarries on Bergen Hill and Palisade
mountain is estimated by Michael Shannon, a largo dealer and contractor in Jersey City, to be 4,000,000 of specification blocks and
1,000,000 square blocks, in 1881, valued at $140,000.
There are three principal grades of rocks--the fine-grained, which
is quarried ia Mount Pleasant, a rocky hill north of the Pennsylvania
railroad; the light-gray varfety, which is quarried south of the
Pennsylvania Railroad line or Bergen Cut; and, third, the darkcolored variety, from near Weehawkeu and West New York. All
of these varieties are hard, but they split readily into blocks. In
some cases there is little waste. The larger-sized blocks are more
difficult and expensive to get, and splitting them out is attended with
more waste. But all of these clippings can be utilized in Telford
road construction. There is a great difference in the splitting of the
stone, as some cannot be worked profitably on account of imperfect
cleavage. The quarrymen soon.learn to detect these differences, and
work such localities as furnish stone most profitably, making the
greatest number of blocks with the least loss of material and labor.
The oblong size or g#eeifieation size has been found to answer well
in pavements, quite as good as granite, and the prospect is that the
business will increase. The amount of material is inexhaustible, and
is so accessible that it can be obtained as cheaply as any stone in the
country. Its nearness, at the very doors of our great city, is another
important item. The stone can be loaded at once and carted direct
to the street to be paved.
Trap rock has been employed in building in Jersey City with very
fair success in architectural effect. St. Patrick's Roman Catholic
Church, in south Jersey City, is built of it, with granite trimmings.
The stone is very dark-colored. It was quarried a few rods only
from the church site. The Hudson County Court House is also of
trap rock. The stone has a large use in walls, foundations, &e., on
Bergen Hill, and in the neighborhood.
A large amount of this stone is employed in ballasting the railroad tracks. The Pennsylvania and Central Railroad Companies
have used it very extensively, and the other lines which run through
Bergen Hill also get it. The ease with which it is cracked, and its
toughness and indestructibility, adapt it admirably for such use,
and the convenience in getting it adds to the economy of its use for
making an enduring, solid and dry road-bed. At New Durham,
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Abram W. Duryee has a quarry and a cracker, and he furnishes
stone tbr Telford roads in the upper part of Hudson county.
Onhsc, s Mov_'ThI.x.--West of Orange, in the face of the First
range of the Watchung mountains, trap rock is quarried extensively
for road material by Gee. Spottiswoode, John 0. Rourke and General
John C-. Wright.
These three quarries have each a cranker for
breaking up the stone, and they get 5ut a large amount annually for
the construction and repair of Telford roads, in Essex county. This
stone makes the admirable roads of Essex county.
Trap rock is quarried extensively on the western side of Snake
.Kill, Hudson county, at .Morris Hill, in Paterson, in the gap of the
First mountain north of Plainfield, for the supply of road-making
materials and street walks. The localities where it can be obtained
are many, as, nearly everywhere where this rock forms the underlying formation, it is accessible with little uncovering, and in very
many places it crops out in bold. ledges which are conveniently
reached. The rapidly increasing population of the northeastern
section of the State, with its many towns and cities, have this rock
near them, as a most convenient and inexhaustible source of valuable
material for making excellent roads and walks. And its use should
be encouraged and increased. There is no better rock for such uses.
On the western side of the State, trap rock is not so abundant or
so widely distributed.
It continues to he quarried at Rocky Hill, by
M. A. Howell, of New Brunswick, who prepares paving blocks
and Telford road material, and also finer stone for walks. This
quarry i_ coovenicnt to canal and railroad.
Along the Delaw_ro river this rock has been quarried to some
extent, near Titnsvil!e, Smith's Hill, and near Lambertville, in Goat
Hill. At the latter place an immense number of large blocks lying
loose on the steep mountain declivity have been thrown down and
worked into blocks. The solid ledges also have been blasted, and
stone can bc got here very conveniently and cheaply. The stone
appears to be very u_iIbrm in composition, and is more solid as it is
opened more in the hill. And the latter breaks better for blocks.
The sizes cut are 10½ by 3_ inches on the head instead of the
8-inch cubes as formerly sold. The oblong shape is much preferred.
There are two firms at work here, Gee. Banchoff and Win. Balebridge.
Their markets are principally Trenton, Camden and
Philadelphia. They do a largo and good business.
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Stone for monumental purposes, and also tbr house trimmings, is
quarried at Rock Church, four miles from Lsmbertville, by Jan. H.
Murphy, of Flemington. The quarry is in the loose blocks on the
surface, and not in the solid ledges. These blocks are very large.
One of them, which has been partly worked up, was 50 feet long.
The stone is of a dark shade and splits readily by plug and feather,
and polishes well. Mr. Murphy has used it with great success in
bases and in monuments, and also for sills and window cap_. For
monumental work it is liked, and is used by him to supply a large
trade. It is known in trade as a granite. He says that it is equal
to the best granite in the market.
Its strength, durability and
beauty commend it. This stone has been employed very recently in
the new Deats brick building in Flemington, for trimmings. The
fine tracery work in the caps looks well. There appears to be a new
field for capital and energy in developing this beautlfnl stone. And
the success already gained is a warrant for farther work and suggests
other localities, possibly, in the extensive area of our trap rocks.
FLAGGING

STONE.

J. L. BURROUGES & SoN.--Thisquarryisone milesouthof
Woodsville, and in Hopewell township. The strata are shaly near
the surface, and a blue, fine-grained, thin-bedded slate rock below.
The quarrying has gone down a depth of about 40 feet, and an area
several rods square has been worked over. The older workings
were to the east of the present quarry.
The bedding is very regular; thin beds alternating with thicker; and the dip is 20°, north
40 ° west. The surfaces are generally very smooth, and little dressing is necessary. Stone are quarried 16 feet by 8 feet 6 inches, and
12 feet by 8 feet have been shipped from the quarry. Blocks 40 by
20 feet and 16 inches thick have been uncovered. The stone is used
mostly for sidewalks, but some is sold for bridge abutments, for
cellar bottoms or floors. It is carted to Trenton, Flemington and
Lambertville, and into the neighboring country. A little is shipped
by rail from Moore's station, on Delaware and Bound Brook railroad,
which is one and a half miles distant. Prices vary from 10 to 30 cents
per square foot_according to size of stone. The quarry is worked
in connection with the farm, and the production annually is small.
During the past year five men were employed a part of the time,
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nnd the qu,_rrying has been mostly in getting out stone, with but,
little stripping. Two derricks at the quarry and one at the station
are all tlm macbim.ry in use. The drainage is natural. As the
stripl:_ng h en]y attest 12 feet thick, the expenses of working are
not large.
l%IiLror,D, tIu._TI;I_DONCou_TY.--Flagging stone has been quarried at _,verul plt_'os within one mile of Milford. The Robbins &
McGuire quarry is west ,ff the Spring Mills road, north of the town.
It has been hlle tbr some months. Across the creek and on the east
of the rc_ad,Smith C]ark'_ quarry is opened in the hillside. Dip of
beds ]s to northwe:t, and the atone resembles that of the other or
eastern quarry worked by Clark. One of the slabs seen in place
two ye_,rs ago showed mdlstioct markings of what appeared to be
footprlnt_.
The oI_t quarry ot" tbi_ vicinity is north-northeast of the town,
nearer the Little York road. Some thin conglomerate beds occur
here i:terhedded with t]u grit or flagstone strata; and the same
strata, when full,we I d:_wn towards the creek, are less gritty and
more of a reddish coh,r. The conglomerates contain a considerable
percentag_ of blue ]haeatone pebbles. The general dip is, on the
syenite, fi0°, and towards the northwest. The gray, flagging stone
beds appear to be of limited extent, as in the river bluff, but a short
distance to the west and southwest nothing is seen of them. The
upper strata at C'._rk's quarry are thin, and occasionally pyrite
crystals occur in them. Impressions of stems and of needle-like
leaves are common in certain beds. The thickness of the stripping
is about rio feet. The st,me are smooth and of good size, although
not so large as can b_ obt:dned in the Hudson river quarries. The
product is small and is mainly used in the neighborhood.
FLAG_TONE HILL, SUSSEX CooNrY.--There
are four quarries
opened on thi_ high .qate iidge. S. Dennis' quarry is on the northern _oet. It wa_ ol,eoed six years ago. It has not been worked
steadily. Moses Fu!ler'a quarry is on the eastern side of the hill.
It also ha_ been idle, tBr some time. The Carr quarries are on the
northward slope, but near the top of the ridge. The locations occupied by Ass and George Carr were first opened in 1801, for hearth
stones and for walks about the homestead. As a _luarry, work
began in 1859, and since that time the work has gone on with little
interruption.
The main quarry is 400 feet long and 70 feet wide,
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and has an average depth of 6 to 10 feet. The stripping consists of
earth and thin, shaly strata, in all from 2 to 5 feet thick. The strata
dip 5° to 6°, north 35° east. The very regular and open joints are
nearly vertical, and run north 28° east, and south 85 ° east. The
planes of joints dip very steeply to north and to east-southeast.
The joints are very true and open. The lifts, or quarry beds, vary
from 1½ inches to 10 inches in thickness. One block measures 74
feel by 14 feet, and stone 60 feet by 14 feet, and 10 inches thick, can
be broken out. The only limit in size is that which can be handled
and carted away. The surfaces of the heavy stone are generally
very true and smooth, and need very little hammering to scale off
any roughness. Some of the top lifts are rough, resembling iIidistinct
ripple marks. The thinner beds predominate, and these are the
great resources of the quarry, as they are preferred for the country
trade. In places near the top the strata show some signs of weathering in the brownish shade of colors. At the bottom of the quarry
the rock is a true slate, and shows cleavage plainly. The flagstone
of this quarry is of a dark blue or slate color. The grain is very
fine and close. No fossils have been found in the rock at any of
these quarries, so far as could be learned. From the location it is
highly probable that the rocks are a part of the Hudson river slate
formation. Thomas Carr's quarry is within 100 yards of the abovementioned, and also on the northern declivity of the ridge. It was
opened by a company about 10 years ago. The area worked over is
about 100 feet square and 6 feet deep. An anticlinal axis descending northward runs through the quarry, making the dip on the west
to north, or few degrees west of north, while on the east it is to
northerner. This quarry is worked to a very moderate extent only.
These quarries sell most of their product to the surrounding
country, as far as Middletown, New York, and Newton. Some stone
have been carted as far as Belvidere. The New York, Ontario and
Western railroad is 1½ miles distant, by a good, down-grade road.
Formerly, when worked by the Middletown company, a large quantity
was sold in Paterson and some in Jersey City, and west as far as
Port Jervis. The prices are on the average 10 to 15 cents per
square foot, according to the thickness of the flags.
On account of the slight amount of stripping to be removed, the
perfect drainage and the large size of the slabs, the quarrying is
cheaply done, and the locality can be worked profitably. The supply
E
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seems to be practically inexhaustible, as the whole ridge appears to
be capped by it. The railroad facilities are good. The product is
said to have been formerly between 40,000 and 50,003 square feet in
a year. It is much less at present, as no effort is made to extend
the business beyond the supply of the neighboring villages and
country. It should be largely increased.

SLATE.
The slate quarries at Lafayette and Newton, in Sussex county,
have been in operation a part of the year. The Delaware Water
Gap quarry has been temporarily idle. But it is reported that work
will be resumed as soon as the new railroad--the extension of the
New York, Ontario and Western--is done through the Gap. This
road will give it facilities for shipping greatly in advance of the old
way of crossing the river or carting to the Water Gap Slate Works.
The production of our slate quarries, during the census year,
amounted to _10,000, and they employed 25 men, but this was less
than in former years, as two of the quarries were not at work.
With the increased railroad facilities near all of our quarries, and
the resumption of work at the Water Gap, there is no reason to
suppose that this product will not be more than doubled during the
coming year. The durability of our slate and its good color fit it
for roofing material. The manufacture of school slates, of tiles,
mantels and other ornamental shapes may be established, also.
The opening of new localities is attended with heavy expense, and
more is to be hoped for in or near the present quarries than in new
ones, although the slate formation occupies more than half the area
of the Kittatinny valley.
BROWN SANDSTONE

AND CONGLOMERATE.

Brown sandstone and conglomerate, consisting of sand and gravel
cemented together by oxide of iron, are found in very many localities
in the southern part of the State. They are not confined to any
particular formation, but occur in all the strata of the Cretaceous and
Tertiary formations. They are more common, however, in the red
sand bed and in the sand bed capping the upper marl bed. The
geographical distribution is equally wide, and there are few town-
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ships in which stone may not be found to some extent. The places
where it can be obtained in quantities and where quarries are opened
are comparatively few, inasmuch as the stone is only suitable for
rough walls and foundations, and the demand for it is limited. The
deposits appear to'be of irregular form and are stratified only so far
as the sand and gravel are in layers or are bedded. Often there are
no signs of bedding. The false bedding and the various forms of
structure seen in sand deposits are also seen in this stone. The color
is generally some shade of red, yellowish brown to dark red. Ia
some varieties the white-quartz pebbles are contrasted with the dark
brown matrix of sand and iron oxide. The percentage of ferruginous
matter varies greatly, and in some cases it approximates to a lean,
brown iron ore.
From the fact that it occurs so commonly ia the tops of the hills
in the green-sand marl district, it has been supposed to be a distinct
formation. And Prof. Henry D. Rogers, in his Geological Report in
1839, called it the Brown Sandstone Formation.
Its occurrence,
capping the hills and ridges, explains the existence of the hills, as it
has resisted erosion. Bat these hills are mostly of the red-sand bed,
and it is in this that the stone is found to the greatest extent.
In the so_atheastern part of the State there are many localities,
but generally the masses are thin and often a single stratum only is
found, and these running out in a few yards distance. Frequently
the masses appear to be entirely detached and separate. In such
cases there can be no regular quarries. The stone are found by
probing in the sand with sharp-pointed rods of iron. Of course the
work is all near the surface, as no deep excavation or pit can afford
to be dug to get them. When found in a continuous layer or bed
blocks of large size can be cut. Mr. Gee. Wood, president of "The
Millville Manufacturing Company," at Millville, writes, "I know of
one such layer found under about 20 feet of sand, from which were
cut stones seven to eight feet in length, by four feet wide and
three feet thick, but it is unusual to obtain them of such large
dimensions."
This stone can be squared and dressed, but not
nicely or with profit.
It is rarely used for other than foundation and cellar walls, and such common work. It has, however, been employed in a few cases in buildings, and looks quite
well. The Episcopal Church, in Eatontown, in Monmouth county,
and the West Jersey Academy, in Bridgeton, are examples of the
use of this stone. The largest and heaviest stone of the kind are to
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be seen in the large dam at ]_ays Landing. The use is local, and
cannot be otherwise than confined to the country in which it occurs.
It is sold at $1.00 to $1.25 per load, or perch, at the quarries.
This brown sandstone is found near New Brunswick, in Middlesex county ; in the Mount Pleasant range of hills, in Stone Hill, in
the hills south of Eatontown, near Pyles Corner, and near Imlaystown, in Monmouth county ; at Arneys Mount, in Burlington county;
near Prospertown and near Waretown, in Ocean county ; near Blackwcodtown, in Gloucester county; at Conrad, in Camden county; at
Egg Harbor City, Mays Landing, Estellville and Weymouth, in
Atlantic county; near Bridgeton, in Cumberland county, besides
many other places. The above-mentioned localities are some of the
moot extensively worked and larger deposits. In the absence of any
other stone, it is of considerable importance in the southern part of
the State, and is a cheap and durable material for foundations,
cellar walls, &c., and the aggregate use of it is large. It hardens
on exposure, and on this account it makes an excellent road material,
although not used for such purposes, except on very short outcrops,
which chance to be crossed by roads.
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VI.
CLAYS,BRICKANDPOTTERY.

The localities where clays are dug or mined, their mode of occurfence and their uses, were fully reported in 1877 in the Report on
Clays.
In the last annual report the results of some fire tests were
given, and the purity and high refractoriness of our clays were mentioned. It is perhaps too soon to expect much criticism or receive
any verifcation ia practice of the classification there made. The
general excellence of our Middlesex county fire clays, and their
capacity for resisting heat, are so high, that in practice there is no
occasion to subject them to more severe tests, such as would bring
out differences, and thereby confirm or upset this classification.
In
their great purity, their plasticity and their refractoriness are combined properties, such as are not common in clays in any other part
of the world. It is not too much to say that, considering all the
points of comparison, they are unsurpassed.
They are widely used
in nearly all the fire-brick works of the eastern United States, either
alone or mixed with other clays.
In the manufacture of white ware
and the finer grades of pottery they are essential, to give plasticity
to the non-plastic kaolin clays of Pennsylvania and Delaware.
Of
their purity, a recent letter from Dr. O. Bischof,of Wiesbaden, Germany, says: "Several of them are of such purity as is entirely
unknown to us upon the Continent" (Europe).
And he proposes to
continue the work of testing the clays of our State by the side of
European clays, as well as others from America.
The production continues large, and while most of the old localities are at work, there are discoveries made of new ones, where the
beds are found at accessible depths.
The map of the district is
thereby tested, and it is found to be essentially correct in its indications. There has not been much done in opening the Raritan bed,
excepting a pit on the Island farm, which has been opened by Terry
Clancy. The clay from it is found to be adapted to white ware.
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The brick-making business of our State is large and in a thrifty
condition. The yards on the Rarltan and South rivers, on the Raritan bay shore and on the Delaware, have their clays conveniently
located, and the adaptation of these clays to the manufacture of
brick of excellent quality, and their nearness to markets, give them
advantages which enable them to work steadily, and the production
is increasing year by year.
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VII.
DRAINAGE.

The drainage works in the Great Meadows, on the Pequest,
in Warren county, continue to fulfill their office very satisfactorily.
The whole of the ground, both meadow and swamp, is provided with
a sufficient outlet to carry off all the water that falls or is discharged
upon it, without allowing any to overflow the surface. The land
where cleared and cultivated proves to be of the first quality. Mr.
Win. Vreeland, of Danville, who has cleared a considerable tract for
farming purposes, and has it well ditched and drained, has had some
of his fields measured, and his crops ascertained by responsible
parties, and they report the following :
17.07 acres in corn yielded 1,390_ bushels of shelled corn, being
an average of 79_ bushels per acre. One acre, selected as the l_est,
yielded 73_ bushels; which was an error in judgment of those
making the selection. The acre selected as the best was one on
which no manure had been applied, and the yield is an excellent
one, but the result shows that those parts of the field which were
manured yielded the heaviest corn. The corn crop was sold for
$1,006.74.
13.95 acres of hay yielded 2_- tons per acre, which was sold for

s4o.

0.99 of an acre of onions yielded 600 bushels, which were sold
for _600. A quarter acre selected from this field yielded 213 bushels.
The land on which these crops were grown I do not consider to be
at all above, even if it is equal to, the average of the whole tract
drained. There were several other good crops grown on these
reclaimed lands by different farmers. All the crops grown the past
season were much better than those on the surrounding high
grounds; they were less injured by the severe drought, and it cost
much less to till the ground and cultivate them.
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The improving
ofthislargetract
of richfarminglandisa great
publicbenefit;
and now thatitisopen to marketsby a railroad
whichruns throughitswholelength,
itoughttobe immediately
cleared,
andputincondition
forreturning
a profit
toitsowners.
The progress of its improvement has been delayed, and the cost
of its drainage largely increased by the litigation set on foot by some
of the largest land owners.
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VIII.
WATERSUPPLY.

The question of a supply of pure, wholesome water is assuming
greater importance with every passing year.
The gathering o'f population in towns and cities is increasing the need'for more copious
supplies, at the same time that the accumulation of filth and impurities on the surface is contaminating the supplies from the wells, which
in former times were the chief reliance.
The numerous oases of
malignant and fatal disease, which can be traced to the use of water
from such wells, have created an uneasy feeling in the public mind.
And the possibilities of poisoning from such cause is a well-founded
reason for the inquiry propounded above.
In all thickly-settled
countries well-waters are unsafe, and the surface water running in
brooks and small streams in cultivated countries is liable to become
impure from the various matters used to enrich the soil. Deepbored wells have been uncertain in their quantity or quality yielded.
Some of them have yielded largely, others have failed entirely.
Many of them have yielded water of had quality, and others have
materially changed quality and amount after they have yielded good
water for a long time.
The only resource then is the streams,
springs and lakes, in some mountainous and thinly-settled district of
country, where rocky, wooded and uncultivated soil occupies most of
the surface, and where such a state of things is likely to continue.
In that portion of New Jersey nearest to New York, there is a
population of 300,000 people gathered in cities and towns, and nearly
200,000 more in a thickly-settled
country.
And this is likely to be
doubled in the next 30 years.
For all these the present sources of
water supply are inadequate, and the quality of that which has to be
used is exceptionable, and some of it dangerous.
The head-waters of the Passaic above Little Falls are sufficient to
meet all the requirements of the district and of the population that
has been spoken of, or a population five, or even ten, times that. That
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river drains an area of 750 square miles above Little Falls, and it is
capable of supplying more than 400,000,000 gallons of water daily,
if proper provision were made for storing that which now runs to
waste in storms and freshets.
All the water from this great area is collected in a single stream
only 100 feet wide at Little Falls, and it is there at an elevation of
150 feet above mean tide, and only 14 or 15 miles from the Hudson
river at Jersey City. By going back a few miles farther into the
mountains, streams of water can be secured which have never been
where there could be a suspicion of any impurity, and reservoirs
could be constructed to store the surplus waters of storms, and have
them ready for the seasons of drought. This source of abundant
and convenient water supply should be secured for the use of all the
people inhabiting the district between the Watchung mountains and
the Hudson river. And it should be secured soon, so that it may
not be appropriated to the use of a part of the people, or be taken
away for the benefit of more enterprising people on the east of the
Hudson.
With proper care and time an adequate supply of water can be
got from the Upper Passaic by storing the surplus in reservoirs,
without diminishing the amount required daily.for the water power
at Paterson and Dundee.
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IX.
STATISTICS.

IRON

ORE.

The product of our mines of iron ore for the year (1881) as shown
by the shipments of the several railroad companies, and the statistics
of the furnaces, which receive some of these ores directly from the
mines by teams, amounted to 737,052 tons. The statistics for the
past decade, and the estimated output at intervals back to 1790, are
put in a tabular statement below : "
1790 ..............
1830 ..............

10,000 tons .................
20,000 tons .................

Morse's estimate.
Gordon's Gazeteer.

1855 ..............
1860 ..............

100,000
164,900

tons .................
tons .................

Dr. K'tchell s estimate.
U. S. census.

1864 ..............
1867 ..............
1870 ..............

226,000
275,067
362,636

tons .................
tons .................
tons .................

Annual Report
Annual Report
U. S, census.

1871 ..............

450,000

tons ........

1872 ..............
1873 ..............
1874 ..............

600,000
665,000
525,000

tons .................
tons .................
tons .................

.......... Annual

State Geologist.
State Geologist.

Report

State Geologist.

Report
Report
Report

State Geologist.
State Geologist.
State Geologist.

1875 ..............
396,000 tons .................
Annual Report
1876 ..........................................................................................
1877 ..........................................................................................

Slate Geologist.

Annual
Annual
Annual

1878 ..............

409,674

tons .................

Annual

Report

State Geologist.

1879 ..............
1880 ..............
1881 ..............

488,028
745,000
737,052

tons .................
teas* ...............
tons .................

Annual
Annual
Annual

Report
Report
Report

State Geologist.
State Geologist.
State Geologist.

The U. S. Census Bulletins, recently issued, enable us to give the
following items relative to the production, the working force, capital,
&c., employed :
*The product for 1880,as published in the Annual Report for 1880,wa_ In error. It should
have been 745,000tons.
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Number of establishments .....................................
Maximum yearly capacity .............................................
Product for census year .................................................
Value of product........................................................
Value of materials used in regular industry......................
Wage_ paid................................................................
Total..............................................
Number of men employed...................................
Total number of employe_...................................

109
1,487,829 tons.
757,372 tons.
$2,910,442
584.229
1,606,257
$2,190,486
4,649
4,811

Value of machinery ......................................................

$519,954

Working capital ..........................................................
Value of plant ............................................................
Value of real estate ......................................................

562.915
841,226
4,797,620

Total capital ....................................

}6,201,761

In the list of iron-producing States, New Jersey ranks fourth,
being exceeded by Pennsylvania, Michigan and New York. And
the same relative rank is maintained as was shown by the census of
1870. Her proportion of the total product of the country is 9½ per
cent., about one-tenth of the whole.
Of the total product of the State, Morris county produced
568,420 tons, or 75 per cent. Its rank among the counties of the
United States is third. Marquette county, Michigan, and Essex
county, New York, alone surpass it in amount. Sussex county
ranks sixteenth, and Warren county twenty-sixth, in this list of counties. Among the large mines the Hibernia ranks eighth, having produced 138,173 tons.
The census statistics give the average cost per ton of ore, as distributed in labor_ materials, interest and royalty. While the cost of
labor is larger in Now Jersey than in the other large iron-producing States, the price of the ore at the mines is here greater than
elsewhere, excepting in Missouri. In the per cent. ratio of value of
yearly product to total capital, New Jersey ranks high, being 46.77,
while in the other large iron-producing States it varies from 24.51
to 42.34. These figures indicate the business as a steady and profitable one.
In relative rank of production of iron and steel, New Jersey ranks
fifth, having dropped from the fourth place in 1870, although its
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increase has been 112 per cent. Its rate of increase was surpassed
by Illinois only, _mong the large iron-manufacturing States.
ZINC ORE.

The New Jersey Zinc and Iron Company, and C. W. Trotter work
the zinc mines on Mine Hill, at Franklin; at Ogdensburg, the Sterling
Hill mines are worked by the Manganese Iron Company, the Passaic
Zinc Company, and the New Jersey Zinc and Iron Company. The
latter company has taken out a large amount of ore at each of these
places, and its activity appears in the greatly increased product of
our mines. The railroad companies report shipments of 49,178 tons
of zinc ore from these mines. The increase is shown in the following
tabular statement of production for several years past :
Estimate
Estimate
Estimate
Estimate

1868 ..........
1871 ..........
1873 ..........
1874 ..........

25,000
22,000
17,500
13,500

tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.

CLAYS

AND

1878 .......................
1879 .......................
1880 .......................
1881 .......................

14,467
21,937
28,311
49,178

tons.
tons.
tons.
tons.

BRICK.

The statistics of "clays, ]_aolin, fire sand and other materials of
a refractory nature, which are dug in Middlesex county, may be
grouped as follows :
Woodbridge,
Perth Amboy and north bank of Raritan,
fire brick, fire clay and other refractory
materials
(estimate for 1880) ......... : ....................................
Clay banks on the south side of the Raritan river : " Fire
clay," "ware clay,"
"foundry
clay" and "retort
clay ". ..............................................................

197,800 tons,

Stone ware clay. _ .....................................................
Clay for yellow ware, pipe, &c._ ...................................

50,000 tons.
15,000 tons.
5,000 ton*.

Henry Maurer, manufacturer of fire brick, hollow brick for fireproof buildings, reports using 5,000 tons of fire clay during the
year, in the manufacture of 520,000 hollow brick, and 1,750,000
fire brick, gas retorts, tiles, &c., &e., at his works, near Perth Amboy.
From the clay banks along the Delaware river, the shipments of
clays and refractory materials amount to 42,200 tons.t
This estimate includes, however, 10,750 tons of foundry gravel from the
*From Otto Ernst, of South Ambor.
j"From John D. Hylton, of Palmyra.
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Peasauken creek hanks, of John D. Hylton. About two-thirds of
the total clay product of this side of the State comes from the same
bank.
The statistics of red brick for 1881, as estimated by the large
manufacturers in the several brick-making centers, are-Raritan
Raritan

and South river yards ...........................
bay and Maw.wan yards ........................

60,000,000 red bricks.
19,000,000

Delaware river yards, Trenton and Kinkora (including 6,000,000 of pressed or front brick)....19,500,000
Delaware river, FiJh House ..............................
8,000,000
Total ....................................................

106,500,000

To this total there should be added several millions for the yards
in the northern part of the State, and elsewhere, to supply local
demands. A high estimate of their production would be about
10,000,000.
STATI_TICS

OF

I'OTT} RIF.S

MAKIIqO

WHITE

WARE

AT

TRENTO_

ELIZ._BeTH

A_D

JERSEY

CITY, _

l_umher of kilns ........................................................
Average

capacity

(each) ..............................................

Amount prodoced, if fully employed ......................
:.......
Amount actually produced, about .................................
Amount produced in United States ................................
Amount imported, about .............................................
Production of I','_w Jersey (clays, flint and spar) ...............
Coal used .................................................................
Wages paid, yearly ....................................................
lIands employed ........................................................

110
$30,000
_3,030,000
3,000,000
5,000,000
4,000,000
50,000 tons.
50,000 tons.
$1,400,000
3,000

The figures of this table are reprinted from the Annual Report for
1880, as there is no material change in the statistics. Rapid strides
are making in the work of decorating wares. And there is an
increased production of higher class wares.
GLASS SAND--GLASS

STATISTICS.

Sand for glass making is dug extensively at several localities in the
State for use in glass works, and for the supply of establishments in
the adjacent States. The principal localities and its modes of occurrence were described in the Annual Report for 1878, pages 70-80.
• From lion. J. II. Brewer, Etruria Pottery Co., Trenton, and President of the United Staten
Potters' Association.
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The United States Census Office collected the statistics of these pits
for the year ending Jane, 1880, and, through the courtesy of the
Superintendent of the Census, we are permitted to present the following facts relative to their operations for that (census) year. Capital
$43,500 ; men employed, 46; product, 27,495 tons, valued at $31,000.
The aggregate value of the crude article is not large, but its place
in our State is the basis of the glass manufacture of South Jersey.
And the importance of this industry is apparent from Bulletin
No. 118 of the census office, giving the statistics of glass manufacture
in the United States. According to this bulletin, there arc in the
State, for the manufacture of window glass-15 furnaces, having
622 employee.
Product, $729,155.

111 pot_.

For making glassware-10 furnaces, with 89 pots.
900 employee.
Product $ t00,00{).

For makinggreenglass,
therewere-30 furnaces,
with 164 pots.
1,979employee.
Value of product, _1,681,015.

In all, 55 furnaces; 364 pots; value of product, $2,810,000.
In the manufacture of green glass, the State leads all the others,
one-third of the total product of the country being made in New
Jersey.
GREEN-SAND

MARL.

The statistics of marl sales and shipments during 1881, received
from the several companies, indicate no great material change in the
amount of business done. The reports show a slight increase in the
output, and the total amount shipped by eight companies aggregates
73,900 tons. The Squankum Marl Company is about to be re-organized, and did no business. The increase in the total production of
the eight companies from which we had reports of shipments for
1880 and 1881, amounts to 15 per cent. The general prosperity
of the country and the good prices received for farm produce
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warrant the belief that the marl trade will continue to increase
and grow to larger proportions as a steady business. The value
of this great natural fertilizer is more and more appreciated as it
is used. And the companies are doing our agriculture a great
service in extending its use as such, without resorting to any doubtful
expedients of fanciful names, or improved mixtures, at high prices.
The reports from the several companies are here presented :
Freehold

and

New

York

Railway.

J. E. Ralph, Secretary and Superintendent
of the road, writes:
The Freehold and New York Railway hauled, during the
year, only 24" car loads, of 250 bushels eaeib equal to 60,500
bushels ............. , ...........................................................
Squankum

Marl

3,025 tens.

Company.

W. E. Barrett. SIq_eril_tendent, says : Owing to business changes
in progress, no work has been done this season.
Freehold

and

Squankum

Marl

Company.

G.D. Gilson, Superintendent,
says:
Tile amount of lnarl
aLld delivered in lS81, is................................................

sold
17,732 tons.

Cream Ridge Marl Company.
Gem O. 5Iott, Treasurer, writes: The company
has sold and
sent out by cars during the year 1881 ..............................
Pemberton
J. C. GaskiIl, Superintendent,
last year have amounted

Marl

Company.

writes : Our sales of marl for the
to .............................................

Vincentown

Marl

Marl

Marl

and

Fertilizer

Marl

and

8,000 tons,

Company.

Gee. M. Rogers, Superintendent,
writes : Our sales haveincreased
over 2.000 tons, being, for tbe year ending ........................
Wee% Jersey

3,000 tons.

Company.

R. S. Reeve, Lessee, reports: We shipped, a decided increase
over the past three years, about .......................................
Kirk'wood

9,000 tons.

Company.

Hen O" J. Iriek, Secretary, writes : Our marl company was only
operated the last five months of 1881, and shipped ............
Fostertow'n

6,879 tons.

Transportation

9,887 tons.

Company.

A. J. Delp, Superintendent,
writes:
Our company
sold and
delivered in the year 1881 ...............................................
18,377 tons.
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Dickinson
5ohn

W. Dickinson

reports

Marl

Company.

sales as amounting

Marlborough,

81

Monmouth

to ...................

3,000 tons.

County.

J. E. Ralph contributes the following statement from Mr. O. C.
Herbert : Sales during 1881, _ 6,480 tons ; and estimates for
pits of the late Uriah Smock, A. W. Hobart and John Van
Kirk, 10,000 tons; total ..................................................
16_480 tons.
• Exclusive of shipmentsby F. &N. Y. R. R..which are included aboveunderthat bead.
F
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X.

PUBLICATIONS
OFTHE SURVEY.

The ANNUAL REPORTS OF T_E STATE GEOLOGIST are printed as
part of the legislative documents of the State.
And they are largely
distributed by the members of the Legislature.
Extra copies printed
are distributed
by the members of the Board of Managers, and the
State Geologist also distributes
copies to libraries,
institutions
of
learning, aM to persons interested in such work.
A list is kept of
those to whom distribution
is made regularly, but the demand for
the last report far exceeded the supply.
Several of the reports of
preceding years are all distributed, and of others but few copies are
left.
There are still alew copies left of the GEOLOGY OF NEW JERSEY,
the ociavo volume and maps printed in 1868.
The RErORT ON T]IE FIRE AN]) POTTERS' CLAYS OF NEW JERSEY, with a map of the clay district of Middlesex
in 1878, has been very widely distributed.
There
hand for distribution.

county, published
are copies still on

The copies of the LARGE GEOLOGICAL_AP of the State
all distributed.

are nearly

A PRELIMINARY
CATALOGUE
OF THE FLORA
OF NEW JERSEY, preparedby N. L. Britton, Ph.D., has been printed during the year, and
distributed
to botanists for their remarks, corrections and additions.
A great many of the plants have been noticed in only a single place
in the State.
By the circulation of this catalogue among botanists,
it is hoped that many new localities of rare plants will be discovered,
and the list thoroughly revised.
The catalogues are to be returned
after one or two seasons, and the notes in them used in making out
a more perfect catalogue, for general circulation
throughout
the
State.
Only 600 copies were printed, and these have already been
placed in the hands of working botanisk% and much work has been
accomplished in its revision.
The work commends itself to all !overs
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of botanical science, and we are promised their hearty co-operation
in completing the revised edition.
A TOPOGRAPHICAL
MAP
OF A PART OF NORTHERN
NEW JERSEY,
on a scale of one mile to an inch, is just ready to be issued now.
In addition to the delineation of boundaries, streams, roads and
geographical matter, it has on it contour lines of level, so that the
elevations of the surface above mean tide are accurately marked on
all parts of it.
GEOLOGICAL
MAP OF NEw JERSEY.--Scale
six miles to an inch.
The improvements going forward in the State, call for a revision of
our map very often. There have been 151 miles of new railroad
built in New Jersey in 1881. There were 1,725 miles at the beginning of the year, and now we have 1,876 miles for our 7,576 square
miles of area, which is about one mile of railroad for every four
square miles of area in the State. These are laid down on the map,
and the agricultural, mining and other great interests, dependent
upon the geological structure of the State, and on the location of its
various formations, render it of the highest importance to keep the
subject prominently before our people.
The results of the Survey are intended for the benefit of the citizens of the State, and the Board of Managers have charge of and
direct the distribution of its collections, reports and maps. The
addresses of the members of the Board are given on page 3 of this
report, and application made for publications to them, or through
them to the State Geologist, will be received and given due attention.
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XI.
EXPENSES.
I

The expenses of the work have been kept within the annual appropriation.
The absolute necessity for accurate geographical and
topographical maps for delineating, defining and studying geological
phenomena, has led to the curtailment of expenses in some directious and to their increase in others. The expenses of the laboratory
have been temporarily suspended, those in geological field-work have
been greatly diminished, and those for making surveys have been
largely increased. And the expenses of work for the coming year
must be distributed among the different branches in nearly the same"
way that it has been during the year just passed.
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XII.
PERSONSENGAGEDIN THE WORKOF THE
GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY.

Profi JOKN C. SMOCK, Assistant Geologist, is still attached to
the Survey, and has devoted much time to the preparation of the
Appendix, which gives a fuller account of the climate of New Jersey
than has been written before this. An engagement for a part of his
time in colleetiDg statistics of quarries and building stones, in the
States of :New Jersey and New York, has given him the opportunity
to prepare important material upon that subject for this report.
EDWIN H. BOGARDUS,
Chemist for the Survey for several years
past, closed his connection with it in April last, and the chemical
laboratory has not been in operation since.
C. C. VERMEULZ,C. E., Topographer and Surveyor, has been
steadily at work during the entire year; field work keeping him
occupied during the season of open weather, and draughting in the
office being done in the winter. He has been assisted in the field by
PETER D. STAATS,who has conducted odometer surveys; by JoK_ T.
_AI%SHALL,

FREDERICK

W.

BENNETT,

PHILIP

1:[.

BEVIES,

SOL'N

LE FEVRB, N. D. VAN SYCKEL, CYRUSW. F. SPROULand WM.
MCKELVEY, who have been engaged in the running of levels, and
general topographical work.
N. L. BRITT0_, Ph.D., has completed the Preliminary Catalogue
of the Flora of New Jersey, and has occupied some time iu getting
specimens and improving our collection of fossil plants, which are to
be used for description and figuring.
Profi J. S. NEWBERRYstill has in hand the work of figuring and
deseribicg the fossil fishes and plants found in Now Jersey. The
work is mostly done, and only awaits some prospective addition of
new specimens.
" Prof. :R. P. WHI_'FIELD iS engaged upon the descriptions of the

4
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fossil invertebrates of the Cretaceous formation, and is making progress with them. The securing of characteristic specimens of the
numerous species that have been found, delays and so prolongs the
work,
My own time has necessarily been mainly occupied in keeping
the different branches of work in effective progress, in securing the
greatest possible benefits from the United States geodetic surveys
which are now going on in our State. The field work which I have
done, has been chiefly in detached parts, which were needful to
complete gaps in work mostly done.
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XIII.
WORKTO BE DONE.

PLAN

FOR

TIIE COMING

YEAR.

The continuation of topographical surveys over the remainder of
the Archaic rocks of the State will be prosecuted during the coming
season, as rapidly as the means at our disposal will allow ; and it is
expected that the field work of surveying this formation, which contains all our mines of magnetic iron ore, will be completed this year.
The practical questions in regard to soils, fertilizers, building
material_, rocks, ores, &c., which are continually being asked, must
necessarily occupy attention, as far as provision can be made for
examination, and they will receive it.
The Board of Managers considering that the subject of water supply is becoming more and more important in our State every year,
have directed that it be made the special work of the Survey the
coming year.
The collection of fossils, and preparing the drawings and descriptions of them is going on, and it is hoped that some part of this work .
may be completed and ready for publication in the course of the
year. In collecting fossils we are largely dependent on friends and
amateur collectors for the use of choice specimens for description.
The collection of the plants of the State is going forward, and we
are glad to report that several hundred amateurs are helping to fill
out and perfect it.
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CLIMATEOF NEWJERSEY.
BY

PROF.

J. C. SMOCK.

INTRODUCTION.

Climate has been defined to be "that peculiar state'of the atmosphere, in regard to heat and moisture, which prevails in any given
place, together with its meteorological conditions generally, in so far
as they exert an influence on vegetable and animal life." Practically,
all of its phases may be traced, either directly or indirectly, to the
sun. It is the great source of all terrestrial heat so far as life on
our globe is con_eerned. In consequence of the earth's spheroidal
shape, and the inclination of the plane of its equator to that of the
ecliptic, the sun's rays do not everywhere fall vertically upon its
surface, but at different angles at different places, and at different
seasons of the year in the same place. Accordingly as they are more
nearly vertical they traverse a less thickness of the atmosphere and
a greater number of them fall upon a given area. Hence, other
things being equal, the more heat such a surface will receive. From
this varying inclination of the sun's rays comes our word climate,
through the Greek verb which means lo incline. In the equatorial
zone or belt, the sun's rays strike the surface vertically, but as we
go thence towards either pole, they are more inclined, and, consequently, the distance from the equator, or latitude, is the most
important element in the consideration of the climate of any country.
And, if there were no others, we should have what have been called
solar climates, that is, parallel zones of the earth's surface decreasing
in. temperature from the equator to the poles. Any map with
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isothermal lines, shows at a glance, however, that the lines of equal
heat do not follow the parallels of latitude, but differ widely from
them. Thus, the western coast of Norway enjoys a milder climate
than that of our Middle Atlantic States, although there is a difference of 20 degrees of latitude between them.
The western, or
Pacific coast of out own country has its mild winters and cool summers as compared with our greater extremes on the Atlantic coast.
The winter temperature of Reykjavik, in Iceland, in latitude 6_°, is
29°, or above that of our llighlands.
The northern limit of the
beech in Norway is about 60° N. latitude, whereas in British America it does not extend beyond the 50th parallel. Examples could be
multiplied indefinitely, showing like variations. Climatology seeks
the causes of these differences and peculiarities. The principal disturbing, or modifying factors of climate may be reduced to these
four, viz.: I. Relative position of land and water; II. Prevailing
winds; III. Height above the ocean, or elevation; IV. Configuration
and nature of the surface and of the surface covering.
L--RELATIVEPOSITIONOF LAND AND WATER.
The well known capacity of water for heat is so much greater than
that of the solid matter of the earth's surface, that the sun's rays do
not heat it so quickly as they do the land, nor does it give off its
heat so rapidly and cool as qaickly. In consequence of this property
of water the effect upon climate is such that places are said to have
a marine, or continental climate, according as they are situated near
the sea, or in the interior of continents. Water not only absorbs
heat, but distributes it also. Ocean currents are mighty agents in
this distribution.
Thus, the heat carried into the North Atlantic by
the Gulf Stream affects the climate of all western Europe, and is felt,
as far as Nova Zembla and Iceland. The heat of the tropics is, as
it were, carried to the arctic regions. Bat there are cold currents
also which have an effect on the shores along their courses. Our
own coast is washed by the arctic current, which flows out of Berlin's
bay and from the eastern shore of Greenland, southward and southwest, passing Labrador, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, and thence
along the New England and our Atlantic coast. The influence of
both of these oceanic currents is felt on our shore, although it is
much less than on islands which lie in their courses. In the Pacific
and South A_lantic oceans like currents exert a great influence upon
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the climates of the globe. Another effect of large bodies of water
upon temperature results from a vertical circulation.
On account of
the greater density of cold water, the surface layers, which are
chilled by cold land winds, sink and are replaced by warmer masses.
In this way a vast amount of cold is buried in the depths'of the sea.
The general effect of situation near the ocean or upon islands is the
reduction of extreme temperatures and a more equable climate. The
cold of winter is less severe and the summer's heat is not so intense
as in the interior of a continent. For illustration, in the Bermuda
Islands, in the same latitude as Charleston, S. C., frosts are unknown,
and the highest and lowest recorded temperatures are, respectively,
86° and 49°. The mean annual temperature is about 70°. At
Charleston the observed extremes are 101° and 13° ; and the mean
for the year is 66°. Following the parallel of 32° 20' west, to Texa_,
the extremes are still wider apart. The Pacific coast climates show
the influence of the sea to a very marked degree. In the San Joaquin
valley the summer mean is 84°, while on the coast, west of the Coast
Range, the mean is but 60°, a difference of 24° on the two sides of
this chain. The isothermal lines here run parallel to the coast for
600 miles and across the parallels of latitude and what would be the
normal isothermals. The southern coast of England is noted for its
mild winters, and tender plants bloom out of doors the whole year,
while at London and in the interior there are frosts and snows. On
the western coast of Scotland and in the Hebrides, thick ice is'almost
unknown, and snow seldom lies for any length of time ; in the Scottish Highlands the winters are noted for their snow. These are
examples of oceanic and of insular climates. Of continental climates
we know through the extremely low temperatures which are reported
from our northwestern states and territories, where the thermometer
falls to 40 or more degrees below zero. It would seem as if in these
interiors there was an interchange of the torrid and arctic zones and
that our north temperate zone partakes somewhat of the extremes of
both of them. Or, in other words, we have a sub-tropical summer
and an arctic winter. Although the general influence of the ocean
waters is to produce an equable climate, that at any given locality is
somewhat determined by the nature of the currents off the shore
and the direction of the prevailing winds. The latter may help in
carrying inland the warmth of the equatorial waters, or, if they
come from land surfaces, they may counteract and neutralize the
moderating influences of warm currents.
But, in general, the din-
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mnce a place is from the shore becomes a partial measure of this
equalizing effect of the sea upon its climate. This effect is not confined to temperature alone. The amount of moisture, the composition and character of the air, and its pressure or weight, are all
more or less modified by nearness to the water. The greater
humidity of oceanic and insular situations toads to interfere with
radiation of heat from the surface and thereby prevent the alternations of heat and cold which are so marked in very dry regions
where radiation is rapid. There are other sensible differences which
are felt at the sea side and which affect us, but which we cannot
exactly define or measure.
II.--PREVAILING

WINDS.

The atmosphere, like the ocean, is traversed by currents, and cold
air, like cold water, is denser than warm, and consequently there is
a constant circulation--air currents which sweep over vast areas of
the globe, carrying with them heat from the equatorial to temperate
zones, and the warmth gathered from ocean currents, far inland.
The trade winds, the sirocco, and others known by local names, are
such carriers and distrihuters of heat. Wherever the prevailing
winds come from water areas, they bring with them the equalizing
effects of water, and the equable climate of ocean or insular locations
are thus felt further inland than in those islands or coast localities
which are ou the sides of continents opposite to the direction of the
prevailing wind-quarter.
Thus the prevailing southwest winds in
Great Britain give them a moist and mild climate, whilst on our
Atlantic slope the prevailisg winds are land winds, excepting as they
are moderated in their intensity by the small bodies of water partially connected with the Atlantic and along our coast. The popular
"cold waves" are the transferrence of great bodies of cold air from '
west to east across our continent through the agency of the prevailing land currents. These westerly winds, in the summer, bring us
the heated air of the southwest. Thus they serve to intensify our
extremes of temperature by excessive heat in summer and severe
cold in winter. Inasmuch as they prevail over the easterly and
southeasterly (which are our sea winds), the climate has a contlnental character. It is only as the sea winds and sea breezes reach
further inland, and blow more frequently, that our climate can par!'
take of an oceanic or insular character.
The measured effect8 of
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these air currents, as recorded by the thermometer, are often sudden
and very considerable. Changes of temperature of 63 degrees in 41
hours have been recorded ia northern Texas. In :Paterson, in our
own State, recently, there was a change of 48 degrees in 17 hours-due to a "cold wave" from the West. The delightful cooling temperatures which accompany our sea breezes are so well known that
it is not necessary to give further examples of winds.
III.--HEIGHT

ABOVE

OCEAN

LEVEL

OR

ELEVATION.

The decreasing temperature experienced in the ascent of high
mountains, the gradual change in the forest and' the disappearance
of all timber, and then the region of eternal snow and ice, give
evidence of the influence of elevation alone in attempering even the
heat of the torrid zone. The lofty Andes are thus snow-covered
throughout nearly their whole length, although they extend across
the whole breadth of the equatorial belt. But in our eastern
Atlantic States the lingering snows found in the early summer on
the Alleghanies, Catskills, and on the White Mountains, show the
diminution in the heat as compared with the lowlands about their
bases. The rate of decrease, due to elevation is, in general, about
one degree for every 300 feet of rise. It is somewhat modified by
the configuration or shape of the surface.
Southern slopes are
warmer than northern, and the nature of the surface also has much
to do with this decrease. Narrow ridges bounded by broadplains
or valleys do not show so great differences as are observed on table
lands. Observations made iu balloon ascents indicate a more rapid
decrease. Glaisher, a celebrated English meteorologist, found a
difference of one degree for each 162 "feet rise, when the sky was
clear. But in the case of mountain chains or table lands the rate of
one degree per 300 vertical feet is a safe one for estimation of
upland temperatures.
The general effect of elevation is therefore to
reduce temperaturgs. That mountain crests and tops are more
exposed to winds is almost self-evident. The U. S. Signal Service
records of observations on Mt. Washington give many remarkable
examples of low temperature_ in the warm months of the year, and
excessively high winds--equivalent to gales of lowlands. The freer
circulation of the air on elevated points makes the heat more
endurable.
But the temperature of elevated localities is sometimes increased
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relatively, as compared with that of deep valleys near them. And
this phenomenon occurs frequently in still cold weather. In such
times, when the atmosphere is not disturbed by winds, the cold air
of the higher ground or mountain crests, like the denser cold water,
flows down into the adjacent valleys, displacing the warmer air,
which in turn ascends, being lighter, to the more elevated localities.
This transferrence of cold air to lowlands is often noted in crossing
narrow, deep valleys at nightfall in the summer season.' And in
early autumn the colder air of the valleys is proved by the presence
of frosts when there is none on the adjacent higher grounds. In
cases of extremely cold weather differences of 10° to 15° have been
observed at points less than a mile apart. This phenomenon is so
common in the Alps, that distinctive names have been given to the
cold currents which flow down the valleys from the higher peaks.
In our Highlands, differences of at least 12° have been observed
between the summit of Schooley's Mountains and Hackettstown.
The deep, narrow valley of the Delaware, between Lambertville and
Milford, is said to exhikit a like phenomenon.*
Elevated table lands and mountain chains ale3 serve to break the
force of the wind in narrow valleys lying at their t_et, and thus, to
some extent, shield the latter. They also serve as condensers of the
moisture of the atmosphere, and clouds (]rifting about mountain summits and the accompanying rainfall, when the neighboring lowlands
are passed over dry, is another phenomenon common in mountainous
countries. E_pecially is this the case where the mountains are so
situated as to catch the prevailing winds, and still more so if the
latter come from the ocean, or are sea winds. The extraordinary
heavy rainfalls of Cumberland, in England, and of the Southern
Himalaya_, are striking examples of this effect of mountains. The
general effect of elevation is somewhat like that of the ocean,
although only within certain limits, and in a far less degree, do
they moderate the extremes of cold.
IV.--THE

INFLUENCE

OF

THE

SUSFACE--BY

ITS

CHARACTER

AND

COVERING.

The excellence of some solid bodies _like sand and some rock to
arrest heat, is well known.

They are easily warmed, and almost as

*Recent nbservatlnn_
made upon the summit
of Pay.de-Dome
and at Clermont,
during the wiuter of ltt79-s0, show that frequently
the temperature
was hi her upon
tain than at C]ermitllt.
The elevaOon of l'uy de-I)llme is 3 540 feet above _'_ermont,
temperature
for December on the mountain
wan 18° higher than It wan at Clermont.
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readily part with their heat. This peculiarity of the solid masses of
the earth's surface, as distinguished from water, e_plaius the intense
heat of such surfaces when exposed to the vertical rays of the sun.
And the rapid radiation of the heat during the night produces
extreme cold. Hence the alternations of temperature by day aud
by night are much greater in the surface layers of the laud than in
that of the water. It is the primary cause of the difference between
the land and the water. But there is a great variation in the nature
of the surface, and its effect upon climate, or upon the superincumbent air stratum, is as diverse as its nature. In the deserts of
Asia and Africa temperatures far above i00 ° have been observed
in thermometers placed in the sand. And everywhere bare ground
becomes more heated than the grass-covered field. The difference
is almost self-evident. Hence wide-spread sandy plains are more
heated than rich, fertile lands which are covered by luxuriant crops.
This more intensely heated surface heats the layer of air in contact
with it, and induces a circulation so as to allow a cooler stratum to
take its turn in being heated. Of course, in our temperate climates,
the effect is not so marked as in the Sahara or in other torrid wastes.
But its influence is capable of measurement, and is plainly evident
to the traveler crossing such tracts. The general result is, therefore, a production of extremes. In the day time the maximum is
heightened and at night the minimum is depressed, and the daily
range of temperature is increased. Such wastes also allow of the
freer, more unobstructed passage of winds, which thus serve to
intensify the changes. They render the climate more excessive, and
neutralize, to some extent, the influence of proximity to the sha.
The surface covering of grasses and grains serves to protect it from
the fierce rays of the sun, and also to shield it from the cold of winter.* This moderating influence of these lowly growths is greatly
increased in the caze of the natural land vegetation--or forest. Trees
intercept by their thick foliage the sun's rays, and by their shade
protect the soil. Their leaf mould and the natural undergrowth still
further protect the earth, so that often the ground remains unfrozen
in the woods, when in adjacent fields or open spaces the frost penetrates deeply. The covering of trees acts therefore as screen against
sun and wind, and Serves"to maintain a more even temperature in the
* ml the olher hand,
r_-covered
seer are co_ler In summer and warmer nl winter thart bare
grnund.
Observations_y
Edmond
and Henry Becquerel show adifference;
and prove that the
difference
may amount to 5.7° at a depth of 2 lnchea.--._'alure,
Dec. 1st, 1879.
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soil.* But the temperature of the air also is more even in woods
than outside. Observations at Asehaffenburg, in Bavaria, give a
mean result of 1.3o difference in temperature for the year. These
figures are incontestible evidence of the effect of forest in lowering
the summer temperature and raising that of winter. It is analogous
to that of the sea.
The forest also serves as a wind-break or screen, and violent winds
are not so common in wooded regions, as there is not the unequal
heating of the surface Which elsewhere tends to produce current,
or disturb the low-lying strata of the atmosphere. The geuerat
influence of forests is to make the temperature more even_to retain
the moisture of the sell longer, to arrest and condense rain-giving
clouds, and hold the rains and snow longer in and on the surface, and
to produce a more equable and moist climate.

NEW JERSEY--CLIMATIC

DI¥ISIONS.

TEMPERATURE.
The situation of New Jersey on the Atlantic slope of the continent, between the ocean and the higher ranges of the Appalachian
chain, gives it a continental climate, very greatly modified by its
proximity to the ocean, and by its varying configuration of surface.
The constant play of these disturbing elements in the climate produce variety within comparatively narrow limits. And the State,
although small, exhibits diversities, which correspond somewhat with
it_ varied surface features. The elevation of the northern part aud
the nearness of the southern portion to the sea tend to heighten the
influence due to difference of latitude only. The nature of the soit
and the tbrests of the southern interior also counteract the effect due
to proximity to the ocean, and still further modify the climate in that,
part of the State. To properly estimate the influence of the_o
factors is the difficult problem of the stildont of climatology.
Records are still too few in number and too short to define the
result of their operation at every locality. But we can approximate closely to it iu the several well marked and natural divisions
* "Aeec_rdlng to t.be U,ird an nual report of the Forest Metcornlo
iea] Statton_ o f Germany.be|rig
the repc*r _.r t_77 *at, leart] the this uy-t&_tltof iltc!ul_* liito Lhe_nflueuce
of for_,t_ on weather
and vlimate now Iileltldes fiJurteen star _.ns. * • * * Th_ resa _, slmwin e_'eryease a I_wer
I_.l_tetup_tm.t_lr_ itlsld.e th_ w_lcL e_ ee_d
"_'lih the. O|*_tt eJttltltry c*tltuide, the_ tite_.u dlU_renee being 1 3'. A_ regards the tern perature of the sttrface of Ihe grtmnd, the mean deficient
in the ",vt_d _haded by the trees is 2.5°. an amoul*t which
graduat]y
diminibhes
with the dept_
to 2`2 at 48 laches, the lowest depth cheer ved."_,',a
are, Marc& 6gh 1679.
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of the State. And we may accept these divisions as the natural
climatic provinces. Their subdivision must come after further
observations have been made, so as to fill the wide gaps now existlug between stations. This provisional division has for its basis the
geological structure, and the study of our climate is, therefore, an
outgrowth of that of our physical geography and of our geology.
The six divisions or climatic provinces of the State are, beginning
at the north, as follows :
I. The Kittatinny Valley and the Highlands.
II. The Red Sandstone Plain.
III. The Southern Interior.
IV. The Atlantic Coast Belt.
V. The Delaware Bay Belt.
VI. The Peninsula of Cape May.
A further subdivision of the first and second of these provinces is
indicated by their structure.
The first contains really three well
marked, natural divisions--the valley of the Delaware river, the
Kittatinny Valley and the Highlands. The trap-rock ranges mark
ou_ three divisions of the Red Sandstone Plain. But there are no
records to enable us to show that they exist in fact. They are indicated by the structure of the country. In the southern part of the
State there are so many stations and so distributed that their records
determine the divisions here made as natural provinces, each having
its peculiarities of climate. It will be understood at the outset that
while these divisions have definite characteristics, it is not possible
to define sharply their boundary lines, or to indicate where the one
ceases and the other begins, since they shade by insensible graduations into one another. This gradual change is especially true of
the southern divisions. In the northern part of the State the more
abrupt changes in'elevation, and in the nature of the surface, and
of geological formations, produce marked differences in climate.
The geological map of the State, accompanying this report, win
serve to illustrate the location and the limits of these climatic divisions, and the localities mentioned in the description of them.
Their boundaries, extent, elevation and general surface features,
which modify the general character of our climate, together with
local peculiarities induced by their varying intensity, are described
under their respective heads.
Introductory to these descriptions of the several provinces, aud in
order to convenience of reference, we give at the outset a table of
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mean temperatures for each mouth, sea_oa_ and the year, in each of
these six divisions of the State.
The mean temperatures are
obtained by taking the averages of the stations which are selected as
representative of them. Thus that of the first is the average of the
mean daily temperature by months, as recorded at Goshen, and Port
Jervig, in Orange county, N. Y., Easton, Pa., and Dodge Mine,
Morris county. The same method is used to get that for the seasons
and the year. The figures of the table give the degrees and hundredths, according to the Fahrenheit scale.

"Mean Temperature

for each Month,

of the State, F-rpresscd in Dcgrcu
belt's _ca[e.

TABLE

I.

Season

and

and fractions

the Year, for the several
era Degree, according

MONTHS.

I.-Ktttstlnny

ValleF and the
from records at
Gu_hen and Port Jervis, N.
Y., 'l:hl_,ton,Pa., aud Dodge
Highlatldt'.

|L--Red

F,andstnue

Plain, from

arull_Wiek. Ntw Germau
t,)wn, l,a mbertvltle, Prince]
]
toll SAIdTrt'litOll................. 28.72,q0.02q87._548.70)50.°_
lII.-_outhe_
Tnlerlnr. frnra re.
'
I
('ords _-t_'reehol,l,_uril
gq
ton. bl_unt II_l]l ". M.a_rest,mn. naddolil t-id, Phi ad*:Iphia. Pa., ),tt'I_, alld
_lneland ............................
I V.--AtIantte ('_ast Belt, from reeordsal Sai_dy It_k. Barncgal and Atlantic Ctly ......... 31.90 32.5238.17,46.12
i

_,'. I_.qawarL" Bay Btqt, from reI
I
cords at UrvvnwJch ........... 32.fi93i.1_,40.90_.63
"¢I --Peninsuht tffl'ape May, from
rvcord_ at Cape May
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'

In--Red

9andstnne

Plain,

from

re-i

*].1

$
t.--Cvn_nued.

-I

.

67.62 I 149'17 26.65
71.35152,63'39.03ll

_

_'

-- -_- -_
_

_'_1=.

_s

e E

19.18 21.79
18,87 22.95

_

18.45 2252
18.72 22.60

III.-.Southern
Interior. from records )
at Fre_v)lold, Bur)lngtr_.
ba.$
:Uony, M()ore*t_wn. Iladdon-,
I V._-Atlanlic
Coast Belt
field.
PSlladc]
at Sandy
Hook. Barnegat

"--

,

i

!

I53.95 *31.93 _lI 17.90

23.13

19.01 22.ff2

51.6"2
53.38

68.80 I 55.43 _33,27 i' lS _2
73,50,55.03 ' 31.03 t, 16.91

22 21

l_ 371 22.16
21.00

°o_a_._
n_or_a_.
....................

_00__._:t _.0sl:
_._
,

arAdI

Aeantlc
City ..........................
at Greenw c 1...........................

Y I,--Penl,lsul

a. of Ca e May, from re-

0_._

This table exhibits the gradual increaae in the mean temperature
of the months, nf the seasons, and of the year, as we go from north
towards the south, or from the Atlantic coas_ west-southwest.
This
difference between the Kittatinny
valley and the Delaware bay belt
amounts to'one month in the early spring, i. e., the temperature
of
February in the latter is as high as that of Ma/'ch in the former.
The differences of the seasons in the several provinces are not so
great as in individual months. In general, it may be said that there
is a difference of one month in the spring, and very nearly a month
in the late autumn or at the beginning of the winter.
The mean
annual temperature ranges from 47.32 ° in the north to 53.38 ° at the
southwest, a difference of about 6 °, corresponding to 3 ° of ]atitude,
or slightly more than the difference between the extreme north and.
south "ends of the State.*
l_'ew Jersey stands at the eastern end
and near the south limit of the populous belt of our country, lying
between the annual means of 45 ° and 55 ° of heat, and comprising
the New England States, the Middle Atlantic States and the northern half of the great Mississippi valley.
A graphical representation
of the table is given in plate I. The
• The lantude of Carpenter's PoSe is 4lO 21' 22 63". That of Cape May right.houseIs3_5,Y 5__,
a difference of 2° 25' 3_'_, equivalent
to 167.4 miles.
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figures at the side express the mean temperature in degrees. These
are connected by horizontal lines. The months are represented by
vertical lines. The several divisions are represented by curved lines,
and where these latter cross the monthly lines we have the temperature for months. The curves show the rapid increase of heat in
the spring, particularly in April and May, in all parts of the State.
The more gradual rise to the July maximum, and the varying rate
of decline to August, are plainly shown. September and October
bring the curves nearer together, as the heat decreases. In
November we note the greater variation between the several divisions. The greatest difference appears in the winter months.
The difference in mean temperature in the spring months has a
marked effect upon vegetation, and the flowering of fruit trees is
about three weeks earlier in the extreme southern part of the State
than on the Highlands. The small fruits also come earlier and are
marketed before the picking begins in the central and northern
counties. " Early vegetables are produced in the southern part of the
State as early as in Virginia. Melons, sweet potatoes and other
semi_tropical products which thrive so well in the central and
southern counties are scarcely attempted in the extreme north.
There appears to be a difference of a week or so between Lambertville and the immediate Delaware River valley, and places ia the
interior and eastern side of the State, on the same parallels of
latitude, in the earlier blossomiog of certain plants and fruit trees.*
But further observations are needed to indicate the extent of these
differences of locality within our borders. The floras of the northern
and southern counties differ widely, but how much is due to the
nature of the soil and to water, and what is strictly owing to
differences in heat cannot be determined as yet with accuracy.
Following the isothermal lines of our State westward they diverge
widely. The lines for the summers on our coast correspond with
those for northern and ceotral New York, and the region of the
Great Lakes, while those of the Delaware bay beh correspond with
the valley of the Ohio and southern Missouri. The isucheimal, or
winter lines of the coast and of the southern end of the State also
bend southward, and follow the same general direction as the
*A ccording to 13 year_ _bservaenns
at Perth amboy, (1819-1831), the mean date of blossoming of
peach _a., April 2t_t, and .f a ply -_*lay2d
Thirteen year- observed at Lamburtvllle
11_i40-1855 ,
gave thu muau datca of AprlP14th
ibg peach, audApra
26th Dr app|e.--B/(Mpcf_
CI matotogy.
p. 5t,7.
Observations
fiJr re,me years {1M1-1857. inclusive}, at both places chow similar differences of O
to 13 day_ in bio_oming
of peach, cherry and apple.
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isotherale,
or summer lines.Thisgeneraldeflection
tothesouthis
evidence
of ourmilderclimatethanthatof thesame parallels
of
latitude
tothewestofourborders,
whilethenorthwardturnof the
summer linesof the coastregionindicate
the influence
of the
watersoftheoceaninthatpartoftheState.
L--THE

KITTATINNY

VALLEY

AND

THE

HIGHLANDS.

This province comprises the Highlands and its included valleys, the
great Kittationy valley and all the country northwest to the Delaware river. The P,ingwood, the Roekaway valleys, the valley of
West Milford, Berkshire and Longwood valleys, Sueeasunna Plains,
German valley, the Musconetcong, Pohatcong andPequest valleys
are embraced within its limits. In short, this division is that part
of the State which belongs to the great Appalachian chain. Its
limits are defined by the colors of the map which represent the areas
of the Archaean, Silurian and Devonian rocks. They cover 1,460
square miles, or one-fifth of the State. The geological structure
explains the configuration and to some extent its nature also. The
Arohaean gneisses, granites and crystalline limestones make up the
Highland mountain ranges; the valleys are occupied by blue limestones, slates and drifts. The general course of the mountain ranges
and the valleys is northeast and southwest. And the drainage is
through the valleys, southwest into the Delaware river and northeast into streams which empty into the Hudson. The crests of the
mountains are from 300 to 600 feet higher than the valleys, and the
ranges increase in height from southeast to the northwest, and also
from the Delaware river towards the New York line. The Ham:
burgh mountain is 1,488 feet high, and Scott's mountain 1,277 feet.
The most southeasterly ranges are from 900 to 1,200 feet high.
Taken as one plateau, or table land, there is a gentle descent (of
about 30 feet to the mile,) towards the southeast. The valleys interrupt the continuity of the surface so that there are no broad, elevated plateaus, although Scott's mountain, in Warren county, and the
Sohooley's mountain range, as continued in Sussex county, may be
considered as such. The first is about nine miles long and three
miles wide, and from 1,000 to 1,200 feet high; the latter is nearly
thirty miles long and from two to five miles wide, and varies from
900 to 1,5C0 feet in height.
Budd's lake, Lake Hopatooog and
Wawayanda lake lie in basins on it. There are other smaller areas
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of nearly the same height, and the whole district of the Highlands
may be considered as a table land, from 900 to 1,500 feet high, since
the included w.lleys are narrow, excepting towards the southwest,
near the Delaware.
The Kittatinny valley is the broad valley between the Highlands
and the Kittatinny or Blue mountain.
It is a part of tile great
valley which extends from Canada to Tennessee, known by various
local names. In New Jersey its surface is mueh diversified by drift
hills and slate ridges, which rise above the lower limestone bottom
and make subordinateand lesser valleys. Its length is thirty-nine
miles and its average breadth ten miles. It is noted for its fertile
soil, its beautiful landscapes and its wealth. Its greatest elevation
is in some of the slate ridges in Sussex county, which are about 900
feet high above ocean level. The greatest depressions are at Belvidere, where the river is 235 feet, and at the Wallkill, where it
enters New York State, 383 feet above tide.
The Kittatinny or Blue mountain, which bounds the valley on the.
northwest, is a narrow mountain range, stretching eatirely across
the State, and rising to the height of 1,474 feet at the Delaware Water
Gap, and to 1,800 feet in High Point, near the New York line--thehighest ground in the State. Its eastern slope is very steep and
throughout mush of the length it is precipitous; the western is morn
gentle. Between this mountain and the Delaware there is a narrow
valley, whose height is 297 feet at the Water Gap and 390 feet at.
Carpenter's Point, corresponding closely to the elevation of the Kittatinny valley.
The surface of the Highlands at the southwest, in Hunterdon and
in parts of Warren and of Morris counties, is marked by its smooth
and uniform slopes, and it is largely in farms and under enltivation,
whereas to the northeast, in Sussex and in Passaic, and, in general,.
north of the line of the terminal moraine, the glaeial effect has been
such as to leave it much more uneven and rocky, and consequently
unsuitable for easy cultivation. And probably 75 per cent. of its
area there is still in forest. The drainage of that portion lying to.
the south of the drift line is rapid, and there are no large tracts of
wet or swampy lands as are found north of it. For a description of
the marked differences of surface features between these sections of
the Highlands, the reader is referred to the last annual report of the
Geological Survey.
In the Kittatinny valley the surface is very generally eultivated L
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and in farms. A careful estimate makes the cleared lands about
three-fourths of the whole area. The forest consists of some large
tracts of wet, swampy lands, and many detached lots and small
groves. The valley of the Delaware, northwest of the Kittatinny
mountain, is less cleared up, but the larger part is in farm lands.
In both of these valleys a very large part of the whole farm area is
in meadow, or grass land, as it is a noted dairy country.
The Kittatinny mountain, separating these valleys, remains an
almost unbroken forest belt. On account of its numerous and
extensive outcropping ledges of hard, gritty rocks, and its thin, stony
soil, it is covered by a stunted forest growth of yellow pine, scrubby
oaks, wi_h scattering maples, chestnuts and hemlocks.
These diversities of surface, both natural, and those which have
their origin in the clearing and in the cultivation of the country;
the differences of elevation ; and, further, the configuration or shape
of the valleys, all tend to produce differences of climate, although
scarcely to be detected among our few and short series of observations. As stated in the introduction, other things being equal, the
mean temperature decreases about one degree for every 300 feet of
increase in height. Applying this rule we should expect to find that
of the Highlands about 2° below that of the Kittatinay and other
valleys, which are included among the Highlands.
And at the
same rate of decrease the crest of the Kittationy mountain would
have a mean temperature of 3° or 4° below the valleys on either
side. That it is more exposed to the wind and sensibly cooler, is
well known and observed by the visitors to the Delaware Water
Gap and to High Point.* But the range is so narrow that the
warm currents of the day cannot be cooled very much in their rapid
passage up its comparatively short slopes and over its crest. The
westerly winds coming from off the more wooded and mountainous
country to the north and west are probably less heated than the
same currents are after their passage across the Kittatinuy valley.
The differences are no doubt greater, as felt, than instruments would
record. The earlier snowfalls at the beginning of winter sh6w that
there is some difference. The snow-covered crest is a common phenomenon to the inhabitants of the valley when that is yet bare.
The valley of the Delaware, from Port Jervis to the Water Gap,
experiences high summer temperatures, although we have no records
*The _ame range as it conthlne_ in New York State, and is known as Shawang_mk mountain,
18 found to be lomewhat
cooler than the valley oil the south.
Observations
at the noted _ummer re_orta of Lakes Mohonk and I_iinnewa_ki, in Ulster county, show It.
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excepting the short one kept by Charles F. Van Inwegen, A.M., at
Port Jervis, to give us the comparative figures. The mean or average for the summer may be slightly cooler than the Kittatinny
valley. This valley is much visited by tourists in the summer and
autumn, who seek comfort, pleasure and health in its attractive
localities. The beautiful and wild scenery, and the fishing and hunting, for all of which it is noted, divert the attention so that the
extremes which arc sometimes reported are not felt seriously. The
greater coolness of the nights, especially in the summer, as compared
with that of our cities near the sea-board, enable one to endure the
same extremes by day with much more comfort. In consequence of
the short period covered by the Port Jervis record, which we use as
representative of this valley, it has been carefully compared with
that of Newark for the same period, and then reduced so as to correspond to a term of the same length--that is, 38 years. This comparison shows that in the winter months Port Jervls is 4° to 6°
colder than Newark; and in the summer it is 3° to 5° cooler. The
mean annual temperature is 4.33 ° colder than that of Newark, and
5.5° below the mean for New York city. But the extreme range of
temperature is greater at Port Jervis, and, judging by the comparative records, amounts to 8° or 10°. And it is made by the lower
winter extremes. The maximum of the summer is about as high as
in Newark or in New York city. The mean annual and seaso"_-al
temperatures as thus obtained, are
Spring ..........................................................................
Summer .......................................................................
Autumn ..............................................
:.........................
Winter .........................................................................
Year ..................................................................

44 53 °
66.68 o
47.83 °
25 74 °
46.19 o

The yearly mean is a little below that given for this valley in
Blodgett's Climatological Map of Pennsylvania, in Walling's Atlas
of that State. A longer series of observations may alter these
figures slightly.
No meteorological observations are known to have been kept on
the Kittatinny or Blue mountain, excepting at the U. S. C. station at
Culver's Gap, in Sussex county, where tri-daily observations on
temperature were made from August 19th to September 29th, 1881,
by A. A. Titsworth, M.S. In that time a maximum of 102° was
reached (the thermometer hanging in the shade in the open air)
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on the 7th of September. The minimum and the daily means
differ but little from those recorded by Mr. Whitehead, at Newark.
But no conclusions about mean temperature can be drawn from this
record. The night and morning hours in still weather oa this crest
would probably give higher readings than the valleys on each side,
in consequence of the colder and denser strata of air settling ia these
valleys, leaving the warmer air about the mountain tops.
In the Kittatinny valley and the Highlands we have records at
the following localities :
Deckertown, Sussex county, 7 months ......................
Newton, Sussex county, 8 months .............................
Dodge Mine, Morris county, 1 year 2 months ..............
Dover. Morris county, 2 years 4 months ....................
Mount Olive, l',iorris county, 4 monthg ......................

h. C. Noble.
Dr. Thomas Ryerson.
Win. Allen Smith.
H. Shriver.
A. A. Titsworth.

The periods covered by these records are so short that it has
seemed necessary to add to them that of Goshen, Orange county,
N. Y., which is 11 years in length, and that of Easten, Pa., 5 years
long. Goshen is 1'2miles from the State line, but the valley there
has the same general features as in Sussex county, and hence it
seems fair to assume that it is representative of the northern part of
our Kittatinny valley. Enston is at the extreme southwest, separated by the river only from our territory. It may stand for the lower
or southwest parts of our Muscoaetcong and Pohatcong valleys as
well as the Kittatinny valley. The average of the two places may
give the mean temperatures for our valleys. The range at Goshen
runs to a low extreme. The station at the Dodge Mine is one of the
highest, and its location on a plateau of the Highlands makes it a
good one to represent that part of the State. It has been compared
with Newark and reduced by difference to correspond for a like
period of 38 years. The record for Easton has also been compared
and reduced. West Point's long series, extending through 46 years,
has been put in the table for purposes of comparison, but its position
on the Hudson, nearly at tide level, gives it some peculiar features
which are not altogether common to the climates of our Highland
valleys. It becomes, however, a kind of check upon our short series
at the Dodge Mine. Comparing Goshen and the latter, we observe
that the mean temperatures for the Winter months are nearly alike.
The differences in the Summer and Autumn are small, but in the
Spring the Dodge Mine record runs three degrees below that of
_2
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Goshen.
It is probable
that the later melting of the Winter's
snows in the wooded mountain district in which this station is situated makes this difference.
The close correspondence
throughout,
the year between the latter and Port Jervis are remarkable and suggestive.
And these three records may represent the extreme northern ['art of the State, while the more southern valleys are represented
by that of Easton.
As compared with Newark, the mean annual
temperature
is three to four and a half degrees lower. The
monthly difference appears in March, amounting to about six
The average beLween the three places ior the year, is 46.5
The isothermal of 46.5 degrees runs, according to Blodgett's
Pennsylvania, through the northern part of that State. The

greatest
degrees.
degrees.
map of
relation

of the several places to one another, in temperature,
by months and
by seasons, is shown in Plate II.
The table of mean temperature
gives the figures for the several stations for like periods.
In the
Table of Temperature
the extremes also are given for months and
for the year.
But with the exception of Goshen, tee extremes are
not of much importance, and the ranges are too short, since the
records are not long enough to exhibit the greatest extremes of
either heat or coM. They may be regarded as approximations
which
further observations
may change slightly.
In general, the climate of the Highlands is not marked by excessive
extremes of temperature.
The spring opens a few days later than.
it does in the valleys and on the red sandstone plain, but it advanoes
rapidly so that May is nearly as warm, and vegetation on the first of
June is quite as forward, as on the lower lands.*
The summer is
not marked by so great extremes of heat, and hence the hot weather
is much more endurable.
The attractiveness
of Schooley's mountain, _udd's Lake, Lake Hopatcong, Newfoundland
and Chester, is
no doubt greatly owing to the absence of excessively high temperature in midsummer.
But mere marked are the lower night temperatures, and all travelers and tourists going from our cities into the
Highlands notice the cooler and more refreshing nights, and thereby
experience the relief which.comes
from such a delightful chauge.
In the winter the lowest temperatures
are but little below those
observed in Newark and the central part of the State, although the
averege minimum may run uniformly lower than in the latter.
It,
is said by observers of the weather that the extremely low winter
On Schooley's mountain
tile spring is 5 to S days later than it is in the ._lusconetcong valley,
and thQ wheat Nl_d rye harvv_t._ are IJearly as mueh later.--Win.
S r. Mar_h, of ._chooley'$ .llot_nlael.
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temperatures
on the hills are often several degrees above What is
recorded at such times in the adjacent valleys.
This striking phenomenon has been particularly
observed on Schooley's mountain,
which has the deep German and Masconetcong valleys on its sides.
Such phenomena accord with what has been observed elsewhere in
mountainous
countries, and they harmonize with the explanation
given on a preceding page in reference to the Kittatinny
mountain.
The frosts come later in autumn on the hills and ridges of the Highlands than they do in the valleys.
But the low and wet swampy
depressions among the hills, especially north of the terminal moraine,
are not thus favored.
This exemption from frost is more marked
to the southwest, in Hunterdon and Warren counties and the southern part of Morris county.
In some of the wet localities in Sussex
courtly frosts have been known to occur in August.
But generally
there are none which injure vegetation much before October.
And
in some years severe frosts are not experienced before the first of
November.
The most remarkable and striking difference between
the Highlands and the red sandstone plain, to the south and east of
them, is the earlier appearance of snow in the late autumn or at the
beginning of winter.
The same storm bringing rain to the latter,
covers the higher mountain ranges with snow. This first coming of
snow is often a fortnight earlier.*
And the sleighing season begins
earlier and continues later than it does in the central or eastern
parts of the State.
Even between Schooley's mountain and Hackettstown there is often all the difference between good sleighing and
roads bare of snow. From New Brunswlckwe
can frequently note
a like difference between the bare shale of the Raritan valley, and
the snow-covered Chester and Fox hills ranges in the northwestern
horizon.
As the weather
grows colder this distinctive mark is
obliterated
by the winter storms, which sweep over the whole
country and envelop all alike in snow.
Ill the winter the cold is not sensibly greater than in the low]ands, although the minima recorded at Goshen and Easton run several
degrees below those of Newark, New Brunswick and Trenton.
And
this is true in the face of much longer periods at the latter places,
giving opportunity for lower extremes.
The West Point series, so
much longer, appears to confirm the occurrence
of low winter
temperatures.
And it may be substituted for our Highland valleys.
*This year (l_l)the
first snow on Cm nighlands
and ou the KittaUnuy
or Blue motlnts.nl
fell November 4oh ; the first ell the red sandstone
plait] (southeast
border) wa_ December lSth-a difference of nearly seven weeks.
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The northeast and southwest courses of these valleys in a measure
protect them and permit the free movement of warm, southwest
currents of air through them, far into the Highlands. The northwest
sides of the valleys are sheltered, as it were, by the steep hills and
mountains to the west of them. The southern slopes are better
exposed to the action of the sun's rays, and thereby more quickly
warmed than those to the north. The greater depth of the snow in
the spring, on the northerly mountain slopes, shows the less active
melting influence of the sun on that side of the hills generally.
The well-drained surface of the more southern part of the Highlands, and the more porous and drier gneissic soils must have some
influence upon the humidity and the temperature of the air, and
upon the general healthfulness of the country.
Then, again, the
greater proportion of cultivated area as compared with forest,
contributes to heighten the working of the surface so well drained,
and tends to make the climate drier. To the north of the terminal
moraine line there is much more wet and swampy ]and and a much
greater area covered by forest. These unite in making the air more
damp, and their effect is, as has been stated in the introduction, to
lower the temperature slightly.
It is unfortunate that we have so few meteorological stations in
this part of the State, since it would be of great interest and of
public importance to show by figures the differences which are here
indicated by general statements only.* And not only to demonstrate
these positions, but to exhibit the features of climate, which make
the Highlands so attcaotive for tourists and for rural homes and
retreats, and so comfortable and health-giving to both the natives,
and also to the invalids who seek strength and health on these hills.
_.inee writing
folb_x_ ing re*ul

the above,
Roy. $. W. KnIpe,
of Delaware
s of h _ obser'* ations
for tbe years 1879-1881,
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PLAIN.

Theredsandstone
plainappears
onthemap colored
darkred. The
trap-rock ridges arc of a greenish gray shade. This geological formation is 70 miles long, from the New York line to the Delaware river,
and is 15 miles wideon the former and 30 miles from Milford to Trenton,
along tile Delaware. Its area is estimated to be 1,540 square miles.
When compared with the Highlands, which hound it on the north
and west, it is a great plain. But its surface is not altogether that
of a plain, for it is diversified by gently swelling ridges, and is
traversed by abrupt ranges of trap-rock, which stand out quite
prominently above the general level of the red sandstone country.
They divide it so as to form subordinate or lesser valleys. In
Hunterdon county, between the South Branch and the Delaware,
there is an elevated district, or table land. The Upper Passaic
valley is shut in by the ranges of trap-rock. But at present the
meteorological records are not full enough, nor arc our s_ations so
distributed as to allow of a subdivision which this configuration of
the surface suggests. It is here made one climatic division or
province of the State.
The general drainage of the whole belt is to the south and southeast, through the Hackcnsack, Passaic and ttaritan rivers and their
tributaries; and to the southwest, by many small streams, into the
Delaware. The general slope is southward, from the foot of the
Highlands, where the elevation is 300 to 400 feet, to tide level, on
the scutch and southeast. The valley of the Upper Passaic is lowest
near the trap-rock ridges, on its southeast border, and it is there
160 to 180 feet high. The trap-rock ridges arc very prominent in
the northern part of the plain, and they rise 200 to 500 feet above
it, culminating in High mountain, at an elevation of 879 feet, and
in the Watchung mountains at 69[ feet. They arc rough, rocky
and largely covered by forest. The Palisade mountain, separating
the valley of the Hackensack from the Hudson, rises gradually going
north from Jersey City, and is 300-522 feet high from Fort Lee to the
State line. Its crest is still to a great extent wooded. The average
height above tide level of a large p_rt of this division of the State,
within the limits of Bergen, Essex, Union and Middlesex counties,
does not exceed 100 feet. The northern poytion of Bergen is undulating, but its ridges do not seem to have any effect upon the climate.
The difference of elevation between the Upper Passaic valley and
t
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"_he
trap-rock
ridges
on theonesideand thelowplaintotheeastof
the latter, has, probably, a slight effect upon the temperature and
upon the rainfall. And it may correspond somewhat to that between
the Highlands and the valleys as stated above.
Io the absence of any long records in this valley, or on any of the
mountain ranges, it is not possible to express by figures the differenees of temperature in the several parts of this province. It is
noticed in the frosts and in the early winter snows which whiten
the hills, when the plain to the east is still bare. Certain it is that
the residents of Madison, Caldwell and Orange Mountain believe
that their rural homes are more comfortable during the hot weather
than residences in Newark or New York. But the more open
situations in the country, which allow a free circulation of the air, are
an advantage which may offset mere temperature.
The measurement of the total air movement, or the winds, would show a great
difference in favor of these hills. The greater percentage of area in
Ibrest on the trap-rock ridges also exerts an ameliorating effect in
the warmer months.
The hot, southerly winds, striking the
mountain tops and passing over woodland whose soil is not parched
and dried up by long-eontinued drought and heat, are sensibly cooled.
The country to the west and southwest of the Watchung mountain
ranges, and which is drained by the Rar{tao, is a low-lying plain,
almost bare of timber, and it is, consequently, exposed to both the
full sweep of the winds, and to the heating effect of the sun's rays.
It is subject to the extreme temperatures of the summer, whilst the
greater part of it is too far from the ocean to enjoy its equalizing
influences. The records of New Brunswick and Trenton give high
summer temperatures, not exceeded by any other records in our
table. The remarkably large area almost entirely destitute of forest_
and thequick-drying _haleand sandstone soils allowof au accumulation of heat in them. And it seems as if there was some connection between the soil and the lateness of the frosts in autumn, which
keep off longer than they do in the Highlands and the Kittatinny
valley.
The mean difference in temperature due to this bared
condition of the country can amourtt to 1.3°, as mentioned above.
West of the South Braneh and north of Flemington there is a table
laud 500 to 800 feet high, and occupying an area of nearly 150 square
miles. The Delaware flows along its southwest border, or, more
properly, it may be said to flow through it, as the elevated country
continues westward into Pennsylvania, and the river has eroded a
I
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deep canon-like valley through it from above Milford to Lambertville. Such an average height must reduce the mean temperature
at least 1°, as compared with Lambertville and Trenton, or other
localities ill the lower surrounding country. Bat we possess no
meteorological records from it.*
The red sandstone plain has a well-drained and naturally dry soil,
excepting in the Upper Passaic valley, where there are extensive
tracts of wet meadows and swamps, and some smaller areas of wet
lands in Union county. These are all north of the terminal moraine
line. There is also more forest, ia proportion to the whole surface, in
the country to the north of the same line than in the central or
western parts. The trap-rock soils are all cold, and generally wet,
even when cleared and cultivated. The effect of these variations in
the soil, though slight, cannot be wholly ignored. They are capable
of measurement in the Upper Passaic valley, and on the Watehung
mountains, if not elsewhere.
The varying distances from the ocean also have their influence.
The records of Bloomfield, Newark and South Orange, .when compared month by month with New Brunswick, Somerville and New
Germautown, show the more even temperatures at the former,
amounting to a little over 1° for the autumn and winter, whereas in
the spring and summer the variation is reduced to a minimum.
These disturbing or modifying elements in the several parts of
this province or division of the State are not so marked in their
results that we can do more than indicate a probable farther subdivision, according to the well-marked natural lines mentioned
above. But, for convenience of reference, the localities or stations
are placed in two groups ; the first embracing all in the northeastern,
*Prof. C.W. Larison
M.D.
ofntngoes
lI nterdoncou
ty, asstaredrece
tytworecords
fLtloean
es on th s p ateau, w th a v ew to ascertathing
its peculiarities
as compared
with those
of Rlngoes.
The records of e_treme
temperatures
at Ringo_,
kept by Dr. Larlson, glve the following
extremes, as observed in the several months :

Jan
I ehl ar.rl . ,nn0
July
iAng
Sept
Oct
...........
66i-17[

731-31

7014

.: ........
18o[181
92,3011031401102

i................
50[1Ot 461104r3_1

92129

I 7416

r-16_-11

The maximum
for the period observed (from January, 1873, m December, 1881. inclusive.) wa_
104° and tho minimum
temperature
was -17°, making
a ran e of 121°. Th0 greatest range In
ally olle )'ear was 116° 1111881. The least w_ 95°ilI
187a _'h_ greatest
ratlge in ally month
was 670• The
cried of observation
ll_cludes the
ears 1873. '74, '75, '76, '77 '78. '79. 'co and '8L
'fhe observing _ours were 6 A. s. and 1 r.M.
The a_ovc extremes
for the motahs should have
been Inserted in the table of temperature,
but owing to their late reception it wa._ not po_Ible
_o inelud_ them.
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and the second nil those of the central and western parts of this
belt. The records of observations kept ia :New York City, at Fort
Columbus on Governor's Island in :New York harbor, and in Jersey
City, are placed together. The first and second are long series, and
are desirable tbr comparlsou. They represent the tide-water border
of this province. For the list of stations, with their elevation and
length of observing period, as also names of the observers, reference
must be had to the folded table of temperature.
The greater number of stations and their long series, as compared with the scanty
records of the Highlands, are noteworthy. But this is the densely
populated belt of the State, and there are living on it 650,000
inhabitants, or morn than half of the people of our State. Its
climate affects the m;_jority of our population_ and hence the importance of records from so many localities.
The mean temperature, by months and seasons, at the several
stations, together with the maximum and minimum for the months
and year, are given in Table of Temperature.
And a graphical
representation of Newark, :New Brunswick, :New Germantown_
Princeton, Lambertville and Trenton appears on Plate I. The
mean for the province is obtained by using the mean temperatures
of these six stations. The seasonal and annual means are:
Spring ..........................................................................
Summ¢,r .......................................................................
Autumn ........................................................................

48.40 °
71.35 °
52.6_ °

Winner ........................................................................

30.03 °

Y_,ar...................................................................

50.60 °

The figures ior the several stations vary from one another to the
extent of about two degrees, excepting, however, from this comparison, the record for Trenton, which appears to have a somewhat.
higher average than surrounding stations would indicate for it.
Thus, :New Germautown, near the northwest border, has a lower
mean annual temperature than the eastern stations. And the difference comes from the autumn and winter months mainly. The cold
seems to be more severe here than elsewhere recorded. There is a
notable difference between Newark and Princeton, also. The mean
temperature at the latter place runs below that of Newark, 1.5°
for the year, but the range of temperature is four to five degrees
greater. The long record at Lambertville shows a close correspondence, both for the months and the seasons, with.that of :Newark, but
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the annual range is 121.5 °, and the greatest monthly range 86.5 °,
as compared with 111.25° and 77° at Newark. The Trenton record
varies from one to three and a half degrees above that of Lambertville. And the very long series of observations at Morrisville, on
the opposite side of the river, gives a mean for the year of 51.75 °,
or one and a half degrees below that of Trenton. The variations
between these records are not uniform throughout the year, but are
greater in the winter than in the summer months; they suggest,
what may be possible, that the mean winter temperature at Trenton
is about two degrees above that of Newark or New Brunswick.
The situation of Trenton, on the bond of the river, where it is wide
and curved, so that the winds from the northwest and southwest
pass over a greater length of water than the actual river breadth,
may have something to do with the higher winter temperatures.
The more tender vegetation and some varieties of the ivy appear to
thrive better here than eastward, at New Brunswick, for example.
The climate of this belt, so far as temperature is concerned,
approaches nearest to what may be considered an average of the
State. There is greater uniformity of surface than in that of the
Highlands, and there is less forest in proportion to the whole area,
than in any other division of the State. The range of temperature for the year, is, however, larger than in the other climatic
provinces, stretching from 22° below zero to 103° above, or 125°
for the year. These figures are the results derived from long series
of observations stretching over 43 years, whilst in the other parts
of the State we are confined to much shorter periods. The monthly
variations also are wide, and ranges of 70° in a given month have
been recorded.
March generally affords the greatest extremes,
owing to sudden warm periods of short duration, when the thermometer reaches an unusually high maximum. The winter months
also have wide ranges, due to extremes in both directions from the
mean temperature.
While there are these high monthly ranges,
the climate is not excessive. The winters are less severe than they
are in the Highlands, and are not quite so long. And occasionally
they are very mild, and the ground is unfrozen and the streams are
free from ice, even in midwinter. The cold weather usually comes
about the holidays, and is accompanied with the formation of thick
ice and snow. A common phenomenon is the "January thaw,"
which may be termed a period of a week or ten days of mild weather,
when the frost disappears almost entirely from the ground and ice
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breaks up in the streams, giving rise to freshets.
The examine.
tion of long continued observations have so far failed to detect any
regularity in the occurrence of such a warm apeU. All that can be
said of it is that it is not uncommon.
The coldest weather occurs
most generally in January and near the middle of the mouth, but to
this rule there are many exceptions.
In the last winter the cold day
was the last of December.
The winter may be said to continue until
the middle of _Iaroh.
The advance of the spring is generally slow
until the latter part of April or first of May.
But from that time
onward it is rapid.
Both the spring and the autumn are shorter
than our calendar seasons.
And the more natural divisions of the
year for all the central part of the State would be, winter untll the
vernal equinox, three and one-half months ; spring, until June, two
and a half months ; summer, until near the autumnal equinox, or to
the middle of _ei_tember , three and a half months; then Autumn,
until first of December.
'Phe cold and hot seasons cover more than
one-h_df of the year.
A reference to the diagram, Plate I. will illustrate this statement.
The period free from frosts, or what may be
termed the growing season, often continues quite into October, and
sometimes to November.
Frosts have been known earlier, as in
such an exceptional year as that of 1816.
But the three summer
months are, practically, exempt fi'om any frost. The winter usually
begins about the first of December, when the ground begins to freeze
and ice is formed.
In November there is a variable period of warm
and smoky weather, which is known as "Indian summer," apparently
due to smoke from forest fires in the more wooded districts to the
north and northwest.
The subject of its occurrence has been studied
elsewhere, and at Tomato, ia Canada, a long series nf observations
appears to show that its occurrence is limited to th_ period of October 5th to November
23d, generally
coming October 27th to
November 2d, and lasting six and a half days.
Here, in this belt,
as in the northern and also in the southern iuterior belts or provinces, the so-called "Indian summer" is always anticipated, although
the cold preceding it may have the semblance of early winter.
Snow
sufficient for sleighing, for a short period at least, occurs every winter. In this particular the belt marks a transition from the Highlands, where _,Isighing snow8 mark every winter, to the southern
interior, where there may pass a winter without sleighing.
That of
1879 and '80 was remarkable
for its slight depth of snow and its
generally warm weather.
Reference to the historical notes and to
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the table of temperature and diagrams for the weather at :Newark,
show how rare such seasons are.
The appended table of the climate of Newark gives, in a compact
form, the more prominent features of the climate of this belt. The
variations in the mazimum and in the minimum temperatures for
the several months, in the range of temperature observed, in the
highest and lowest mean monthly temperatures, the number of days
on which the average was 32°aad below, and 85 ° and upwards, the
number of fair, rainy and snowy days, and the range of dry periods,
are all given.
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INTERIOR.

In the northern half of the State the geological structure is the
basis for our climatic divisions. In the southern part the nearness
to the waters of the ocean on the east, and to the Delaware bay on
the west and southwest, exerts a modifying influence, and the elevations above ocean level are comparatively so inconsiderable that they
may be disregarded altogether. The nature of the surface and the
character and extent of the forest disturb but slightly the climate,
as determined by latitude, by proximity to the sea and by prevailing
winds.
The southern part of the State has been divided into what appear
to be four natural divisions or climatic provinces, in conformity with
the geography, and attested by meteorological records at numerous
stations. The first of these to be described is known as the Southern
Interior. And it comprises much the greater portion of South Jersey. Its limits cannot be accurately located, as it grades insensibly
• into the adjacent divisions or belts of the Atlantic coast and of Delaware bay. Its area is roughly estimated to be 3600 square miles.
Like the other provinces, already described, it is capable of subdivision, and the differences in mean temperature, recorded at Freehold and the Burlington county stations, and those observed at the
more southern localities, as at Ateo and Vineland, indicate a northern
and a southern'grouping of these stations and an east and west division line. But our records are still too incomplete to indicate its
accurate location. The southern interior constitutes the southern
water-shed, and the greater breadth of the Atlantic and of the Delaware river slopes. The drainage is by streams, which do not follow
valleys determined by geological structure, but which seek the most
direct courses to their respective outlets. The average height above
the ocean varies from 200 feet along its central axis to the tide-waters
of its streams.
Geologically, the greater part of the green-sand marl district, the
larger area of the oak lands, and all of the pine-land belts are in it.
There are no rocky outcrops, nor steep slopes, as are found in the
northern divisions. And the elevations cannot have any appreciable
effect upon the temperature. The surface may be said to be generally
sandy. And the pine-land belts include broad areas where the surface is a glistening white sand, on which there is a very scanty
growth of pitch pine (.P. rigida), and scattering, scrubby oaks. The
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geological map shows, by its green colors, the marl belt, including
the red sand bed outcrop ; by its yellow-strlped areas, the oak lands ;
and by solid yellow color, these pine lands. The older descriptions
termed the latter " pine barrens."
The poverty of the soil is evident in the timber growing on it. The general influence of soil and
forests have been mentioned in the introduction and referred to in
the descriptions of the Highlands and of the Red Sandstone Plain.
In this province their influence is more marked than to the northward, on account of their striking peculiarities. And it is most
evident in the temperature of localities. The conductive power of
such soils and land surfaces are such that they become intensely
heated by the sun's rays falling directly upon them, and both more
rapidly as well as to a greater depth than more clayey and grasscovered soils. In short, they are warm soils. They often become
so hot in the heat of the day as to be almost unbearable to the touch
of the bare foot or hand. The stratum of air in contact with so hot,
a surface is also heated, and in this way the lower atmosphere is
raised to a higher temperature than it would be over a cold, wet soil,"
or over water. The influence of such a sandy soil is both heating
and drying, and somewhat like that of a desert, making the days hot
and the nights, owing to rapid radiation of the heat, cool, and producing a wide daily range. Hence, also, the occurrence of frosts late
in the spring and early in the autumn also. The heat of the day
forces vegetation forward early in the spring and then the cold of the
night may bringhrost to kill it.* While the influence of so sandy a
surface is greatest in the pine-land belts, it is felt throughout this
whole division to some extent. The observations at Atco and Vineland show something of the extremes of temperature, although the
averages of the daily range would be more expressive of their
extent. As it is, the range of temperature during the year varies
from 98 ° to ].16° at given localities, or to 12].° for this whole
province. The present year (188].) gives 102° and 104 ° as maxima
for September,t and within one month there was a fall of 84° at
several of the stations.
The mean temperature also runs high in the summer, particularly
at Atco and Vineland. That of the winter is not correspondicgly so
* A remarkable
,

instance

of late frost occurred

In the beginning

which
fe I uwere
I_cean
and Burlby ngton
counties
and lellwa_
i>ll_nd
succeeded
a second
growth,severely.
giving
able appearance.
_Septeml_er

7th, ]0_

at Freehold

of summer

June

6th 1_78 .

lear _e._were
killed
toTile
the tender
forests oa_
a strangely
unseason-

; 104" at Vineland.
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much higher, as compared with like seasons in the northern half of
the State. The averages of the mean temperatures, by seasons and
for the year, at Freehold, Burlington, Mount Holly, Moorestowa,
Haddonfield, Atco, Vine]and and Philadelphia (included because of
its length of period), aggregating a term of 131.5 years, is as
follows :
Spring ..........................................................................
Summer ........................................................................
Autumn ........................................................................
Winter .........................................................................
Year ....................................................................

49.83
72.96
53.95
31.93

°
°
°
°

52.05 °

Curve III. of the diagram, Plate I., shows the movement of heat for
the year, through the several months, as compared with the other
provinces of the State.
The climate of this large division varies a little from north to
south, being warmer at the southwest, and also from east to west,
but these _ariations are confined within narrow limits. The observations at Freehold show in general a lower temperature for all the
months than that of any of the other stations. It is possible that
the difference is that corresponding to that of latitude alone. Along
the Delaware river from Bordeotown down, there is a very narrow
strip of country which is influenced by the proximity of the river.
The prevailing west and southwest winds, as they sweep across it,
are no doubt slightly cooled by it in the summer and autumn
months, while later in the season the presence of such a body of
water tends to raise the temperature.
On account of its soil it is
noted for its adaptation to the production of early vegetables and
small fruits. And truck farmers say that within a short distance of
the river the frosts are not so late in spring, and keep off later in the
autumn than they do further from it. In general, the climate differs
little from that of the :Red Sandsteao Plain, described above. The
seasons are all from one to two degrees warmer, with the greater
difference in the winter, owing to the equalizing effect of the greater
nearness to the ocean. There is less snow on the average, and the
ground is bared sooner by the more rapid melting. The winter
of 1880-81 was, however, an exception, and the snow-fall in Monmouth county, was nearly twice the depth of that ia the northern
part of the State. For the details of localities the reader is referred
to the table further on, which gives the mean maximum and min_
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imum temperatures by months at the several localities in this climatic
province.
The following tables, from the records of Thomas J. Beans, at
Mooreetown, in Burlington county, and of Dr. John Ingrain, at Vineland, in Cumberland county, showing the late and early frost dates
and the periods between frosts, are here inserted as bearing upon
these important phenomena of climate. The observations at Moorestown are from 1865 to 1880, inclusive ; those of Dr. Ingrain extend
over fifteen years--from 1866 to end of 1880. They fairly represent the division of the Southern interior. The average length of
the seaeon at Moorestown is 179.6 days, or about six months. The
Vineland table chows the severity of the winter also. And both
iodicate June, Joly, August and September as the warmer months,
ii'ee from all frosts.
TABLE OF FROSTS.
By THOMASJ. BEANS,Observer, I_Ioorestowa, I't. J.

YEA R.

1_65 ...............................
1866...............................
1867..............................
18as ..............................
1_t;!_...............................
1870...............................
1871 ............................
o
187................................
1873................................
1874................................
1875...............................
1876.............................
1877................................
lS7_ ................................
1879...............................
1880 ................................
Range

FROSTSI_jtmi_s

T_DER VEGEtATIOn'.

Latest
in

Earliest
in

Length
of

Spring.

Autumn.

Sea,on.

Date.

Date.

Days.

April
May
May
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
May
/_Iay
/

14
15
14
24
15
20
18
23
13
30
25
26
15
17
10
1

October
October
October
October
October
November
October
October
October
October
October
October
November
October
October
October

14
5
25
17
21
8
21
29
26
15
13
12
4
22
29
19

186
143
174
176
189
202
186
189
196
168
171
169
203
188
164
170

April 13
May 15

October
November

5
8

203
143

Means............................................................
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By DR. J. I_ORAM, Observer,

I JAN.

[

FEB.
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MAP..

APR.

I

Vineland,

N. 5.

OCT._

Nay,.Day,=
Days. Daylj
D,y,.
YEAR.

'_
I['r_

_

_

-_ o

"

i

1866 .................
1867 ..................
1866 ..................

21
'29
26

5120
22_10
13628

4 15
2 14
1714

1869 ..................

122

4L17

4119

1871 ..................

123

12 18

1873 ..................

r23

22

10 15

1874 ..................
..................
1875
1876 ..................

16
28
117

21
16

6 13
15,17
5 17

24
1

1877 ..................
1878
1879 ..................
.................

127 11 17
;21
26 1C

2!13
37115
5

1

1880.

112

17

3'12

5

Range ............

28
10

17
2 22
4

05

Means..

20

6q4

5

101 i

16

78

30

1
...122

4

3 20

18,................... 1125 522
"9

I

22
38
45

...[ ......

114

7
6
12
21

113 35
1'

19

1 21
1'15
...130

92
99
91

19
39
29

L14
....
23
1_12
727

80
151
92

18
24
21

161

26
35
16

--I--el
12
I 21

_ 1.4

8LI

26

Nor_L--"Some Frost" means any de ree of frost and Includes whole frosty erlod recorded
by days. "A Frost" Indicates days _e_en temperature throughout is below 8'._,,or freezing.
IV.--THE

ATLANTIC

COAST

BELT.

That part of the State which borders the ocean, and is near
enough to be more directly exposed to the ameliorating influence of
its waters, is here designated as the Atlantic Coast Belt. It is difficult to define its limits, as it merges into that of the Southern
Interior on the west. The influence of the ocean's waters is felt
very decidedly to a distance of four to eight miles from the line of
beach or outer coast line, from Sandy Hook _o Cape May. In Monmouth county it is thought to be four or five miles; in Ocean county
it follows closely the line of clearings or settlements, not going beyond
the line of woods or into the forest belt. It is here from four to seven
miles wide. In Burlington, Atlantic and Cape May the breadth is
five to eight miles. Open bays and tide marshes, as along the Little
Egg Harbor river and Great Egg Harbor, allow the winds of the
"3
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ocean and the tidal waters to carry these influences further inlan(L
The western limit of the summer sea breezes is often further in thor
interior, particularly in very dry and hot seasons. It is noticed at.
least ten to twenty miles at such times, but these are exceptions.
In severe storms the sea air is felt for several miles back from the
shore, and the salt spray is carried in so as to affect vegetatioD
throughout a narrow strip bordering the ocean and the salt water
bays.* They are not generally felt in the pines a short distance
back of the line of settlements. And so far as the effect of the
ocean is more immediately felt, the western limit of the Atlantic
coast belt may be said to run parallel to the beach and about five
miles from it. As the distance from Sandy Hook to the peninsula r
or more southern parlor Cape May, is 100 miles, the area, including
land and water surfaces, is about 500 square miles. Considering the
ocean only, this belt should run to Cape May Point, but owing to the
almost insular position of the southern part of Cape May county and
its peculiar features of climate, this division is made to stop short of
that part of the county, and the latter is constituted a eeparat_
climatic province. The stations of the U. S. Signal Service Baroau r
at Sandy Hook, Barnegat, Atlantic City, together with the records
kept tbr shorter periods at Middletown, Long Brancla, Squan Beach
and Pcok's Beach, furnish reliable data for comparisons and for general description of the belt. The mean temperatures of monther
seasons and year have been obtained by comparing the records for
Sandy Hook, Barnegat and Atlantic City, with i_owark, for a like
period, and then reducing them to represent a term of 38 years it_
length. The means thus obtained for seasons and the year are asfollows :
Spring ......................................................................
Summer .......................................................................
Autumn ........................................................................
Winter ........................................................................
Ye.lr ...............................................................

..

46.59 =
6S.80 °
55.43 °
33.27 °
51.02 °

Ai-vordlT_g to _tatrment of Ell C,fllins, of Barnegat, a dry storm September
3d, 1_21, carrie(_
spra
ol_aItwaterthret'mdt_il_land,
upsetiingstacks,
tczc. ltla._tedfromgA.
M. to31p.)L
For
iwu_uur_-It_l_¢h)llllyatlddark
ahurrit'ane.
Itkllledtheleavesofthetrees,
and aner they
tell new buds aud flower_ were developed
the same year. Trees were not, however, killed.
Th[, same =ah' wits felt with great violence
on tile Long Island coast, and in a recent puL'li_hvd al'mJul_t i*f it, C_*I.B. A) crigg of l'a>sale, who wm_ stayhlg at J erusalem, on the south sider
says • "] Ls v [oh'ucv may be. e_timated from the fact that where I was staying, at two miles from
the bay and six miles _'rom Ihv _('a. the _alt water wa_ blown against the windows and lelt a
_'ru_I of _alt, which lind the vti_ct _ff ground g]a_'*s and the leave_ on the southeast
sidu_ of thq.tree* were kiIlt'd, turned bro_ n and dropped off:"
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These figures show the milder winter, the warmer autumn and the
cooler spring and summer than are observed in the same latitude in
the Southern Interior division, or even the Red Sandstone plain.
The diagram (Plate I.), exhibits these contrasts more clearly than
the figures of the table. As compared with interior stations, the
difference appears to reach the maximum in July. Plate I[L shows
the increments of heat at these stations as advancipg until the maximum for the year is reached in August. The decline is then slower
to the lowest mean temperature,'in January.
The three stations
agree closely through the autumn and winter, but ie May and in
the summer months the average temperature of Sandy Hook rues
from one to two and a half degrees higher than Baruegat or Atlantic
City. It is noticeable that the average tbr the winter at these seaside localities is about 32°--that of the formation of ice. In the
annual averages there is a difference of one degree between the coast
and the Southern Interior stations. The curve of Plate I. expresses
the equalizing influence of the water. The extremes of the year give
a range of 110° iu the whole belt, as against 121_° in the Southern
Interior. The lowest temperatures on record are 5° to 10° below
zero, the highest 99° and 100° degrees above. The sea winds are
warmer in winter and cooler in summer, than those blowing off
shore. The sea breezes of the hot season spring up generally about
noon, so that the maximum for the day is before noon, or at noon,
just before the incoming of the cool sea air. The influence of these
sea winds is to temper the extreme heat, to reduce both the range
and the mean temperature in the warmer months, and to give a more
humid character to the air. During the cold weather the storms
which bring snow iu the interior are accompanied by rain along the
coast. The snow disappears more quickly at these localities. Sleighing is possible for very brief periods only. At Atlantic City it is
unknown some winters. These sea beaches, situated as they are,
with the ocean on one side and the tidal waters on the other, have a
climate partaking slightly of the insular type. Barnegat station is
separated from the main-land by the Barnegat bay, which is ibur
miles wide. Atlantic City is at least five miles in a direct llne from
the nearest main-land. :But the maximum and minimum temperatures at each of these stations, given in Table I., show _hat the range
in the year is considerable, notwithstanding their situation. It is
probable that the daily ranges are le_s and that the changes are not
so sudden as inland. PlatB II. exhibits the average highest daily
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and the average lowest daily temperatures by months, at these coast
stations, together with those of Cape May, New York, Philadelphia
and Baltimore. The stations are each represented by columns, with
special designation--and the top of the same indicates the average
maximum, the bottom the average minimum, and, hence, the length
stands for the range. It shows at a glance the evenness of temperature at the seaside as compared with the other stations represented
on this plate. The period covered by these averages is that of
1875-80, inclusive. That the seaside is more comfortable in the
extreme hot weather of our summers is attested by the throngs of
thousands of visitors who seek comfort and relief from the heat at
the many localities, long and justly famous for their attractiveness.
From Sandy Hook to Cape May the whole length of beach will
probably be all taken up very soon for summer homes and seaside
resorts. The new places which have sprung up since the Geological
Survey's first maps appeared, form an almost continuous line from
Sandy Hook to Point Pleasant. And the maps accompanying our
annual reports indicate how rapid and extensive the changes are to
suit the increasing patronage of our coast. The records of meteorological stations, like figures in so many places, cannot express all the
peculiarities of climate, and they often fail to indicate the nicer and
more delicate distinctions in the quality or tone of the atmosphere,
which, especially at the seaside, impart to it its wondrous properties
in building up the system. Thus, a high temperature, if not long
continued, may not give great discomfort. The cool and pleasant
afternoons and nights carry one over the heat of the forenoon.
Again, the denser air, the presence of ozone, and the absence of
impurities or poisonous exhalations, all tend to produce an effect
which thermometers and rain gauges do not measure.
The influence of the water in lessening the severity of the winter
has suggested this coast as a winter resort, and very much has been
written about the mildness and dryness of the air at some localities.
Atlantic City has become noted as such, and has been visited every
winter for several years past by many persons, who find it more
comfortable than Philadelphia or New York. Invalids are said to
find its climate equally beneficial to them as that of more souther_
latitudes. .Its southern front to the ocean may partly, explain its
attractiveness in the winter. The increasing westerly trend of the
coast line from Barnegat Inlet southward, and again from Little
Egg Harbor Inlet to Ahsecon Inlet, and from the latter to Peck's
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Beach may be in some way connected with a nearer appro._ch of a
part of the Gulf Stream, or, as has been referred to on a preceding
page of this report, to a reflux current from it, which flows southwesterly along the shore. The nearer approach of the Gulf Stream
to our coast in winter has been said to make its winters milder, but
this influence cannot be restricted to a single beach only. That the
path of the Gulf Stream is nearer our coast in winter must have
some effect upon our climate. And the delightfully warm weather
when the wind comes in from a southeast quarter, is evidence of its
existence not so far away from our shore. The general influence of
the Gulf Stream as given by Chas. A. Schott, of the U. S. Coast
Survey, in Smitheonian Contributions to Knowledge, No. 277, p.
105, may be thus summarized : "In the winter months the proximity of the Gulf Stream to the Atlantic sea-board has the effect of
elevaging the temperature in the vicinity of the ocean, the amount
being 0° in Florida, about 4° in North Carolina, and about 8° or 10°
in Massachusetts; in the summer months the effect is reversed as
shown by the isotherale curving southward; this is due to the cold
current running southward, between the coast and the Gulf Stream,
and the depression produced would be still greater, but for the
circumstances of the prevalence of the westerly winds, which carry
the heated air to seaward. The depressing effect, however, in
amount, is less than one-half that given for the opposite season."
Prom Point Pleasant, in Ocean county, to Cape May, there is a
narrow strip of cultivated country which fronts on the bays and
tide-waters, and is bounded by the forests on the west. It is
equally exposed to the sweep of the sea winds, but it differs from the
beaches in that the prevailing winds pass over forests and pine
barrens, and not over waters or tide meadows. What may be the
exact effect of the latter upon the temperature is yet undetermined,
as there are no records from this narrow fringe of settlements to use
in comparisons with other locations. But we should expect that
there would be a slight difference in favor of the beaches in the
greater equability of climate.
In conclusion, the climate of the shore bolt is not marked by so
sudden and severe changes as that of the interior. And the period
between the frosts from spring to autumn, is doubtless longer. The
cold waves do not strike it with so much severity. _
* nllrin
the cold wave of October 5th, 188L there was no frost at Atlaunc City t_ harm
tion, whl_e lzl the same paraneis _ the west, ili the interior, it wa_ scvcrely felt,
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The surface of this coast belt is a sandy loam on the main-land,
and a clean sand on the beaches. The influence is at a minimum in
the face of the ocean front. The elevations, also, are inconsiderable,
nowhere exceeding 50 feet above tide level.
V.--DELAWAEE

BAY

BELT.

A belt of the low-lying, alluvial necks and tidal meadows, bordering the Delaware bay and the lower part of the Delaware river, in
Salem, Cumberland and Cape May counties, appears to be marked
by peculiarities sufficient to make it a distinct climatic division of
the State. Its length, from Gloucester county to Dennis creek, is
about 40 miles, and its average breadth is 8 to 10 miles, making an
area of nearly 400 square miles. Greenwich and Salem are on it,
and Bridgeton is near its northern border. To the southeast its
limit has been placed at or near Dennis creek, but it may extend
somewhat further south, towards Cape May City. Up the Delaware
it may stretch into Gloucester county, quite to Philadelphia. This
belt is characterized by ks tide-marsh area and banked meadows,
and the low, fertile lands, known as necks. No part of it is elevated
more than a few feet above tide level, and nearly all of it belongs to
a recent geological period, and a very small part of it is in forest.
Neither its elevation nor its surface can have much influence in the
determination of climate. The chief factor is the nearness to the
waters of the river and bay on the west and southwest. The river
is from 1 to 5 miles and the bay from 15 to 25 miles wide. The
only localities from which we have records are Greenwich, in
Cumberland county, and Fort Delaware, in the river, nearly opposite
the mouth of Salem creek. These stations ihdicate by their records
the greater mildness of the winter, spring and autumn, as compared
with stations further to the northeast. The results of the Greenwich observations, compared with and reduced to correspond with
Newark, give the following mean temperatures for the year and by
eea6on8

:
Spring ...........................................................................
$ummer .......................................................................
Autumn ........................................................................

50.97 °
73.50 o
55.03 °

Winter ........................................................................

34.03 o

Year ..................................................................
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The graphic representation
of Plate I. shows the annual curve of
C-reeuwich to run higher in the summer than those of the other
divisions, and in winter higher than all but Cape May. The winter
is on the average 2.1 ° warmer, and the spring 1.14 ° warmer than
Che same seasons in the Southern Interior.
In comparison with
Atlantic City, which is on the same parallel of latitude, Greenwich
for the year is 2 ° warmer; the winter temperatures
practically
agree, both being made more even by the presence of bodies of
'water near them, but the summer at Greenwich is 5 ° warmer than
at the seaside.
As already remarked, there is about a month's
•lifferenoe between this part of the State and the extreme north end
in the spring, and nearly as much in the autumn, making the season
nearly two months longer.*
The winter is not only mild, but is not
.accompanied by much snow.
The account given in DeVries' Journal
in 1641, is true of some of the winters of the present time.
VI.--PENINSULA

OF CAPE

MAY.

The more southern part of Cape May county, embracing
nearly
-all of the lower and middle townships, forms a peninsula, which is
bounded on the east by the ocean, and on the west by Delaware bay.
Both its more southern latitude and its proximity to the waters of
the bay and ocean, tend to give it a warmer and more oven climate
than that of the other divisions of the State.
Meteorological records
have been kept at Seaville, Rio Grande, and Cape May City and Cape
May Point.
The records at tke Cape have been compared with
those of Newark and reduced.
As compared with the Southern
Interior, the winters at the Cape are, on the average, 4 ° warmer ;
the autumns are about 3° warmer, while the summers are 3 ° cooler.
The greatest monthly differences are from October to March, when
Cape May is 2° to 5 ° warmer.
The diagram (Plate I.) gives more
_clearly the monthly variations, in comparison with the other provinces of the State.
For purposes of more accurate comparison, and
in order to show the prominent features of our sea-shore, the following
table of the average highest and the average lowest daily temperatures,
by months, at New York, Sandy Hook, Barnegat, Atlantic City,
_0ape May, Philadelphia and Baltimore, for the years 1875-1880,
inclusive, is here presented.
• The spring at Oreellwich is about two weeks earlier as shown in blossomln of n_e peach,
abe cherry, and the apple, than it is at Perth Amboy, and 10 days n advance of _renton,
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These figures give the average extremes for each month of the
year; that is, they indicate the highest and lowest temperatures
which we may expect every day in any given month. The second
part of the table gives the recorded extremes. It shows us what
temperatures may be pessib]y experienced at these several places in
the several months; the upper one shows what are probable. The
months stand at the head of the double columns. The first of each
gives the average maximum, and the second the average minimum
temperature.
Since these observations were in each ease taken by
means of instruments of like pattern, and compared with standards,
and were made under the general supervision of the U. S. Signal
Service office, and cover the same period of six years, the results are
valuable and suggestive. A longer period might change slightly
some of the figures, but would not be likely to alter their relations
nor affect any comparisons. It would be very desirable to have
stations further ia the interior, and especially in our Highlands.
In the absence of such, the daily records made in New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore, are substituted.
:New York City may
represent the northeast part of our Red Sandstone plain, and Philadelphia our Southern Interior.
The following diagram (Plate IL), drawn to a vertical scale, gives
a graphic illustration, which is more easily studied than the table.
The temperature is expressed in figures at the sides. The several
months are in vertical columns. In each of these monthly columns
the seven stations are represented by vertical bars, whose upper
ends represent the average highest temperature for the month, and
whose lower ends that of the average lowest temperature, and hence
the length stands for the average range of temperature. The longer
the bar, the greater the monthly range, and conversely. The figures
at the sides enable us to carry the lines across so as to get the
temperatures for each month at any of the stations. By means of
this diagram we see, first, the greater equability of the seaside
climate Ss compared with that of Philadelphia or Baltimore. The
winters are warmer and the summers are cooler. _eeond, the
greater mildness of the winter at Cape May is also apparent.
The
average maximum temperature for December is 3° above that of
Philadelphia ; that of January is one degree higher; February is the
same. The average daily minimum differs still more, being 4° to 5°
above that of Philadelphia, and 6° above that of New York, in the
winter months. The average daily range in the w_nter at Cape May
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is 11 ° to 12 o ; that of Philadelphia
13 ° to 15°; that of New York
City 13 ° to 16% In the summer the contrast is nearly as marked.
Then the average minimum does not differ from that of Philadelphia,
while the average maximum is two to five degrees lower.
The
autumn shows llke differences.
The average lowest monthly temperature in August at Cape May is the same as that for July.
The
decline to September is 6 °, whereas at Philadelphia
the average
minimum in September falls 12 ° below that of July and 10 ° below
that of August.
The heat lessens more gradually at the seaside.
The largo bodies of water tend to keep up the warmth in the
autumn.
The difference in the spring is less marked.
In the table of extremes we see more plainly the greater ranges
of temperature
inland as compared with Cape May and the other
shore stations.
Thus, at Cape May, the January range is 57 ° ; that
of Ph;ladeiphia 72 °, and that of New York 70% In July the figures
are, Cape May 36 °, and Philadelphia 40 °.
There is a noteworthy difference in the winter season, between
Cape May and the other coast stations.
It is seen in the difference
in the average daily minimum, which at Baruegat
and Atlantic
City, is ibur to five degrees lower than it is at Cape May.
The
extreme temperatures
at these places also run lower--from
four to
nine degrees.
The more southern situation of Cape May has something to do with this higher average minimum of the winter.
Bat
tile Delaware bay on the west explains a part of it. The winter
winds from west and west-northwest
points of the compass are
tempered by the latter, and are not so cold as land winds generally.
The position of Cape May is more insular than that of Atlantic City
or Barnegat.
The evenness of its temperature
is qaite remarkable
for it_ latitude, and for our Middle Atlantic coast.
In its slight
daily range it compares favorable with more southern stations in
our country.
It is warmer in winter than Washington,
and its
mean daily range of temperature
is four degrees less than that of "
Norfolk, Vs. The Monthly Weather
Review of the U. S: Signal
office, nearly every mouth gives Cape May as having the least daily
range of temperature among its Middle States stations. And the range
is nearly as low as that of Cape Lookout, in North Carolina, and
Key West, :New Orleans and Galveston, in the Gulf States.
The
average as there stated for three years past, is, for Cape May,
19 ° , while that of Key West is 16. ° These figures show that in
the da_ly range of temperature
Cape _ay compares favorable with
our most southern localities.
Of course the monthly range exceeds
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that of the more southern stations here mentioned. The changes
are not generally sud.dem*
It is interesting here to observe that the isothermal line of 36°,
the mean temperature, runs, according to the charts of the Smithsonian Institution, through West Virginia, North Carolina: Northern
Georgia, Eastern Tennessee and Southern Missouri, near the parallels of 36° and 37° north latitude. The effect of so high a meao
temperature in the spring is to produce crops of vegetables And
small fruits quite as early as Portsmouth and Norfolk, Virginia.
And the season is generally,about a month in advance of it in the
northern part of the State. But in ]ate springs the difference is not
quite so much. The summer is warm enough and the season long
enough to produce cotton.t According to Blodgett'fi " Climatology
of the United States," pp. 436-7, Huntsville, Alabama, represents
one of the best cotton districts near the limit of its northern extension. Now, the mean temperature of Huntsville, in the winter, is,
on the average, 7° higher than it is at Cape May, but the thermometer often falls to zero, and occasionally several degrees below zero,
*The equabiaiy
of the climate of Cape May is more
]ahdy
figures of Newark and those of thou S Signal Servee_ato
months of October and November ef the present (1881) year ;

_hown by a comparison
at Cape _IayPon,dur

OC'FOBI_R.

Newark.
Degrees.
,Maximum
temperature
.....................................
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3lean
drily _mperature
tern era[ure ......................................
....................................
Range ' for montg ..............................................
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range..........................................
],east
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..............................................
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"
"
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,
,,
"
"
"
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,,
"
"

44
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2
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8
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8
3
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1
..................
o &40 ° ....................................
39

..................
a
..................................
2
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13
12
3
3
..................
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40 °
50°
60°
_0

ll7
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7
12
5
5
..................
2
...................................
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7
& ,50°
9
& 60°
7
&70 °
8
& 89° ...................

I
,
_

'2
7
ll
8
3
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?l)r. Johlk Wiley, nf Ca e May Court House says. in a recent letter:
"Your favor dul
received, inquiring
about t_e cultivation
of cotton in Cape ,May. [ know of no attempt to cu_nvato It here as a field ere . Persons eeeaMonaIly
plant a few seed out of curiosity,
i have a
sample of some which 1 raised lll my garden in summer of 1880. Very little attention
was paid
to the plants, but in the fan they had quite a large number of bolls on them. coutainln
prime
cotton.
I am weU satisfied that with proper attention cotton could he successfully
e_ttvated
as a field crop In Cape.May.
V*'e are exem t from frost usuanv one month lOllger than ill h0
lnterioroftheState,
moreespeeiallylnthe_otwerpar,whereaTeocea
a d De aware bay o
moderate
the temperature."
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extremes unknown in Cape May. The following popular description
of the climate of 0ape May, by Dr. S. S. Marcy, appeared in the
"Geology of the County of Cape May," Trenton, 1857, p. 89 :
"Our winters embrace every variety of cold and temperate
weather. Ice is rarely obtained in this neighborhood more than
four inches thick, and frequently but three inches ; often it is but a
short time that it can be obtained of this thickness. It is cut from
still water, in artificial ponds, which are only one or two feet deep.
So great is the uncertainty of obtaining a supply of ice, !,hat we
commence filling our ice-houses with *ice from two and a half to
three inches thick ; and every team within a distance of six miles is
put in requisition for that purpose, with retaining fee, some weeks
before the appearance of the ice.
" The lowest temperature observed here for the last 30 years was
2° above zero. This was on the 9th of January, 1856. On the
10_h _itwas 4°, and for several days the thermometer was as low as
8° or 10°. This will long be remembered as the cold winter of
1855-6. In our winters generally, the thermometer does not fall
below 14° to 18°, though it has been known as low as 8° above.
Up to last winter the latter was thought to be the extreme or"cold
weather here.*
"The mildness of our winters admits of large numbers of cattle
being wintered on Seven, Five and Two-Mile beaches, without any
provision being made for them by their owners. In cold weather
they find shelter in the thickets on the beach."
Hen. Wm. B. Miller, Senator from CapeMay county, in a recent
letter, writes : "Snow does not lay over 12 hours when we have a
deep fall. There are but few days in the winter that farmers in the
vicinity cannot plow (last winter being an exception for many years)."
The milder climate of Cape May appears in the character of its
flora. In reference to the existence of plants of a more southern
range, Dr. N. L. Britton, of the Columbia College School of Mines,
and author of "A Preliminary Catalogue of the Flora of New
Jersey," gives the following points, viz. :
(l.) All the southern counties of New Jersey have a somewhat
*The void wave of December, 1_). w_ remarkable
throughout
the country,
and no part of
New Jersey see.aped iL_ influence.
The following
extract from the Montldy I esther flat, ew for
December.
1_}. vhow_ its extent and enables us to make some comparison
with the rest of the
eol]ntry : ""l'hl. zt!ro isotherm of _inimum
temperatures,
qultUiig the New Jersey coast north
of Cape ._Iay. ran southwestward
through EastL. rn Virginia
to tile nor thea._lern purl of Sontb
Carohna,
them_ nearly din. _ e_t to Fort sill in Indmn
Territory, and southwestward
to he
valley ot the Rio {]rande, ill Texas: and following that valley u its full extent, reached
the
northern
buandary
of the FuSed _-tate% along the western edge oPOle Rocky me t lta
ra ge"
Temperatures
i,f 1" to 4'_ above were repor ed from _I dd e and Northern
Georgia, and 3° to 5°
in Eastern TenIaes_eL',
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southern flora, and it seems true that the further south we go the
more pronounced does this become.
(2.) "Although Cape May county has never been botanically
explored to the extent that discoveries already made should warrant, yet it has already yielded a number of species of more southern distribution, and so far as known is the northern limit of the
following six: (:Enothera humifusa, Nutt; Galinm hispidulum,
Michx; Diodia Virginica, L.; Conoclinum ccelestinum, DC.;
Pleuchea bifrons, DC. ; Paspalum Walteriauum, Schultes. These
are all the southern species of the New Jersey flora at present
known to occur only on Cape May, but I have uo doubt that further
exploration will add others to this list.
"Resides these species the following have been found on Cape
May, but also in one or two other localities in the southern part
of the State:
Kosteletzkya Virginica, Presl; Lobelia puberula,
Michx; Smilax Walteri, Pursh; Fuirena squarrosa, Michx; Panicum viscidum, Ell.
(3.) " In addition to the above lists it may be stated that there are
other species of a southern character, which probably occur in greater
abundance in Cape May county than in any other part of New
Jersey."
The Euonymus Japonica, commonly known as the Chinese Box, is
cultivated in gardens and door-yards at Cape May City as an ornamental shrub, and appears to thrive out of doors, although it is not
hardy north. In the Southern States it is common.
EXPLANATION

OF TABLES

OF TEMPERATURE.

The tables of temperature have been modeled after those of Chas.
A. Schott (of U. S. Coast Survey), as published in "Smithsonian
Contributions to Knowledge," No. 277. They contain the name of
station, geographical position, elevation, mean, maximum and minimum temperatures by months, mean temperatures by seasons, and
for the year and length of period of observation.
The arrangement of the localities, or meteorological stations, is
geographical, beginning with those furthest north and going southward. And they appear in groups, corresponding in genei'al to the
divisions of the State, designated as climatological provinces. In
the table, the three stations properly belonging to the Red Sandstone,
viz., New York City, Fort Columbus and Jersey City, appear as
one group. The remaining stations of the same province are placed
in two groups, the one representing the northeastern and central
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parts; the other, the extreme western part.
The division or
province designated as the Southern Interior, also covers three
groups : the first, with Freehold and Hightstewn ; the second, containing the central portion of the division; and the third, the
stations along the Delaware river.
The geographical positions are given to the nearest minute of
latitude and longitude. The longitude is that west of Greenwich.
The elevations are expressed in feet above mean tide level, so far
as they could be ascertained from railroad surveys, and from the
topographical maps of the Geological Survey. Wherever such data
were not to be had, the heights, as estimated, are given in brackets.
They are believed to he very close approximations to the correct
figures.
The "Tables of Atmospheric Temperature" in "Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge," furnish heights for several stations.
The temperature is given in columns arranged by months, by
the year and by seasons. In the monthly columns, the first of
each gives the maximum or highest temperature observed for that
month during the period covered by the record. The second column
gives the minimum or loweet observed temperature for themonth.
And the third gives the mean daily temperature. The range for
any given month is, therefore, apparent in the difference between
the maximum and the minimum temperatures, as shown in the first
and second columns. The mean annual temperature is the mean
obtained from the several mean monthly temperatures.
Following
this column for the mean, are three columns giving the maximum,
the minimum and the range of temperature for the year. Then
follow the mean temperatures for the four seasons, consisting of the
calendar months as commonly placed in them.
In the three
columns headed series, the dates of commencement, of end and the
length of the observing period are given. The length in most cases
consists of the actual time covered by the record, and it is not
always the same as that comprised between the dates of beginning
and end. The names of observers, so far as obtainable, are given in
the last column.
The authorities for the tables are Schott's "Tables of Atmospheric
Temper_tture," in "Smlthsouian Contributions to Knowledge," No.
277; copies of records furnished by the Smithsouian Institution;
copies of the records of the U. S. Signal Service Stations, contributed by the Chief Signal Officer of the U. S. Army; "Army
_IeteorologicaI Register," Washington, 1851 and 1856; theannual
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reports of the Chief Signal Officer, 1870 to 1879, inclusive; the
Monthly Weather Review isued from same office; New York
Meteorology, by .F. .B. Hough, First and Second Series ; the American Almanac, for 1861; and original data furnished by local
observers. In the case of nearly all the existing stations the records
have been submitted to the observers, and revised by them wherever
necessary to correspond with their original records of observations.
The mean temperatures are believed to be as nearly correct as it is
possible to make them. In the columns for maximum and minimum
temperatures, the extremes do not in all cases correspond to the
whole length of periods covered by the mean temperatures, as the
data were not accessible. It is poBsible that they do not, therefore,
in a few localities, represent the extremes or indicate so wide a range
as may have been observed.
In order to a more accurate comparison, the records of mean
temperature of Newark and of Morrisville, Pa., where the observing
hours are not the ordinary ones, (7 A. t,l., 2 P. r_., and 9 r. M.,) have
been corrected to correspond with observations made at those hours.
The temperatures are expressed in degrees and fractions of a
degree, and according to the Fahrenheit scale.
No_s.--Differences arising from variations in the reading of
instruments and from their varying exposures have not been taken
into account, as they probably neutralize one another to some extent.
The proper location for thermometers requires that they be sheltered
from the direct rays of the san, from rain, and against the disturbing
influences from radiation, both from bodies warmed by the sun and
from radiation to cold bodies. And they should be placed at least 6
feet above the ground, and not higher than 15 feet above it.
Some of the extremes in the table are, no doubt, excessive through
errors in position. In careful comparison and in proper location, the
U. S. Signal Service Stations afford especially valuable records of
temperature.
.The second table gives the mean temperature, by months, seasons,
and years, at twenty:four selected stations. The observing periods
of these stations are either long (eleven years or more), or are the
results of comparisons with Newark and reduction to correspond
with the length of the Newark series. The original figures of mean
temperatures of the stations, which have been thus corrected, may
be found in the first table.
This table is the basis for the diagrams of Plates IIIA. and III B.
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EXPLANATION

D_rarn8

OF

PLATES

IIIA.

AND

IIIB.

of Mean Temperature.

The stations are represented by vertical columns, sections of which
express, by their lengths, the increments and decrements of heat for
the several months of the year.
]u Plate IIIA. the increments
appear in ascending order, beginning with January. In IIIB. the
decrements are in a descending order, beginning with July. January
and July appear in both, as these months are the extremes at all
stations, with two exceptions. The sections representing the months
are indicated by black for January and various systems of lining for
the other months.
In these diagrams we see, therefore, the gradual increase of heat
through the first half of the year and then the decrease in the
second half. The variations in length express the varying increase
or decrease. Thus, the sections for February are very short, inasmuch as the mean temperature but slightly exceeds that of January.
The decline from July to August is also short, as the difference
between the months is small. The other months are shown by
longer sections, standing for greater differences. The comparative
heights for January show the relative degree of cold in the coldest
winter month, and, likewise, those of July indic.ate the extreme
heat of the summer at the several stations. The diagrams give us,
therefore, a graphic representation of the mean temperatures by
months at each place and enable us to compare not only these means,
but the iucrements and decrements also.
The figures at the sides give the degrees and the whole is drawu
to a vertical scale.
WINDS.
The prevailing winds in New Jersey come from the west. In the
warmer months they are more southerly, coming from the southwest
quarter; in the colder months the northwest winds prevail. The
relative frequency of winds blowing from the several quarters, is
given in the following table of their respective percentages, made
from 20,696 observations at Easton, Pa., Newark, Lambertville and
Burlington, during the period 1854-1859, inclusive :
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North ..................................................................
North and east ......................................................

6.46 per cent.
14.17

East ....................................................................
East and south ......................................................
South ..................................................................
South and west ......................................................

3.29
9.72
5.20
20,57

We_t ...................................................................
West and north .....................................................

13.77
25.32
lO0.O0

The following records of observations on direction of winds are
tabulated, viz. :
1. New Brunswick,
1876-1880 ..........................................
2. Vineland,
1866-1380 ...................................................
3. Atlantic

City, July,

NEW

1876, to July, 1879 ...........................

BRUNSWICK.

VI_EL_kND,

5 years.
15
3

ATLANTIC

CITY.

_INDS.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent,

North....,'. ................

10.01

3.2

9.0

Northeast

11.80

13.9

11.7

East, .......................

5.59

2.0

8.3

Southeast .................

3.60

11.8

6.3

South .....................

7.82

3.3

17.4

Southwest ................

21.42

34.1

15.9

West .......................

27.08

6.4

16.1

Northwest

12.68

25.3

15.3

100.O0

10O.0

1O0.0

................

...............

Or, the east quarlers are to the west, at l"TewBrunswick, as
I : 2.9, and the north to south are as 1 : 1 (nearly).
At Vineland, the easterly are to the westerly winds as 1 : 2.4,
and north to south as 1 : 1.19.
At Atlantic City, the ratios are, east to west as 1 : 1.8, and
north to south as 1 : 1.1.
We note, in these figures, that at Vineland there is a greater frequency of south winds, as compared with New Brunswick. And
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this increase is in harmony with the generalization that, going southward on our Atlantic slope, there is a gradual increase in the
percentage of winds blowing from south quarters.
The Atlantic City observations show a relatively greater number
of winds from the eastern quarters.
The sea breezes, no doubt,
account for much of this increase.
The observations at New Brunswick, when examined by months,
. show that the southwest, south, southeast and east winds blow more
frequently in the warmer months, April to October. The northeast
wind is more often observed in winter and spring. The north,
northwest and west winds prevail more in the autumn and winter.
The observations do not, however, show fully the relative prevalence of the west winds, unless we take into account the distance
traveled by them. The mean velocity of the northwest winds
exceeds that of the we_t, southwest, or winds from other quarters.
Observations ought not to be limited to direction only, bat should
include velocity and measure the distance traveled, also.
The prevalence of west winds is a feature of the climate common
to the Atlantic slope. The distribution of pressure, and the difference of temperature on the land and sea, produce the more northern
winds in the winter months, and the southern in the summer. In
the winter the high pressure in the interior of the continent sets in
motion the air currents which flow southward or southeast, towards
the ocean. The rever_e is the case in the summer, as then the
highest pressure is to the south, and the winds are from that quarter.
The disturbing agents which modify these general directions, are
nearly all due to the passage of storm centers across our territory,
or to one or the other side of it. The storms accompanied by low
barometric pressure move across the country from southwest to
northeast, entering from the Gulf of Mexico and passing northward
and north-northeast to the St. Lawrence region and the Now England coast. Others come from the northwest and west, and pass in a
general east or east-northeast course to the ocean. Occasionally
their origin is in the region of the Great Lakes, and then the movement may be eastward, or southeast to the coast. The tracks of
these low barometers for several years past have been charted by
the U. S. Signal Office, and their maps indicate the direction, rate
of movement and rainfall accompanying their progress. The varying positions of these storm centers, and the inflowing air currents,
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give rise to the winds observed during the progress of our storms.
The general succession is from southeast to east, northeast, north
and northwest on clearing, or in the reverse order from that of the
hands of a watch. These'storm-winds are so prominent features of
oar climate, and they are so closely studied by all weather observers,
that it is not necessary here to discuss more fully their successive
phases. The easterly winds are, in general, our rain-bearing winds,
while the west winds are accompanied by clear weather, excepting
the more local showers and generally shorter storms of the summer
' months.
The mean direction of the winds for each month, as deduced by
Prof. Coffin, from observations at 40 different places in Delaware,
Southeastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey, is given in
the following table :
January

...................

i_. 81 ° W.

July .........................

S. 83 ° W,

February

...................

N. 78 ° W.

August ......................

S. 64 ° W.

N. 83 ° W.

September

N. 89 ° W.

April ........................

S. 89 ° W.

October .....................

N. 88 o W.

May .........................
June .........................

S. 89 ° W.
S. 84 ° W.

Novem!)er .................
December ..................

N. 79 ° W.
N. 79 ° W.

March .........

:.............

.................

"Here, as generally, oa the middle Atlantic coast, the change in
the mean direction is slight, the wind being westerly in all months,
and the difference but 38° between February, when the winds incline
most to the north, and August, when the most southerly direction
is reached."*
The mean direction of the winds in the four seasons in Southeast
New York, Eastern Pennsylvania, and North and Central New
Jersey, arc given in Prof. Coffin's tables.

Spring.

Summer.

Autumn.

Winter.

SoutheasternNew York ...................
N. 80° W.

S.43° W.

N. 77° W.

N. 60° W.

North and CentralNew Jersey.........
N. 55° W.

S.69° W.

N. 69° W.

N. 58° W.

Eastern

S. 75 ° W.

N. 73 ° W.

_N.55 ° W.

_

Pennsylvania

.....................
.

N. 68 ° W.

......

Discussion and Analysis of Prof. Coffin s Tables and Charts of th_ Winds of the Globe," by
Dr. Alexander J. Woeikoff, Smtthsonlan Contributions to Knowledge, No. 268. Washington,
1876.
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The western side of the State is represented by Eastern Pennsylvania.
In mountainous regions the winds are generally controlled in their
directions by the courses of the valleys and of the mountain ranges.
The prevailing winds take the valleys, and they are said to blow up
or down them. In New Jersey our mountains are too low, and the
valleys are not deep enough to have much effect in diverting the
course of the winds, excepting in some of the very narrow depressions and over very limited areas. The southeastern slopes of some of
the Highland ranges are thus shielded from the cold and northwest,
winds of winter. But the aggregate area of such sheltered localities is small, compared with that of the whole Highlands.
The proximity of the ocean gives rise to another disturbing
agency, which is due to the different heating capacities of land and
water and it appears in the
SEA BREEZES.--Along our coast there is a belt of varying
breadth in which the general direction of the wind is interrupted,
during the warmer part of the year, by the inflowing currents of
sea air, which are known as sea breezes. They are periodic,
coming daily, with rare exceptions.
They are caused by the
unequal heating of the land and water surfaces. The air over
the land is heated and expands, giving rise to ascending currents.
To restore the average density and to maintain an equilibrium, the
cooler air over the water flows toward the land, producing an
on-shore wind.
This movement begins usually near midday, or
sometimes about 11 o'clock, gradually increasing in force, until it
attains a maximum velocity about 2 o'clock in the afternoon. It
then lessens (as the land cools more rapidly) and ceases about nightfall, when the land or off-shore wlnd takes its place. This daily
recurrence of the sea breeze is the peculiar feature of our shore,
which moderates the heat, and by its invigorating sea air makes the
seaside so attractive both to she pleasure-seeker and the invalid. It
affects the temperature, and hence the maximum for the day at the
seaside is not about 2 to 3 o'clock as in. the interior, but about noon
or just before its arrival. Occasionally _here is a summer day when
the land wind prevails and there is no sea breeze. They are known
as hot days at the shore, and probably because of the contrast with
the cooler days when the sea breeze prevails. Tile iefluence of the
sea breeze upon the high temperatures, aud also upon the mean
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temperatures of the summer months, is best seen in a comparison of
these as observed at stations on the coast and at localities inland.
The description of the Atlantic coast belt and of the Cape May
peninsula (pp. *30, *40, "41) contains results of such comparisons.
The extent or limit to which sea breezes are felt from the coast
line, varies considerably, according to the direction of the shore line
and the contour of the surface. There is a variation in the same
season and in different seasons, according to the character of the
same. Generally the distance is less than ten miles, and often not
more than four or five miles. Its regular recurrence is limited to
the shorter distance, or to a narrow shore belt. Cleared land surfaces
which are readily heated and where there are no obstructions in the
form of timber belts, allow of a further indraught of the sea breeze.
The absence of hills along our coast favors its progress. Long-continued hot weather, as in summer droughts, which allow an accumulation of heat in the surface soil and the lower air stratum, seems to
widen the belt considerably, and for many days together the breeze
is observed at places further inland, beyond its ordinary limit,
coming, however, later in the afternoon than it does on the shorn.
Such daily winds are often observed at Now Brunswick, and other
places in Middlesex and Monmouth counties which are ten to fifteen
miles from the ocean.
The height to which the sea breeze reaches has been determined
very recently by balloon ascensions, and observations made at Coney
Island, N. Y., in August, 1879, and reported with notes by O. T.
Sherman, in the "American Journal of Science," Vol. XIX., pp.
300--302. The surface breeze was found to cease at a height of
about 650 feet, and at 700 feet a land current deflected the breeze
towards the northwest. At 800, 900, 1,000, 1,100 and 1,200 feet,
the observations, with one exception, indicated winds from the northwest quarter. Under 700 feet the prevailing directions wore southerly, and from both the southeast and southwest quarters. The
extension of observations of this kind to points on the New Jersey
coast, would be interesting and add to our knowledge of this
phenomenon.
The total movement of the air, or distance traveled, varies with
the velocity and duration of the wind.
In the interior of the State the winds are not often high, nor do
they blow steadily at a given rate for a long time. Everywhere our
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winds may be termed variable, shifting slightly from point to point,
and varying in their velocity. In the summer they are more gentle
than in the other seasons of the year. And short seasons of calms
are not uncommon. The more violent and high winds come with
thunder storms. The spring and winter are marked by more windy
weather, and by a greater total movement of the air. Hurricanes
are unknown, and there are very few records of ,_hat may be termed
tornadoes. That of June 13th, 1835, at New Brunswick, was probably the most destructive one ever felt in the State since records of
such phenomena have been made.* Generally, the damaging effects
of high winds are confined to narrow limits, and rarely do more
than throw down crops and partially decayed trees, or occasionally
unroof a building. Destructive winds, such as are reported from
the Southern and Western States, are here unknown.
On t].le shores of our AtIantic coast and D_laware bay divisions
the winds blow more steadily, and the velocity is generally greater
than it is inland, where the mountains or wood serve to retard the
air movement. The more isolated high peaks or crests of the Highlands are, possibly, more exposed thun the coast stations, but we
have no records from them. Observations and measurements elsewhere indica!e thi_ to be a fact. But at Cape May the U. S. Signal
Office Station records frequently give a greater total movement than
that of any other of their station_ in the country, excepting Mount
Washil_gtou and Pike's Peak. The total movement of the air at
Cape May _br one month (December, 1878,) has amounted to 16,567
miles, or an average of 22 miles per hour for every hour of that
month. In the winter and spring months the totals are from 9,000
to 13,000 miles, whercas in the summer months they are under
10,000 miles, and rarely exceed 9,000. The autumn months give a
wider range.
At Sandy Hook, 16,954 miles were measured in December, 1876,
a slight exce._s over Clpe May. Generally, the totals for Sandy
VIook are a few hundreds or a thousand miles below those of Cape
May. Philadelphia, Baltimore and New York rarely report more
than 9,000 miles for any month. From the "Monthly Weather
Review" it appears that Cape May is the most windy of all the U.
S. Signal Office Stations, except Mr. Washington and Pike's Peak.
* Blodgea'_

CUmat,_:ogy

of the United

_tate% page 403.
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Its position between the ocean and the bay may explain this largo
total air movement.
High velocities also are frequently reported from these coast
_tations. Rates over 50 miles per hour arc quite common. At
Sandy Hook, December 9th, 1876, the rate of 84 miles was observed.
At Cape May, 83 miles were recorded of a northwest wind in November, 1879; 72 miles of a west wind, December 9th, 1876, and 65
miles of a wind in September, 1876. The duration of high winds,
having these velocities, is short. They are the peculiar features of
_vere storms which move northeastward along our coast, and geu•orally belong to the clearing-up period of the storm as it is moving
away.
No records of movements or velocities from the northern or central parts of the State are known, but it is not likely that any such
figures as are given here would be measured, unless on mountain
tops.
RELATIVE

HUMIDITY.

Atmospheric air always contains some vapor of water, or moisture
in addition to its oxygen, nitrogen and carbonic acid gas.
When fully saturated, each cubic foot of
air, at 80 ° temperature, holds ......... 10.81 grains of vapor of water.
One cubic foot, at 60 °, holds..................
5.87
Difference ................................

4.94

Therefore, when cooled from '80 ° to 60°, 4.93 grains will be
thrown down or deposited in a liquid form as rain, or, if colder, as
_now or hail. The height of the mercurial column which is sustained by the vapor of water in the air, when saturated, at different
_mperatures, varies as follows :
At 32°............................................
.'........................
At 60°......................................................................
At 80°......................................................................
At 100°......................................................................

0.181 inch.
0.518
1.023
1.918 "

The capacity is, therefore, about doubled for each rise of about
20 °. Using the saturated condition or state as the standard of
comparison (100), the relative quantity of moisture is expressed by

Q
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percentage. The drier the air, the lower the percentage, and conversely. It is possible to make comparisons between localities, or
between the different states of the air at any given place, expressing
the differences in such terms of percentage. It is in such comparisons that the term relative humidity is employed. The instrument
to measure the quantity of vapor of water, is a hygrometer, and
from its readings the relative humidity is calculated.
In consequence of the ever-varying rates at which the processes of
evaporation and condensation go forward, the quantity of moisture
in the air is subject to continual change. The extent of water surface, the elevation above ocean level, the direction of the prevailing
winds, and the temperature, all combine to modify these processes
and to increase or diminish the quantity of moisture. Oceanic and
insular climates are generally moist or hur_id, whereas continental
climates are dry. The mean relative humidity is greater on the
seashore than inland.
The influence of great humidity upon vegetable growth, upon
temperature and on the healthfulness of localities, is such that the
determination is necessary to a full understanding of their climates.
The luxuriance of tropical vegetation is generally associated with
moist climates. The effect upon temperature is to make it more
even, and moist climates are more equable. The moisture iu the
air, when it approaches saturation, tends llke a screen to prevent
excesqive radiation at night, and to protect from the sun's rays during
the day. The air itself is thereby warmed.
Although so important, the accurate determination of this important element is somewhat involved in uncertainty, since variations
are found to be considerable within comparatively short distances.*
The following table is here inserted, to show the mean or average
relative humidity at seven of the U. S. Signal Service Stations within
or near our borders. The figures are means computed from data
furnished from the office of the Chief Signal Officer. They are given
by months and the year. The period of observation was from July.
1877, to December, 1880, inclusive.
*Dr. Hethrieh
Wild, the eminent
Russian
Meteorologist
sa s in the
Meteorologie"
Band VI., 1,%79that there is no r_v/ent and simple [S_trument
relative humidity of the air.
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TABLE
Of Mean Relative Humidity forPeriod July, 1877,to December,18_0--3Yearsand 6 Months.

New York, N.Y_.

74._ 73.1 68.8 64.7164._ 68.8 93.7 72.2
I
i
!71.8 68.3, 68.£ 71._ 69.1

_andy Hook ........
Barnegat ............

78.1 74.8172.7 72.5! 70.[ 71.7 74.91 76.8_74.6 71.1 70.8 73.f 73.4
80.'_ 74.1 75.7 75.7 ' 79.,' 78.4 81.3 81.21 73.3 76.61 75._ 79.3 77.7

Atlantic City .......

80._c 77.4176.6
76.7, 77._ 61.0 83.2 i 92 3161.3, 76.4174._ 78.2 79.0
J

Cape May ...........

77._ 74.3174.7 75.5, 73.' 75.0 77.9 77.3_76.1 73.3 69.] 73.7 74.8

!

Philadelphia, Pa... 74._ 70.5167.6 62.1 61._ 69.3 66.9 70.6 70.0167.6 66._ 73.4 68.3

Bal i o,., ......71.66.7164.2
6 .0/69.62.664.9163.6:
69.9 i67.4165,
'
" 67.7 65.6
The table shows that the inland localities, as Baltimore and Philadelphia, are drier than the coast stations.
Another remarkable fact is the difference in the seasons. At New
York, Philadelphia and Baltimore, the mean humidity for the four
months of December to March, exceeds those for the four months of
June to September. At the coast stations the reverse is true, and
these latter are the more humid or moist months. The curves for
the annual fluctuation, when plotted for the several stations, in the
case of Atlantic City and Barnegat, rise from May onward to July,
and then gradually sink to November. The rise to January is
gradual. The curves for Cape May and Sandy Hook show a rise in
April and then a depression in May. At the other stations there is
no rise in April, but a gradual descent from January to May.
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ATI_OSPHERIC
PAIN

PRECIPITATION.
AND

8IqOW.

The mean quantity of atmospheric moisture precipitated in the
form of rain and snow in any district of country is dependent upon
its situation, prevailing winds, configuration of surface and the
nature of the surface covering. The total amount o_ atmospheric
precipitation is one of the measures of the climate. And according
as this amount is distributed throughout the year, and is excessive
or very light, climates are said to he wet and rainy, or dry and
parched. It is second only in importance, after temperature.
The
temperature and humidity of the atmospheric air are capable of
measurement at regular and frequent intervals, and hence it is comparatively easy to get averages or mean results within much shorter
periods than can be obtained in the measurements of the rainfall.
Thus, a month may puss without a single rain. The possible error
is, therefore, much greater in the short records of rainfall than it is
in temperature.
The limits, area and configuration of the surface
of the climatic divisions of New Jersey have been described under
the head of temperature.
The direction and relative frequency of
the winds and their succession in the course of the storm-centers
crossing the State, have also been stated. They are intimately connected with the rainfall, both in its quantity and its distribution
throughout the year. The probable limits of error in short periods
and the slight differences in amount in these different divisions or
climatic provinces, make it impossible to connect the results with
these several modifying agencies and show their relative effect.
There is urgent need of more widely-distributed and long records in
,order to arrive at results which may be even suggestive.
As has been said of the larger area of the eastern United States,
"the distinguishing feature of the distribution * * * is its symmetry and unitormity in amount over larger areas."* It is possible
to construct rain charts, using the longer records only. And such
charts of the United States have been published by the Smithsonian
Institution and the United States Signal Office. The mean annual
rainfall for that portion of the Atlantic slope occupied by New Jerasy, ranges from 40 inches at the south to 44 inches in the northern
• Blodgett's "Cnmatology of the UnTied States," p, 317.
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and central portions of the State. These figures correspond with
those of the Middle Atlantic generally. In the South Atlantic and
Gulf States the mean annual quantity is somewhat greater. The
consideration of some of the figures given in the following table will
show that there are some differences both in the total quantity for
the year and in its distribution by months. Fifty-two places are
given in this table. For the Highlands, there is a valuable record at
Lake Hopatcong. It was kept by the Morris Canal Company, and
for 24 years (1846-1869). West Point and Goshen, N. Y., and
Easton, Pa., have been added to represent the Highlands valleys
and the Kittatinny valley. New York City and Fort Columbus
give long records for comparisons. In the Red Sandstone plain
there are comparatively long records at Newark, New Brunswick
and Lambertville.
The Morrisville and Philadelphia records are
used as they are so near our borders, and are of great length. In the
Southern Interior, we have good records from Moorestowa and Vineland. Dover, Del., and Baltimore, Md., have been added for comparisons with the Greenwich record, which is short. The Atlantic coast
and Cape May are unfortunately represented by seven to ten-year
periods only. As they cover the same years nearly, it is, however,
possible to compare them with one another. The difference of latitude between the extreme northern and the extreme southern stations.
of the table amounts to 2° 28_, or about 170 miles.
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TABLE

OF

MEAN

A_OUNT

For each Month,

b

1 V,'hltc
Plains,
Westchester
Co., N. T. IP
2 West Point.
Orange
Co., N.'f..
ll °
I

Orange
Co.
8 Goshen,
4 PotOran_eCo.,N.Y
lervD.
5 Deekert_,_)wn,
Ntls_ex
6 Newton.
7 Lake

{_2' 730

!

46'

200
167

2_'

73°

57'

_'

7_°

20'

tl

_'

71 '_ 4'2'

450

It °

12'

71 °

_'

470

N.y..ll

°

I

OF PREGIPISeason

and the Year.

I

]

1

...... ;......
/
5.18[ 8.31[ 4,21[ 4.0744._
2,66

2.79

3, 3'2._4

3,29

2,53

1.70

2,50

3,44
Ii
l.t8

I

co ..........

1.91i2,41

Ilopatcon_t.

Morrl_

('o ............

,I0

_',' 71 °

39'

911 2,$7

2.44

_[orrl.

C_l ...........

400

2_1' 7P

,%1t

575 4.11

3.12

I
2,N5 2.57

i
475] 2,70' 2.54[ 2,04' 1.47

10 Emston,
Northampton C_., P_ ..........
4_ 43' 7_° 15,. 34_ 2.97 2_

p
3.2713,48

3.98_3.74__,09'4,66_4.35

t
New
Y_rk .........
11 New Yark Clty,
12'Fort N

Y.
Ilarbor...,...
Columbus,

17, Je_ey
Cltt"_
ltud_on
fi_ ..........
14 Patersnn.
pa._,_tio

Co ..........

17 Ea-_t Orang_,
Essex Co ............

19 .qouth
()range,
F._ex
Co ............

40 °

4z_
¢

7,1°

00'

4_ °

42'

7t °

01'

16i
20

2'9611
3,

,
40O 1;I

71 °

03'

¥)o

7,P

10'

74 °

12'

_71°

15'

_,

10 _ 16'

.40 °

45'

3.4114.07
'

N

8,16, 3.00

4.53

4.111

lea

3.45
I
"21 New Get c/1allto%wla,
I_unterdon
Co.....
ReSdi_gtnn.
tIunWrdonCo.....

40 °

41'

_0O _4'

45'

320

8.08

'7_ ° 43'

74 °

[90]

_.62i4$0
i

23 Somerville.
Bomcrs_.t

Co..,.....

40°

3¥

74 °

._'

_%liddI_ex
Co......
_'1, princeton,
Merccr
Co ...........
"/6 RII_goe_
_l_uk, rd_
Co_

40 °

29'

74 °

27'

90

40 °

21'

74 °

39',

220

_.86, 2.29 4.55

40O 25

74°

52':

248

_

3.071
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IN RAIN AND MELTED SNOW.

]'nches

and

Fract_or_

of Inches.
ii

SEASONS'
....

SERIBS"

_i'

Assistant Surgeon
..

U. S. Army.

7] A. C. Noble.
lyerson.
Morris Canal CO., W. II, Ta]cott,

Engineer.

L,G, S. Houghton.

_. S. Signal Service
4

24

10.98

25

11_2

2_ lo.15

...I _,ssistant Surgeon

Observers.
U. S. Army.

( P. Vanderbilt
Spader Agricultural
College Farm. Prof. Geo. H Cook. Geo.
I'_ W. Thompson.
41 Prof,
WilllamJ.
Chas. Morgan.
G. Rockwood,
M. McNeil.

7 ...
7,53i
I

n.4oL
I

2_

...i_c c.w._mn.
I
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TABLE

OF MEAN

AMOUNT

OF PREGIPITATION

For each

Month,

Season and the Year_

g
g

!-2*7 Latltburtvtlh,,}ltlrlfcr,lotL Fi_...........
40" CS'71 _ 57 +

96 3._

_

_
i
60 3.._,I[_9 3.87 3.33P310 4.01'561

Trunb_n,
5lvrcur
CO .......................
10 _1'74

45'

i/95[,_ri_%l['.t.JJthk_
('O.,l'a.................
i_ 13' 74 _ ,52'

:;0 Sandy

,
3.12 3,._..
3.]914.29 33S

I
539P3.91 3,87 4.4313.||

I

I
Iq

: _" 71-

01'

"qt,nlu+ulth
32 5Ihldlvln_
n, C,_._

_

: t'7t

__'

_:_ Lnng
]Ir_nlh,
_.liinr_otlt_
(',).....
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AI_PENDIX.

EXPLANATION

OF TABLE

OF RAIN

AND

MELTED

SNOW.

The first column gives the names of localities or stations. Their
more exact location is given in the columns of latitude and longitude.* The elevations are expressed in feet, above mean tide level,
and are from the topographical maps of the Geological Survey, and
from various railroad surveys. Where the height is estimated it is
enclosed in brackets. They are believed to be closely approximate
to the correct figures.
The amount of rain and melted snow is given in inches and hundredths, and the figures stand for the mean or average quantities for
each month of the year. Following them are the mean quantities
for the several seasons, and, lastly, that for the year. The dates of
commencement and end of the record, and the length, are next
given. The last column has the observers' names, or other authority
for the records.
The mean quantities for the months are obtained by adding
together the quantities for the given months in the several years
observed, and dividing by the number of years. Inasmuch as there
are otten gaps--months without any record--allowance is made for
them. Consequently the means at any given station may not represent any equal number of records for all the months of the year.
The mean for any given month is the quotient of the total rainfall
of that month throughout the period, divided by the number of
months observed. The averages for the seasons are made by adding
together the monthly averages belonging to the calendar mouths of
the several seasons. Thus, spring covers the months of March,
April and May. The annual fall is the sum of the months, or that
of The
the length
four seasons.
of the period includes the actual number of years (or
twelve-months) and months observed, and is not, in many eases,
coincident with the length of time between the dates of beginning
and end, a_ they appear in the preceding columns. But in all the
longer series there are no gaps. The records for short periods are
of much less importance, and hence omissions in them of single
months are of less account.
• The greater number of the latitudes and longltudcs are taken from Charle_ A. Sehoa's tables,
",_mithsonian Contributions to Knowledge," NO. _._2. The longitudes are west from Greenwich.
t Slight discrepancies between the sum of months or seasons aud the year, in the ca_e of tw_
stations, are owing to differences in the yearly means a_ furnished by observers.
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Wherever possible, the records which have been used in this
table have been revised by the observers, and correspond with their
figures, and the greater number have been thus revised, especially
the longer records.
As referred to above, there is a probable error in the results
reached in all of the shortdr series. According to Sohott's tables,*
this amounts to 1.4 inches in a series 30 years long at New York ;
0.6 inches in a 43-year series at Philadelphia, and in ease of a single
year to 1'_ per cent. Hence the difficulty in comparing places
having short series of observations.t
An examination of the longer series shows that there is, in general, an increase in the mean quantity or depth for the year, in
going from north to south and from northwest to'southeast.
The
longer series give the following yearly depths :
_est-Point,
N_Y_..=
........... _.._..:._..],4.ve_,ge
Lake Hopateong ...................................
Fort Columbus, [q. Y ..............................
_
Newark ...............................................
New Brunswick ....................................
Lamber tville .........................................
• .....................................
Morrisville,
Pa
!_
"
Moorestown ..........................................
Philadelphia, Pa ...............................
Baltimore, Md ......................................

:....

of 20 years
24
"
24
37_ "
27
17
"
45
""
]7-_- "
56
"
44_ "

.........
. ........
.........
.........
.........

_47.65 inches.
/42.54
43 24
46.21
44.25

..........
........

43.82
43.66

.........
.........
.........

43.01
43.69
141.42

The average annual fall at Lake Hopatoong is 3.6 inches less than
it is at Newark. It represent_ the Highlands fairly. And this difference corresponds with the decreasing quantity on going northwest into New York. Goshen, in the valley west of the Highlands,
appears to have a considerably lower quantity--an average of 33.82
inches in eight years' observations. Ea_ton's five-year record gives
a mean of 45.56 inches. From the shape of the country it appears
reasonable to believe that both of these records are not far from the
correct means, and that there is a difference of at least seven inches
between them in the year. But a further examination of the two by
months shows that the difference is due to the relatively greater rainfall in the summer and autumn months. It would be expected that
in the Highland valleys the larger rainfall would be in the warmer
seasons, whereas in the broader Kittatinuy valley the more uniform
*"Tables and Re.suns of the Preeipltanon in Rain and Snow in the United Stetes."--Sm/th8onian Ccntl_
ibuttons to Knawlcdge, Washington, 1872,A'o.'228,p. 144.
from gauges inaccurate and not properly located are evident In some of the discrepancies of the shorter series; but It is impossible to eliminate all of them. Some obviously
incorrect records have been omitted.
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surface, and possibly the more cleared area, would show a deficiency.
The West Point record corresponds to that of Easton throughout the
seasons. In the absence of careful observations at well-selected
points, it is not possible to show by figures the influence of our
mountains upon the rainfall. Their elevation and generally wooded
slopes, as compared with the deep, low-lying and cultivated valleys,
must tend to condense the moisture of passing clouds and thereby
produce an increase in the mean quantity precipitated upon their
crests above what falls upon the adjacent valleys or plains. And
the variation is most likely to be greatest at the southwest and
south, on the border near the Red Sandstone plain. As stated on
a preceding page, the precipitation on the hills is frequently in the
form of snow, when it is rain in the valleys. The depth of snow is
known to be greater on the higher grounds than in the valleys.
But we have no records of any measurements.
In the Red Sandstone plain the two long series" of Newark and
New Brunswick differ by very nearly two inches in the average for
the year. New Germantown, near the Highlands border, agrees
closely with that of New Brunswick. There appears to be a greater
quantity at Newark in the winter and the early spring months. In
this particular, Newark corresponds with all the stations on the
eastern side of the State in their greater average rainfall. The
Lambertville 17-year record agrees with that of New Brunswick
very closely by seasons and by the year.*
And the general correspondence between New Brunswick, New
Gormantown and Zambertville yield a very fair average for the central and western part of this division of the State. The 44-inch
line would include it all. The South Orange record corresponds
closely with that of Newark in all the yearly divisions. Bloomfield
(earlier than South Orange) shows a deficiency of 3.84 inches as
compared with Newark. The rainfall at Jersey City, as obtained
from a six-year series, also falls short of Newark by two inches in a
year, confined, however, to the winter season only. It has bees
supposed, for several years, that at Paterson the rainfall was in
excess of that of the more open plain country to the south and
southeast. The record, as compared with that of Newark, appears
to confirm this position. The observations at Paterson, for 1878,
* The ra]nfalI
........
.....

at Larnt*rrt_ file, rvgi_tered

"

by Stephen
"
"

n. Smith
"
"

for 1876 ...................
1877..........................
18_8..............................
1879 ..............................
1880 .............................
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1879 and 1880, give a mean annual quantity of 47.07 inches, or 5.58
inches above the mean amount measured at Newark duriog the
same period.*
This excess is distributed
through all the months
excepting January and August, but it is greatest in March, May,
June, July, October and November.
Or, by seasons, the difference
for spring is 1.92 inches; in summer, 1.94 inches, and in autumn,
2.10 inches.t
A further comparison for the present year (1881)
shows as great a variation from the Newark records.:_
The situation of Paterson, in the depression of the First mountain
range, where the Passaic valley finds its outlet across these trap
rock barriers to the open country, no doubt contributes
to produce
the greater rainfall.
Other localities, near these ranges, may possibly receive as much
rain, bat there are no records to show their existence.
The record at Trenton appears tb be in excess of that at Morrisville, on the opposite side of the river, and also above those of
Lamhertville or New Brunswick.
Here, also, the greater divergence
is in the summer and autumn.
The higher mean temperature
of
Trenton has been referred to on pages "24, "25. Whether the rainfall,
also, is phenomena}, and peculiar to the locality, or is the result of
instrumental
differences, it is impossible to determine.
A longer
series may cause it to disappear, or may develop a local difference.
In the Southern Interibr region or division, the stations have comparatively
short periods of observations.
The longest are here
tabulated by years,
Freehold ........................

6 years, 9 months ..................

Moorestown ..................
tIaddonfield ...................
Atco ............................

17
6
8

"
"

Vine]and .......................

15

"

giving an average
* The rainfall

8
6
8

45.21 inches.

..................
.................
..................

43.01 . "
_46.70
45.97

. .................

49,09

of about 46 inches.

for 1881, at Paterson,

was 68.11 inches;

that

of Newark,

39.03 Inches

_-John T. Bilton,city
surveyor,
the observer at Paterson
says that the summer
storms ofte
a pear to mo'*'e from Paterson,
llorthcastward
along the soutbea.st of the lngblatlds
o
e
]_JdsoEl at l'eeksknl.
Tile excessive fall of l_larch last was owing to several storms of this k d.
2Led the fall at PeekskiU for that month was great.
At New York and Newark it wa_ much le-_.
It is quite probable
that the salurated
air as it moves northward
is more su tden
cooled by
the forest-coYered
}[]ghlands,
and its moisture is thrown down along he bor _r an(_of the Red
Sandstene
plain adjaceuL to the Highlands.
_.Fro_ records furnished
monthly b}" Mr. mlton, the rainfall
for Paterson in January,
185t,
Was 7._ inches; February', 695 hlcbes ; _,tarcb. 16+11 blcbcs, the largest moothly quantiC,. [n a
nor records
ex¢*epeng d'mt of August, L843, at Newark, whlcb anlounled
to 22 28 lllches
_ r
lliaon
says of l_tareh. "'A large am_)nllt of the ratnlan
for tile month was. no doubt, local, the
remarkable
sbJrm of Om 19th and 20Lb, tn Patelson,
resultbrg in a rainfall
Of 5.44 inches
about U hours, has no bucb record, eidmr ill Nell" York or N_wark.
In New York be prce p.
nation for tb_ saln_ _tc*rrll Was oldy 2.13 Jncbes. g Ill N(!_'.' Brunswick
It _ as 1.39 [ncbes
In bq..
six months, April to October. tSS0. the total l_.ll at Paterson
was 30 40 inches;
at Newark, the
_ame months, amounted
to 19 _7 inches.
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The long term of 56 years, at Philadelphia, yields a mean annum
fall of 43.69 inches, which corresponds more nearly with that of
Moorestown, the station having the longest record. The Vineland
excess of over five inches, as compared with Moorestown (whose
periods are most nearly alike), is distributed through all the seasons.
It tallies closely with that of Atco in the summer and autumn.
Vineland appears to get more rain all through the year than any of
the other stations in this division. The agreement of Moorestown
with the long series at Philadelphia is noteworthy. The limit of
error in the latter is reduced to less than half an inch, hence it is
an excellent standard for comparison.
The Greenwich series is the sole one in our Delaware Bay division.
The limit of error in so short a period precludes any safety in generalizing upon it. Other things being equal, it would be supposed
that the rainfall would be greater than further to the north. The
Dover, Def., record gives an average of 44.20 inches, exceeding that
of Greenwich by '2.7 inches. Comparing the seasons at the latter
pla'ce with those of Philadelphia, the spring is wetter and the summer drier. And compared with Newark for same period, the Dover
fall is 1.87 inches above that of the former place.
In the Atlantic coast belt we have the three U. S. Signal Service
Stations, at Sandy Hook, Barncgat and Atlantic City. As the years
included in the records are the same in each, 187't--1880, inclusive,
the comparison is the more suggestive of local peculiarities. The
mean annual rainfall at them is as follows :
San,iy Hook .............................................................
Barne_t ..................................................................

52.74 inches.
49.80

Atlantic

39.89

City ..............................................................

From the first two we should think that this shore belt had a
greater rainfAl. As compared with Freehold (1874-1880, excepting
January, February and March, '74,) the year shows 7.5 inches more
rain--a marked excess within so short a distance. The difference is
not so much in winter as in the other seasons. It is 3.1 inches in the
spring. Barnegat is nearly in the same latitude as Atco, and yet it
receives nearly four inches more rain than the latter place does. The
spring here also exhibits the greatest divergence. The rainfall at
Atlantic City is phenomenal and unaccounted for at present. It is
ten inches less than that of B_rnegat, and 7.35 inches be]ow that of
Cape May. Compared with the record of the U. S. Signal Service,
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at Peck's Beach, which is only eleven miles distant and similarly
situated, for the same months and years, there i_ a difference of 9.4
inches--no _nush less at Atlantic City. It is 3.8 inches less than that
that of Philadelphia, and it is the least in our table. Possibly its
situation, so far from the mainland and separated from it by tide
marsh, instead of water, as is the case at Barnegat beach and also
at Sandy Hook, the warmer land mass may not tend to the reduction
of temperature and consequent fall of moisture like a body of colder
salt water.
The Cape May average rainfall for 9 years and 4 months is 47.24
inches. Compared with Philadelphia, it is an excess of 3.55 inches,
which is mostly distributed through the autumn and winter months.
The rainfall at the coast or beach stations, Sandy Hook and Barnegat, appears to be somewhat in excess of that is the interior. The
Cape May record also shows an excess as compared with the interior
stations generally, excepting Vineland. The curve for Cape May
runs above that of Philadelphia, with few exceptions. The measurements seem to show that there are no months likely to have so little
rain as corresponding dry months at Philadelphia. The table below
gives the mean monthly rainfall at Newark, Moorestown, Vineland,
Sandy Hook, Barnegat and Cape May for the years 1874-1880,
inclusive.
TABLE.

I
N6wark

............

_.60'

3.27

I

4.90!

4.01

2.221

2,62

5.15 6.43 4.1012.7913.36 3.48 46.46

Moores_own.......

3.08_2.10 3 5013 1312 34 3 75 4.77 4,28 3.86 2.2313.68 3.05 39.82

Vineland ..........

3.91 3.00 4.93' 8.63, 2.55' 4.1

4.76 5.8314.6212.43 4 00 4.38 48.18

608!522
Barnegat ...........

4,95 5.65 4.57 3.21 4.9514.05 52.75
4.62, 4.68' 4,49, 3,04 5 26 4.78 49.80

Cape May ........

3717 2:77 5:36 3:81 2:51! 4:0 3,81[ 6.65 4.62; 2,60 3,6915.16 48.22

850141

We note in this table an excess in the monthly and annual fall at
the coast stations above those of Newark and Mooreetown ; a close
correspondence between Vineland and Cape May; a considerable
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excess at Sandy Hook above any of the other places, and an excess
at the coast stations in I_Iarch and September. This excess is probably owing to the presence of water to the west and southwest of
each of the localities having a larger rainfall. And it is probable,
also, that the mean annual fall is between two and six inches greater
than it is northward and farther inland.*
In order to exhibit the variations between localities in both the
rainfall by seasons and for the year, the diagram of Plate IV. was
constructed.
The stations are represented by vertical columns,
placed side by side. They are drawn according to a scale, and the
figures at the sides el the diagram express the depth in inches.
The mean quantity or depth failing in the winter months (December, January and February) is represented by the lower section of
the column, in black. The depths for spring are shown by diagonally-lined sections of the same, the summer by vertically-lined, and
the autumn by horizontally-lined sections or lengths. The total
height of the column represents, therefore, the successive rainfall for
the four seasons, beginning with the winter. The variations ia length
of each section of the columns and in the total length, indicate corresponding differences in the amount of rainfall. Using the scale at
the side, the quantities for seasons and year can be read off for each
of the twenty-two places thus represented.
To show the annual fluctuation or distribution of rain among the
months, the mean monthly values of twenty stations, each of whose
periods exceed five years in length, were charted in five groups. The
curves representing the several stations were assumed as types of
their respective localities. The stations of the northern and central
parts of the State all agree in a maximum rainfall in August, the
curves reaching their highest point in that month. In nearly all of
them were three depressions or minima, viz., the first in February, a
second in May or June, and a third in October. A second but, lower
maximum was noted in the spring, in March and in May. The average of all corresponds somewhat with that expressing the annual
fluctuation for the Atlantic coast, from Portland, Me,, to Washington.i According to this more general curve, May and August are
the wettest months ; then come.November and December, while February, June, September and October are relatively drier. West_Point,
_Tbt' lzT_'al_ v _dnf_U _f *u_'h -_a h_-ach h*valUies is ro,'ed by the a;,et_Se
('ape hatteras, all,l _ _6 at I "apt' LqL_koul, and fi7.89 &t _iaty IIa',v k, N. C.
Con_rlt_utlons

to Knowledge,"

NO. 288, p. 129.
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N. Y., Lake Hoptacong, Fort Columbus, Newark, New Brunswick,
Lambertville and Trenton are expressed by this curve. Goshen
shows exceptions in depressions for April and November.
The
stations of the Southern Interior and the Atlantic coast and Cape
May Trov_nces yield curves which vary somewhat from the above,
in the spring maximum, coming two months earlier in the year, and
the succeeding minimum is in May instead of June. The October
minimum is also more pronounced. And in these respects the type
for the southern part of the State approaches that for the Atlantic
coast (Virginia to Florida). The wet months are, first, August,
then March; and the drier months are May, second, October, and
then February.
The southern part of the State has its first dry
period earlier in the year and the second is one month later. These
correspond with the longer season at the South. Greenwich appears
exceptional in having a wet May, but longer observations may
remove this apparent exception.
The nature of the rainfall in the different seasons of the year
varies somewhat. In the four warmer months of Juno to September,
inclusive, the greater part of the total quantity of precipitation
comes in the thunder storms. The number of rainy days is less
than in the other seasons, although the average rainfall is greater.
In the winter the storms are longer, lasting frequently from four to
six days. The former or summer rains are often quite local, and
confined to narrow belts, the latter sweep over all parts of the State.
A low ridge or range of hills may divert the course of the summer
shower, hence the greater variation in the summer rainfall. The
more local rainfalls may be said to be limited to the spring and
summer. The longer and more general storms advance across the
State from southwest to northeast, and from west to east.*
The fall in any given storm has a wide range. It rarely exceeds
• Prof. Loomls. of Yale College. In his" Contributions
to Meteorology."
ubltshed in the Anwftea_ Jou_'mll if Science, Vol, XXI., pp. 1-8, has studied the cnurses or traces of the storms which
have been delineated
upon the charts of the n. S. Si lai Office since 1872 and which traversed
Ule easterl) Dart of our continent
; and lie llas divide_thein
illtO ttireo classes : " I. Tllo_e whoso
COtIIS__*V_ forsome da_'s_o_vard_ale "*vest,
II.Ttic_e_vhos_ _20LlI_e
"wast_ward_ some point
between the South and {2_t, llI. Those Whose (,i)tlr_ WaS towards _¢ome point between l]orth and
east"
The dates of beginning
and end, ]antudes, Ion itudes, course and velocity ill miles per .
hour are all tabulated.
The st4)rms of the II. and [I_ are tile ones which cross our territory.
Those of the second class occur more fre._uently durhlg the colder mouths of the year, ]'heir
avera e velocity was 24 miles per hour.
2 heir collr_e Is seldom nlaintalned
as far south a.s 80 °
N. lat_utte, after which it freqnenny
changes to tile norlhetmt, so that they cross our terrnory as
northeast storms also. Of tho _torms which cro_'.s the UuUed States north ol 38_ nearly all pursue a course a little east of north
those eombl
from south of ]atUude ',{.S
° generally
purstle a
I_early northeast
Course.
Th_ _tortII8 of tills _tLt,s oecllr most freqllenay
nl autllmlt slid lells_
frequently
in summer.
The rate of movomeut
of Ihe storms in this clas_ varied from ]2.4 to 60.4
miles per hour, averaging
26.9 miles.
At these rates such storms woubl move from Cape May
or Delaware bay entirely across the State in two alld a half to thirteen
bouts, or at the avers e
rate, in about fire hours.
Or from Delaware
bay to Sandy ]look the pnssage would be made _t_
nearlyfour hours.
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four inches in depth, and three inches is a heavy rain.
]n the Newark record the number of rains over three inches in thirty-seven
years and eight months was thirty-six.
Eight of them occurred in
July; eight in August; five in October; three in November;
two
each in December and May ; and one in each of the other months.
These observations indicate the greater frequency of heavy rains in
late summer and in autumn.
Of special heavy rains, the storm of
March 19th and 20th, 1881, at Paterson, is worthy of mention, when
5.44 inches fell in eleven hours.
Another still heavier rainfall was
that of March, 1875, at Parsippany,
Morris county.
F.A. Wilber
(now of Rutgers College Faculty) kept a record at that time, and
he measured seven inches of rain and melted snow coming in a
single storm.
The greatest freshet ever known in parts of eastern
Monmouth county, July lith, 1871, was caused by a shower which
did not last more than three hours.
The fall during the extraordinary shower between Trenton and Bordeutown, on August 24th, 1877,
was thought by Dr. C. C. Abbott to be about nine inches.*
No
doubt other equally great and sudden rainfalls could be included in
this list if records were more generally kept.
* Dr. C. C Abbott of Trenton, furnishes the fonowing
graphic account of this rahl wrinen at
Umtime
wbilet,'*'ery
featureof
it wassnn
fresh inmemory:
"Previollslytol:30P.
M. theday
oflk'red no peculiar
lavtcorological
features.
The temperature
was 78° Fahrenheit
at noon. wind
_uthcm_t.
Ahaut I::_Qe. _. the wind shifted to the southwest
and a heavy bank of blue-black
cbm,i_ formed In the norlhw_.st.
The appearance
at this time was that of an ordinarTsummer
shocker.
I did not notice any lightning
or hear any distarlt thunder.
While standing on the
brew of the hill. near whe_ my house stands, and facing the _outhwest, I noticed that a somewh_t _l_ilar
hank _*f idnud to that it_. the s_Ith',veat was a]ao re.ptdty forming, ao.d the r_','o
appeared
to he approaching
each other, although
not from opposile
directions,
of course.
_
*
*
*
*
_
In a few momen_
therd_ `*vas a sudden
change In the
se'*eral ennditioB_ then obtaining.
The stiff, northw_t
breeze suddenly
ceased.
A remarkahle
_tUthe_
pervadl_
the a_,mosphere
and a feeling of oppres.Mon was very noticeable.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Just at this time the two ma._ses of clouds flame in soiltact. apparenOy
_and n'aHy. I think.) directly over the extensive
stretch
of meadows
lytgn
_-rth [ff Bordent_wn.
along the Delaware
river.
At the moment
of contact of the_e cloud
ma._e_ there xva_ a Loud. humming
sound clearly audible.but
eel caused bly awiud, ihe leaves
_l'*_e _J_.Iionhs_. The two maisers formed nne, hut retained thair peculiar
eo'Iorhl_, and in 1_
than a _inutt,. l _bouh| think a hugo water-spout
formed--or
at least, the ainu(is became a
sit]g[e conical n_.m_s,_ith the apex downwards,
As suddenly as it formed it broke, and. th tent
nlinutes
at most, there>tYler the meadows were flooded.
The storm now took the form of a general rain and extended
over a considerable
area. Such a rahh however, I never
revlously or
uluce ha','(' '._itoessed
I found by experiment
that it was impossible
to breathe
_v_lle facing it,
unh,_._ by pndecting
my no.e and mouth with Illy ha_d.
At a distance of 10_ feet objec_ were
wholly" obscured
from "view. This fearful rathfan
continued
for about forty minutes
and then
brgan to abate hut it wau not unto 5 P. _[. that the rain ceased and the sky became ¢omlparatiwdy altar.
Thi_ _torm '*v&_rt.markable
for one feature other than that of the quanUty
of
`*_-aterthat fail, this wa_ the absence of lightning.
".No ordinary means would l_ave proved available for measuring
the rainfall in thl_ case.
I
have no doubt hut that it was considerably
in excess of what i aseer tallied at tl_e time to be, we
"*viii _-. the minimum,
and here. certainly,
in the immediate
vic[nny of the water-spout
was a
rainfall iff nIm_ inches ill the t hr_e hou_ of that day, from 2 utltlt 5 p, _,
"P_'ri_ap_ it may not be without interest to add that the storm caused a considerable
destruct on of [f_'
!&lYre a d shec, p were drowned
slid _lany birds and small mammals
were
des_.royed
I lound number_
of drowned
crows and some smaller
birds immediately
uSerward. a_d _ome mice aud squirrels
Insect life. also w,as greatly affected by the storm, their
ordinary m_ans of sheUer ,luring showers proving quite inadequate
to protect them against th0
violence of thi_ remarkable
rainfall. '
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SNOW.

The depth of snow is not indicated iu the above tables and statemeats of rainfall, since it is measured melted, as so much water or
rain. The depth varies greatly from winter to winter, and in the
same winter in different parts of the State. The quantity in the
Highlands is much greater than it is in the extreme southern
counties, and it lies for a much longer time, and later in the spring.
We have no records of the depth in the more northern parts of the
State. The measurements of Mr. Whitehead, at Newark, range
between 6 feet 3 inches, iu the winter of 1867-8, and 1 foot 2
inches, in that of 1877-8; and they give aa average depth for
thirty-seven winters of 40 inches. The average depth measured at
Lambertville during the years 1839-1859, inclusive, was 29½ inches.
It is probable that the average for the Highlands corresponds nearly
with that of northern Pennsylvania, which is put at 60 inches for
the winter season. The sleighing season continues for several weeks
every winter in the Kittatinny valley and the Highlands. In the
Red Sandstone plain it is shorter ; and in the central and southern
part of the State a winter may pass with only a few days of snow
depth sufficient for sleighing.
The variation between localities is illustrated in the differences
between Paterson and Freehold during the winter of 1880-1. At
the former place, the total fall of snow was 48 inches; at the latter,
it amounted to 77 inches, exceeding the greatest depth at Newark
by 2 inches.
The snow melts much more rapidly near the coast than in the
interior, and althqugh the depth of fall may amount to nearly as
much, sleighing is rarely possible beyond a few days at a time ; and
on the beaches, as at Atlantic City, sometimes for a single day only.
And frequently the storms, which are accompanied with snow, end
in rain. But the sea wind appears to have a very powerful effect in
causing it to melt rapidly. The more sandy soil also helps to hasten
its disappearance.
The snow is confined to the three winter months, and to November, March and April. The earlier and later appearances are so
very rare and so slight, that they cannot be considered as features
of our colder season. April snows are generally light and infrequent. But the remaining five months are generally marked by
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some snow in the Highlands, although the November falls often do
little more than whiten the ground. In each of the remaining four
it is to be expected.
The number of days on which rain or snow falls is not recorded
by al_ observers; and we have figures from a few places only.
Referring again to Mr. Whitehead's Newark table, the average
number of fair days in 37 years was 215, of rainy days 95, of
snowy days 28. By months the highest average of fair days is 20½
days, in June; the least 16, in Nov,ember. (See Table of Climate of
_ewark, page *'28.)
The greatest and least quantities of rain and melted snow by
months at stations having long records, are presented in the table
on opposite page. In the monthly columns the first gives the greatest,
the second the least quantities measured at the several localities. A
short table following this one gives the extreme annual rainfalls and
the years in which they occurred.
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From the foregoing table we see that the monthly extremes may
range from none to 22.48 ineh_, also that the years vary from 30_
inches at New Brunswick, in 1876, to 59.95 inches at the same
place in 1873. A longer period of observation would, no doubt,
increase this range a very little.
DROUGHTS.

The periods of drought are indicated by the table of rainfall at,
Newark, 1843-1880, as it appeared in the annual report for 1880.
While single months may occur with only a fraction of an inch of
rain, such dry months are not likely to come together. And as an
illustration of a severe drought, most extreme, observed at Newark,
that of the present year (1881) is here given. The following account
of it is taken from Mr. Whitehead's report for October, in the Sentinel of .Freedom : "The year 1881 will ever be remembered for its
remarkable drought. The fall of rain in July was 1.34 inches, the
fall in August only 0.28, the fall in Septehaber 0.87, and the
fall in October 2.23 inches, making a total for four months of
only 5.22 inches. The least quantity for the corresponding months
of any year since 1843, inclusive, was 10.08 inches, in 1848 ; the
greatest, 34.28 inches, in 1843, (the quantity in August of that year,
22.485 inches, being unprecedented,) and the mean of the 38 yearn
17.028 inches."
Of this drought at Paterson, Mr. Hilton says: "The years
1880 and 1881 will be years not only noted for their remarkable drought, but as also having the apparent anomalous condition of recording aggregate rainfalls largely in excess of the mean
yearly fall of half a century. The total rainfall for 1880 was 57.77
inches, an excess of 11.02 inches over the mean fall; the total rainfall for 1881 is 68.11 inches, an excess of 21.36 inches over the
mean, and an amount of rain which no year since 1836 has a record
equal to. * * * * * The drought of 1881, notwithstanding
the heavy yearly and spring rainfalls, can be chiefly attributed, to
the unequal distribution of the rainfall and the very unfavorable
periods in which the heavy rains occurred. The extraordinary rain
of March, in Paterson, amounting to 16.11 inches, took place at a
period when the ground was frozen solidly, and quickly disappeared
through the water-courses, hardly moistening the surface of the
earth;
* * * * * the total rainfall for July, August, Sep-
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tember and October amounting to only 7.83 inches, against a mean
fall for these months of 16.38 inches. During these months there
were ninety-eight days on which no rain whatever fell."
Referring to the water in the Passaic, Mr. Hilton says that on
the 22d of October the water at the Arch street bridge was two
inches lower than the extreme low water of October, 1879. This
was probably lower than any previous record of its measurement.
The rainfall in the southern and on the western sides of the State
was heavier than at the northeast, but the severity of the drought
was distressing to farmers, and water was very low in the streams.
The effect upon the Delaware river was noticed in the very low stage
of the water. "In the fall c_f1831, and before the feeder of the
Delaware and Raritan canal was located, the water of the Delaware
was lower than it had been for many years. Conrad White, at that
time engineer of the canal company, requested Col. Simpson Torbert
to make permanent recording marks along the river shore, which he
did, assisted by Martin Coryell. One of these marks was made
upon the New $ersey abutment of Centre bridge, on the lower or
down-stream side, being twelve feet above the surface of the water
at the bridge. Mr. George Van Camp, supervisor of the canal
feeder, had levels taken in November, 1879, and also in September,
1881, to compare the elevations of low-water mark one with the
other, and found them as follows :
1831 ..........................................................
1879 .........................................................
1881 .........................................................

12
feet below mark.
12.5"
13.215

At Vineland, the rainfall of July, August aud September amounted
to 6.04 inches, while the average for sixteen years is 14.17 inches.
"There were six days on which some rain fell in July, but only on
the 30_h and 31st did it produce a perceptible impression on vegetation; the amount, then, was "2.25 inches for all the rest of the
month, 0.71 inches only on the 7th, 13th, 16th and 27th. During
August, rain fell on the 2d, 7th, 8th and 13th (total, 0.73 inches.)
From the 13th to 3d of September, an interval of twenty-one days,
there was no rain, and the average temperature was 76.18 °, and on
all but two of these days the temperature was above 80 °, and on
several of them it was over 90°. From September 12th to October
• LambertvnIe paper, from Martin CoD'ell.
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5th, twenty-two days without rain, with an average temperature of
77 °. These conditions told fearfully on all crops." *
Inspecting the Newark table we find that extremely dry seasons
are not generally consecutive. But the same season may run below
the average for two or three years in succession. Thus the autumns
of 1878, '79, '80 and '81 have all been drier than the average. On
the contrary, the summer rainfall for these years have exceeded the
average. The yearly quantities show dry and wet years alternating
irregularly with few exceptions. The years 1854, '55 and '56 were
all below the average, and the deficiency in those years was nearly
17 inches. The total fall of 1848 and '49 amounted to 76.83 inches,
or a deficiency of 15.59 inches. In tl_e New Brunswick record the
rainfall for the past six years has been less than the average by
about 9 inches; and 1879, '80 and '81 give an average of only
abont 34 incbes.
The total rainfall at New Brunswick during the drought of the
past summer and autumn was 2.94 inches in 123 days--from July
let to November. In 1856 the rainfall for the six months, February to July, inclusive, was 14.55 inches. The following table of
droughts or dry Teriods, kept by W. H. Talcott, C. E., at Lake
Hopatcoog, was furnished by the _lorris Canal Company :
TABLE
Of Droughts

YFAR.

shown

fIRST

by Records

DAY.

I

kept at Lake

LAST

DAY.

t[opatcong,

Jan., 1846, to Dec., 1869.

LENGTH.

RAINFALL

IN

TIME,

.!
1847
184_

Mar.

27.
12.

II

May

30.
2.

65
52 days.

1.53 inches.
1.95

1_1!1

July
Dec.

4.
I
31,C48. )

Sept.
Mar.

13.
20.

72
80

1,84
2.37

351i
!
29.
6.
June 19.
Set.
29.
F-_e_. 21.
Dec. 30, ('63.)
Aug. 29.
Nov
A 30, ('67.),

July
Oct.
Mar.
Apr.
Aug.
Nov.
Apr.
Mar.
Nov.
Apr.

20.
29.
16.
19.
3.
21.
8.
1.
30.
4.

51
98
47
105
47
53
47
63
92
127

1.57
4.79
065
2.66
0.95

1_,51
lb55
1._56
IS58
lS64
lS67
_ _I_68

May
.July
Jan.

"

1.70
0.40
1 44
5.01
4.49

The most severe and long sustained droughts in this record were
those of 1856, 105 days, with but 2.66 inches of rain, and those of
' Lvtter from Dr. John Ingrain, Meteorological Observer at Vineland.
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1_67 and 1868, which together make a total length of 219 daysr
equivMent to seven months, extending over the cold half of the year,
and receiving but 9._ inches of rain.
BAROMETRIC

PRESSURE.
WEIGHT
ATMOSPHERE.

OF THE

No attempt has been made to collect the records of harometri_
observations.
The diurnal,
annum and secular
movementsareso
slight
as notto betakenintoaccount
inthisconnection,
and their
discussion
belongsto thedepartmentofphysicsratherthantoa
popularnotice
ofclimate.The variation
betweenlocalities,
duetc_
differences of elevation, are according to a general law, and the
amount of this variation does not exceed two inches in our State.
The barometer falls as the height increases. The rate varies a little
according to temperatures, but at ordinary summer heat, say 72°,
the fall is one-tenth of an inch for 95 feet rise; at 32°, a fall of a
tenth corresponds to 87 feet; hut, in round numbers, the difference
is about one inch for 900 feet rise. Hence, on our highest ridges the
difference would be about two inches, and throughout our Highlands
the depression would range from 1 to 1.5 inches. In recording
barometric observations, corrections are generally made so as t_
reduce them to a common datum, which is that of the ocean level.
The most important barometric observations are those made during
the passage of low pressures or storm centers across our territory.
These centers of low pressures or cyclones are in nearly aH cases
accompanied by either' rain or snow, while the high pressures or
barometers are marked by clear weather and dry air. The greater
the divergence _from the mean at any locality, the more severe the
changes in the weather generally. And very low depressions are
apt to be accompanied by high winds, since the indraught of air is
stronger to restore the equilibrium. The winds in the passage of
the low pressures move around from south to east, &o., whereas in
high barometers this order is reversed. According to Buys-Ballot's
Law of the Winds, "stand with your bank to the wind, and the
lowest barometer or center of depression will be to your left in the
northern hemisphere," While the low barometers are marked by
moisture (and a rise of temperature in the winter season), the high
_6
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areas or an_-c_/clones are accompanied by extremes of temperature-in the summer by heat and in the winter by great cold.
The U. S. Signal Office publishes daily maps on which are charted
the tracks of these areas of low and high pressures, (the localities
of equal pressure being connected by lines which are known as
isobars.) Prom the position of these centers of pressure the indications are made out. The State is so small that they traverse its
territory in a fcw hours at most, and consequently any system of
signals must be part of the general weather service of our country,
to he effective or valuable in announcing the coming of changes.
The differences between the mean barometric measurements in the
several parts of the State, excepting as modified by altitude, which
has been referred to above, are too inconsiderable to affect us sensibly, and scarcely enter into the subject of our climatology. Careful
observations, and long continued, may prove the existence of differences, and they may be found to affect the human organism ; and
the study of the sanitary relations of climate must include them.
SANITARY

RELATIONS.

The climate of New Jersey, as a whole, is salubrious. It is more
equable than that of the same parallels further west. And yet it is
not the equability accompanied by great moisture and dampness, or
cold, which may make an even temperature undesirable and unhealthy. Our extremes of temperature, 6r the range, are not so
great as in the northern part of New York and New England generally. The lowest temperatures of our winters are not so low by
10° to 20° as in these States to the north. And diseases of the
respiratory organs are neither so prevalent nor so acute and fatal.
Persons from New England and New York find the climate of the
southern part of the State more comfortable and beneficial in the
case of any predisposition to lung diseases. Vineland and Atlantic
City have become winter resorts for this class of patients, who escape
the rigors of a more northern climate. For evenness of temperature,
Cape May has already been indicated as a remarkable locality, and
the advantages of so equable a climate within our borders deserve
the attention of all interested in the study of medical geography, or
in exemption from the extreme cold and sudden changes of our
winters. In general, our seaside is so accessible, and so well pro-
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many

prefer to go there rather than further south, and find it quite as
beneficial.
The growth and prosperity of Atlantic City is largely
owing to its winter homes and its patronage
throughout
the year.
These seaside towns are so easily and quickly reached that they are
becoming the homes for many invalids and delicate people, who
cannot live further inland, where the extremes of both heat and cold
are more intense and trying.
On the other hand, our climate is not like that of the Southwest
and South A_lantic Coast States in the heavier summer rainfall and
prolonged heat periods.
Oar heated terms are shorter, and the
nights are cooler, than at the South, and, consequently, they are cot
eo enervating
or exhausting.
We have less malarial fevers, so
prevalent and fatal along the more southern Atlantic coast and in
the Gulf States.
Our seaside offers the escape from tile extremes of
heat also, and it is thronged during the whole summer by a large
population seeking comfort and health.
Taking the year through, our situation is favorable so far as
climate is concerned, and the records of longevity are evidence of
the general healthfulness of our State.
The diversities of climate within the limits of the State must have
their effect, and the general healthfulness is modified more or less by
these varying
conditions.
_he. equable character
of the coast
and its sanitary advantages
have been mentioned above.
In the
northern part of the State the Highlands offer many locations where
the air is very bracing and dry, and where there are no swampy
tracts or wet lands to give rise to any dampness or malarious exhalations.
It would be beyond the scope of this article to mention
localities.
The general statements
of the preceding pages indicate
the districts.
In the Southern

Interior,

the dry, sandy

soil, and the extensive

pine forests, appear to conduce to healthfulness, and a few localities
were noted long ago as sanitariums
for persons with weak lungs.
In conclusion it may be said that the study of climate in its sanitary relations is still in its infancy.
This is largely due to the absence
of accurate meteorological
data and a general ignorance of the
peculiarities
of our climate.
The study of disease and of climatological conditions must go together.
The claims of a suffering
humanity call for all the aid which science can give.
And it may
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result that in our own borders there are many of the peculiar conditions and local features which can be used with effect not only in
prolonging life, but also in restoring health, quite as well as the
famous resorts of the South or far West. The field is an inviting
one, and encouraging of success.
PERMANENCY

OF CLIMATE.

There is a prevalent impression that the climates of the globe have
undergone material changes within the historic period, or since
records of observations on temperature and rainfall have been kept;
and that ch._nges are still in progress. It is generally believed that
in our country the alternations of temperature are more sudden and
the extrcmes greater; that the springs are earlier and the seasons,
in general, more variable; that the rainfall is less and more unequally
distributed through the year, and, consequently, that the river floods
are h_gher and the variations in springs aud streams more irregular
than formerly.
In Europe, the changes in climate have been
thoroughly discussed by Humboldt, Dove, Glaisher, and other
eminent meteorologists. Both the fluctuations in temperature and
those of rainfall have been investigated.
The results do not indicate
any changes, or any regular variations, or cycles of definite length,
although there are found to be comparatively short rainfall periods,
which correspond somewhat with observed sun-spot periods. It is
doubtful if even these shall prove coincident throughout when tested
by longer series of observations. The fluctuations of temperature
do not appear capable of resolution into any orderly arrangement.
Warm and cold terms of years, of varying lengths, alternate irregularly. The weather records of our country do not go back so far as
some of the European series, but they also exhibit the same apparent
irregularity ia the sequence of warm and cold years and a lack of
any periodicity in the annual rainfall. Our temperature records are
mos[ly confined to the present century. Those of New Haven date
from 1780; those of Philadelphia from 1758 (with some gaps in the
18th century) ; those of New York from 1821. In the investigation
of the secular variation in temperature, the annual means for the
stations having long records, have been plotted, and their curves
presented in plate facing page 310 of Schott's Tables of Atmospheric Temperature.
Two of the curves, those for Philadelphia
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and New York, are reproduced in our Plate V., and with them
that of Newark for its term (1843-1880). The general curve
and also the yearly irregularities or departures from it are shown,
the former by a continuous, the latter by a broken line. The vertical lines represent two-year periods, and the decades are indicated
by figures at the top, beginning with 1790. The horizontal lines
are for temperatnrgs, the figures for which are at the sides of the
diagram. They stand for mean annual temperature.
We note a
depression about 179_, in the Philadelphia curve, then a rise to
a maximum in 1802. From that year to 1816 there was a general
decline. Thence, onward, for ten years, the mean temperature
increased quite rapidly, and here the New York curve begins ; both
then as rapidly fall, and reach a .very decided minimum in 1836.
From that depression the Philadelphia curve rises irregularly to a
maximum about 1853. Both cities show a depression about 1856-7;
and the same appears in that of Newark, also. From that forward
the undulations, as shown in Newark, are shorter, and there are
notable depressions for the years 1867-8, and again in 1875. The
rise thence to 1877-80 is also remarkable. The cold epochs were
therefore 1794, 1816, 1836, 1856-7, 1867-8, and 1875, or at intervals of about 22, 20, 21, 11 and 7 years. But the subject of change
of climate is best stated in Schott's conclusion : "There is nothing
in these curves to countenance the idea of any permanent change in
the ciimate having taken place or being about to take place; in the
last 90 years of thermometric records, the mean temperatures showing no indication whatever of a sustained rise or fall. The same
conclusion was reached in the discussion of the secular change in the
rainfall, which appears also to have remained permanent in amount
as well as in annual distribution."*
To exhibit the seasonal variations in temperature, and to represent graphically the valuable record of Mr. Whitehead at Newark_
the diagrams of Plate VL we're constructed. The vertical lines.
represent the years observed. The seasons and the year are each
represented by irregular lines running from left to right lengthwise
the page. The mean temperatures for each are indicated by broken
horizontal lines. The figures at the bottom of the page express the
temperature in degrees. Examining any one of these lines--for
example, that of the winter--we see by rises the warmer and by
* _dTablesof
Atmospheric
p. 811. Washington,
18;6.

tfemperature:

smnhsonian

Contributiou_

to Knowledge,
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depre._sione the colder seasons in the consecutive years covered by
the record.
The lines, as compared with one another, exhibit (by its
greater irregularity)
the greater alternations in the winter ; the more
even summers ; end the general parallelism between the winters and
sf, riEgs, at;d between the summels and the autumns;
also a slight
degree of correspomleuce throughout.
In other words, Dike winters
are g_'nerally fQlowcd by like springs, and so, tq,o, like summer, like
Going back quite as tb.r as any of our temperature
observations,
are the records of _easons of navigation and ice in rivers and
hurhcr._.
()l,e of the best is that of the season of navigation in the
Hi1dsea riw'r.
The dates of opening and closing of the river at
Aibar, y, X. Y., indicate the Beverity of the winter, by the longer
periods, or the mildness, by the shorter time, between the closing by
ice ia thlI or winter, and the spring date when the river was again
free _Yom ice.* The table below is taken from Part I., Voh 2, of the
" _e_u]t_ of :Meteorological Observations of the U. S. Patent Office
and the Smithsoni_m Institution,"
Washington, 1864, and the Legislative Manual of :New York for 1881.
' Altl,¢m=h ,',IbaI_y 1- n J mih,s n_rih of our boundary
on the north, the eonditioi_ of tile ice
in tl e iT _ i_ n
r_
*ur _ tH r_-- if nor ler
New Jl.,rsev-Ilite as well as ally other record
_ h'.L h "__ _ ubt ha_ t', slid hence it is here inserted as appIlcaC_le to our State.
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AT

ALBANY,

other

sources.]

AND

University,

and

NO,
SEASONS.

RIVER

FREE

FROM

ICE,

THE

NAVIGATION.

RIVER

CLOSED

BY

ICE.

OF

DAYS
OPEN.

1646 ...................................................

November

25th ...............................

1675-6 ...............
'February 2Bib .....................................................................
] 186 ..................
March 23d ........................................................................
1789 .....................................................
February 3d, (1790) .............
1790 ..................
March 27th ....................
December 8th ....................
'"'256 ....
1791 ..................
.March 17tb ...................
December 8th .....................
286
1792 ....................................................
December 12th .................................
1793 ..................
iMareh 6_b .....................
December 26th ....................
295
1794 ..................
IMarch 17th ...................
January ].th. (]198) ............
301
1795 ...............
:..................................
Jauuar_ 23d, (1796) .........................
]_.ql6 ..................................
...................
Novemoer 28th ................................
1797 .....................................................
November 26th ................................
]798 .....................................................
November 23d ..................................
]798 ..................
' ...................................
January 6th, (1800) .........................
1800: ....................................................
Ianuary 3d, (1801) ...........................
1801 ..................
February 28th ...............
February 3d, (1802) .............
340
]802 .....................................................
December ]Ttb .................................
1803 ..............................................
]anuary ]2th, (1804) ............
1804 ...............
_. April 6th .....................
December 13th ....................
'"'25i ....
"
i
180o ...................................................
laauary 9[h, (1806) .............
1806 ..................
IFebruary 20th ..............
December ]lth ....................
""294 ....
1807 ..................
April 8th .....................
lanuary 4th. (1808) .............
271
180_ ..................
March 10th ....................
December 9th .....................
274
1809 ..................
I...................................
January
19th, (1810) ........................
]810 ..................
I...................................
December 14th ................................
1811 ..................
i...................................
December 20th ....................
I............
1812 .....................................................
December 21st .................................
I
1813 ..................
d_larch 12th ...................
December 22d .....................
I 285
1814 ...............
1815 ...............
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
December lOth
2d ..................................
................................
r
December ITth ....................
/............
1816 ..........................
1817 ..................
I...................................
December 7th .....................
r,...........
1818 ..................
March 25th ....................
December 14th ....................
264
1819 ..................
iAprll 3d ........................
December 13th ....................
254
1820 ..................
March 25th ....................
November 13th ...................
233
-]821 ..................
March 15th ...................
December 13th ....................
273
1822 ..................
March ]5tb ....................
December 24th ....................
284
1823 ..................
Marcb 24th ...............
a... December 16th ....................
267
1824 ..................
March 3d ......................
January 5th. (1825) .............
308
]825 ..................
'March 6th .....................
December 13th ....................
282
o
18.6 ..................
February 26th ................
December 24th ....................
301
1827 ..................
March 20th ....................
December 25th ....................
250
1828 .................
February 8th ..................
December 23d .....................
319
1829 ..................
April 1st ......................
January
llth, (1830) ............
285
1830 ..................
March 15th ....................
December 23d .....................
283
1831 ...................
March 15th ....................
December 5th .....................
268
1832 ..................
March 25th ....................
December 21st .....................
271
1833 ..................
March 21st .....................
December 13th ....................
267
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J07_TI_

01"

OPENI_O

AND
I_U.MBER

CLO_INO
OF

OF

DAY_

THE
OF

HUDSON

RIVER

AT

ALBANY+

NAVIGATION--CO?I_tnlt_d.

AND

THE
•

[From the r, pnrt_ of the Regents of the University, and other 8ourees ]

I
_L._O_.

El% ER

I I;,_;_

1 LOM

ICE.

!

NO. OF
RIVER

CLOSED

BY

ICE.

DAYS
OPEN*

I
1_,t ..................
]835
lS:t_ ..................
.................
"
1_:;_ ..................
18:19 .................
ls13 ..................
_l_ ..................
18t2

Fdu_w 7 ",_ .................
MX_ rch2_'h
...................
I 4 h ...........
"__ _" '_, h
'._[ u_'h lg.b ....................
Mirth 21-t ...................
i ,
I"ehruary ,It ................
._I !:a _t+1 ....................
F_b-uar_' th ....

December 15th ....................
November30th
...................
,December
7th .....................
IDeeember 18th
tNovember 25th
.............
IDecember 18th ....................
December 5th .....................
December 19th ...............
tNovember 29th
. .

297
250
247

:::::::::::::::::::::::
._ 14.................
]_,15
........
1_t6 ..................
1_ 17 ...................
1_ 18 ..................
1819 ...................
I_=0 ..................
IUq ..................
1352 ..................
1_53 .................
lt.+-_ ..................
18",5 ..................
It,56 ..................
18_7 ..................
1_.,_q ...................
1S,59..................
!8¢ 0 ..................
lt_61 ..................

Aprll lith ....................
_,._tr,a 14'.b ....................
Feb:u_;rv 24:h ................
M:,.r_.h l'Stll ..................
_._::'. t:th ......................
M'ar, b ._1++....................
Mz_r,-h l_lth ...................
:_L_:¢I: 9th ....................
February
25'.h ................
_M _ruh 28th ....................
Mar.:h 2It ...................
_,I_r ! 17th ...................
M_r, h 20th ....................
A ,ri: lOth ..................
I ehru. ry., +h...............
Mrtrch o.0 +].....................
Mar_h 13tb ..................
M_tr_h t_th .....................
'NLtrch 8th .....................

IDeeember
December
IDecember
1December
kDecember
December
IDecember
December
December
IDecember
December
December
December
December
December
December
December
December
December

240
272
283
275
262
280
281
283
291
269
275
268
275
250
303
278
272
283
293

1862 ..................
1863 ..................
l+uI ..................
1865 ..................
lt_66 ..................
18,_7.................
18+_8..................
lt_9 ..................
1870 ..................
1871 ..................
1872 ..................
1873 ..................
1874 ..................
1875 ...................
1_76 .................
1877 ..................
1878 ..................
1879 ..................
I880.........
....

Apri 4th .......................
Apri. ;_d........................
5I_rca lltb ....................
':dareh 22d .....................
._Iarch 201h ....................
March 26th ....................
_Iarch 2;th ..................
Aprh .Ith ......................
March 31st ....................
.March 12th ....................
April 7th .......................
AI.,ril I6th .....................
March 19th ...................
April 13th ....................
April 1st ......................
: ."Jarch 3Orb ....................
_March 14th ....................
_hpriI 4th ......................
M,rrb 5tb .............
_..,

9th .....................
llth ....................
4th .....................
15th ....................
24th ....................
27th ....................
25th ..................
17th ...................
13th ...................
22d ....................
21st .....................
8th .....................
20th ....................
16th ....................
27th ...................
18th ....................
10th ....................
14th ...................
23d .....................

December
December
December
December
December
December
December
December
December
November
December
November
December
November
December
December
December
December
November

19th ....................
llth ....................
12th ....................
16th ....................
15th ....................
8th .....................
5th ....................
9th .....................
17th ...................
29th .................
9th ....................
22d ....................
12th ....................
29th ...................
2d ......................
31_t .....................
20th ....................
20th ....................
25th ...................
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269
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220
268
230
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276
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NOTES.
]639.--Heavy flood at Albany.
]617.--Disastrous flood in the Spring.
1740-4 I. )
1765-66. _. River closed as far down as Paulus Hook, now Jersey City.
1779-_0. )
181T-18.--Winter long and mtensely cold.
Tbe ice moved i',iarch 3d, but soon
became fixed. River remained closed 108 days.
1820.--River closed November ]3th; opened on the 20th, and finally closed on
]st of December. River closed ibis winter to New York bay.
I824.--River clear of ice January llth, and remained thus several days.
lS27-fiS.--River opened and clo.:ed repeatedly at Albany during this winter.
It
closed the second time December 21st.
1830-31.--Opened by heavy rains, but closed again January 10th.
1832-33.--River opened January 3d, and closed again January llth.
1834-35.--River opened at Albany, /_Iareh lTIh. A steamer came up as far as Van
Wie's Point (5 miles below Albany), on the 18th.
1847--48.--River closed December 24th, and opened on the 31st.
1856--Clo_ed at Fort Washi,gion, December 19th, for 12 days.
1857.--February 9th.--The ice broke up in the Hudson, at Albany, early in the
morning, and formed a dam a few miles below, overflowing the lower
part of the city to an extent never before known. The water rose
about 20 feel above mean summer level, and there remained several
days. Steamers arrived from New York on the last day of February,
but navigation was subsequently interrupted eeveral days by ice.
lS58-59.--River frozen at Fishkil[ Landing, January 1st, so that people crossed on
foot. Broke up February 2[st. Stopped 7 weeks, 3 days. Only 1
week good crossing with teams.

None of our records indicate any diminution in rainfall in the
mean quantity for year or seasons, nor does there appear to be an
increased number of dry periods. In severity the drought of 1881
was certainly extreme. From the clearing away of forests, particularly in the :Red Sandstone plain, and the general cultivation of the
soil, drainage of wet tracts, &c., it is reasonable to suppose that the
rainfall might be slightly diminished in quantity, judging by the
well-known comparative observations oa rainfall in forests and in
cleared areas, in Germany, France and Switzerland. But our
records do not show any such desiccation in the climate, nor will
measurements, as usually made, exhibit the probable changes. The
distribution of the rains through the months and seasons is probably
less uniform since the settlement and clearing of the country. That
is they are more irregular, and heavy rainfalls are probably more
common. Of course the rains run away more quickly, and that
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our streams, especiaIly the larger rivers and creeks, are more subject to very high freshets, appears to be generally conceded, and
reasonably so, since there is a vastly diminished area of swamp
aml woodland to retain in the surface the rains, and to allow their
more gentle flowiug away.
The drying up of springs, supposed to
be ;.asfing, and of streams which formerly carried water even in
w.ry dry sea.,en% are evidences of the greater desiccation of the soil
at times, it not of the climate.
(See Marsh's ":Earth as Modified
by ttuman Action.")
The rainfall at Newark, for the seasons, from the summer of 1843
to the, winter of 1880-B1, is exhibited in the diagram of Plata VII.
The serh_s is in five-year groups, placed one below the other, so
that the seasons occupy the same relative position throughout.
Thus,
following any givei] vertical line from the top of the diagram down,
the winters, springs, summers or autumns (as the case may be)of
the successive groups are seen.
The years are separated by the
heavy, black, vertical lines which run between the autumn and the
winter.
This division by seasons does not quite coincide with the
calendar year, as the winter is placed first, and December is thereby
transferred
to the succeeding year.
The winter of 1843-44, for
example, appears in 1844.
This division was thought "to be preferable for most purposes of study of such a diagram, to that in which
the y_'ar closes with winter.
The datum lines throughout are at 5
inches.
The 10-inch, 15-inch and 20-inch lines are made heavier
than the intermediate lines representing
depth.
Beginning with the
summer of 1,_43, it is, therefore, easy to follow the line through the
series, and, by the rising and falling, read down _hs page the greater
and less depth for each season, to the end, in Autumn of 1880.
By
this graphic representation,
the character
of consecutive seasons is
better exhibited.
For example, the dry seasons of 1848 and 1849
appear, and seven consecutive seasons are here below the average.
The greater fail o_ 1859, and that of 1868, 1869 and 1870, also
appear prominect.
Beginning with the spring of 1868, there are
ten consecutive wet seasons, only one of which is below the mean,
and that about an inch. The two driest seasons together are autumn
of 1867 and the lbllowing winter, having a total fall of 14.7 inches.
By the sharp rises and sudden lalls in the line, it appears that extraordinarily
wet seasons do not come together (in this record).
But
nothing in the irregularities
of the line indicates any permanent
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Taking the annual curve of tile Newark rainfall, we note a dry
period of thirteen years, (1854-1866, inclusive,) having an average
fall of 44.58 inches, and a wet period of twelve years, (1867-1878,
inclusive,) wit h an'average of 50.09 inches.
Ent the yearly curve
also fails to show any signs of periodicity.
In conclusion, the only characteristic features discernible are : that
from 1843 to 1856 was a period of seasonal extremes;
from 1857,
onward through
1866, the distribution
was more uniform;
and,
lastly, since 1866 the extremes are again more pronounced.

HISTORICAL

NOTES

OF CLIMATE

AND

WEATHER

PHENOMENA.
The earliest printed notice of the climate
description of the province of New Albion,
The following extract from it is here given
of America, or North Virginia, lying about

of New Jersey is in "A
&c., published in 1648."
: " Whereas that part
39 degrees on Delaware

bay, called the province of New Albion, is situate in the best and
same temper as Italy, between too cold Germany, and too hot Barbary; so this lying just midway between New England 200 miles
and Virginia 150 miles south, where now are settled 8,000 English,
and 140 ships in trade, is freed from the extreme cold and barrenesso
of the one, and heat and aguish marshes of the uther, and is like
Lumbardy, and a rich fat soil, plain, and having 34 rivers on tile
mainland, 17 great Isles, and partaketh of the he4dthiest aire and
most excellent commodities of Europe, and replenished
with the
goodliest woods of oaks and _ll timber for ships and masts, mu[berries, sweet cypresse, cedars, pines and firres, 4 sorts of grapes tbr
wine, and raisins, and wish the greatest varity of choice fruits, fish
and fowl, stored with all sorts of corn, yeelding 5, 7 and 10 quarters
an acre."*
From the account of Thomas Rudyard, deputy governor
Jersey, written in 1683, we extract the following paragraph

of East
descrip-

$ Tha
•
he name New
Albion was then applied
to New Jersey appears In a letter of Robert
Evenn, which was lne|H(|_d in the same pamphlet.
We extract:
" _tlt nevernlele_
to _at sfle
yOU Of Ult _trlllh I thought good t_ _ritc unto you nly knowledge,
alltl first to d_eribe
you fluE
the ]lor(h side of Delaware
(Into Hudson's
river ill _[r Edmtlnds
patent, t'a ed New a b oil,
which neth just between New England
and Maryland,
and that ocean sea, [ take it to be about
160 mnes."--Smith's
11i_Iory of S_w J¢r_ey, pp. 27-25,
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tire of that province: "As for the temperature of the air, it is
woaderfuIIy situated to the humors of mankind; the wind and
x_eather rarely holding one point, or one kind, for ten days together;
it is a rare thing for a vessel to be wind-bound for a week together,
the wind seldom holding in a point more than 48 hours; and in a
short time we have wet and dry, warm and cold weather." This
description is as pertinent to-day as it could have been in 1633.
In Thomas Badd's " Good Order Established in Pennsylvania and
lqcw Jersey in America," printed ia 1685, there is the following:
"The d_lycs in the winter are about two hours longer, and in the
summer two hours shorter than in _England; the summer somewhat
hotter, which caaseth the fruits and corn somewhat to ripen faster
than in .England, and the harvest for Wheat, :Rye and Barley, being
about the latter end of June. Iu lhe winter season it is cold and
freezing weather, and sometimes Snow, but commonly very clear and
8us-shine, which soon dissolves it."
Peter K:flm, a celebrated Swedish traveler and natural philosopher,
xvhospent the winter of 1748-9 in West Jersey, and afterwards, in
1750, traveled through the State, writes as follows of the snow at
Penn's Neck, February 23d, 1749 : "Snow lay yet in several parts
of the woods, especially where the trees stood very thick, and the
sun could not make its way ; however, it was not above four inches
deep. All along the roads was ice, especially in the woods, and
therefore it was very difficult to ride horses.which were not sharpshoed. The people who are settled here know little of sledges, but
ride on horseback to church in winter, though the snow is sometimes
near a foot deep. It lays seldom above a week before it melts, and
then somefreshsnowfalls."*
While residing
at.Raccoon,
a locality
in Gloucester
county,
this
traveler
collected
notesabouttheeffects
of severecoldupontrees
and oflatefrosts
in springin killing
_blossoms
and leaves.We
extract
thefollowing
:
"I ofteninquired
among theold.Englishraen
and Swsdezwhether
theyhad foundthatany trees
were killed
inveryseverewinters,
or
hadreceived
much hurt. I wasansweredthatyounghickorytrees
arecommonlykilled
inverycoldweather,
and theyoungblackoaks
likewise
suffer
inthesamemanner. Nay,sometimes
blackoaksfive
inches
indiameter
were killed
by thefrostin a severewinter,
and
sometimes,
thoughveryseldom,
a singlemulberrytreewas killed.
*"TravelsIntoNorthAmerica,"
by PeterKalm, London,1771,
Vol.If.,
p.78,
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Peach trees very frequently die in a cold winter, and often all the
peach trees in a whole district are killed by a severe frost.
It has
been found repeatedly, with regard to these trees, that they'can
stand the frost much better on hills than in valleys ; insomuch that
when the trees in a valley were killed by frost, those on a hill were
not hurt at all. They assured me that they had never observed
that the black walnut tree, the sassafras, and other trees, had been
hurt in winter.
In regard to a frost in spring they had observed
at different times that a cold night or two happened often after" the
trees were furnished with pretty large leaves, and that by this meet
of the leaves were killed.
Bat the leaves thus killed have always
been supplied by fresh ones.
]t is remarkable
that in such cold
nights the frost acts chielly upon the more delicate trees, and in such
a manner that all the leaves, to the height of seven and even of tea
feet from the ground, were killed by the frost, and
remained unhurt.
Several old Swedes and Znglishmen

all the top
assured me

they had made this observation,
and the attentive engineer, Mr.
Lewis Evans, has shown it me among his notes.
Such a cold night
happened here in the year 1746, in the night between the 14th and
15th of June, new style, attended with the same effect as appears
from Mr..Evans' observations.
The trees which were then in blossom, had lost both their leaves and their fl_wers in those parts which
were nearest the ground ; some time after they got fresh leaves, but,
no new flowers.
Farther, it is observable that the cold nights which
happen in spring and summer never do any hurt to high grounds,
damaging only the low and moist ones. They are likewise very
perceptible in such places where limestone is to be met with, and
though all the other parts of the country be not visited by such cold
nights in a summer, yet those where limestone lles have commonly
one or two every summer.
Frequently the places where the limestone lies are situated on a high ground " but they suffer, notwithstanding their situation;
whilst a little way off, in a lower ground,
where no limestone is to be found, the effects of the cold nights are
not felt. Mr..Evans
was the first who made this observation, and I
have had occasion at dlffereat times to see the truth of it, on my
travels, as I shall mention in the sequel.
The young hickory trees
have their leaves killed e_oner than other trees in such a cold night,
and the young oaks next; this has been observed by other people,
and I have found it to be true in the years 1749 and 1750." *
• Kalm,

Vol. If., pp. 83-85.
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Th_ occurrence of a frost in June, having a like effect upon tender
le._ves of trees, has been ro'ferred to on another page.
One el the most remarkable of his inquiries was in regard to the
weather
and its changes and the permanency
of climate.
The
answers of that day were substantially
what might be obtained now.
We quote : " The following account the old man gave me, in answer
to my questions with regard to the weather and its changes: it was
his opinion that the weather had always been pretty uniform ever
since Lie chlhihood ; that there happen as great storms at present as
formerly ; that the summers now are sometimes hotter, sometimes
colder, than they were at that time ; that the winters were often as
cold and as long as tbrmerly ; and that still there often falls as great
a quantity of snow as in former times.
However, he thoughL that
no cold winter came up to that which happened in the year 1697,
and which is often mentioned in the almanacks of this country ; and
I have mentioned it in the preceding volume.
For in that winter
the river Delaware was so strongly covered with ice that the old
man brought many waggons full of hay over it near Christina, and
that it was passable in s_edges even lowm'.
No cattle, as far as he
could recollect, were starved to death in cold winters, except in later
years, such cattle as were lean, and had no stables to retire into.
It
commonly does not rain, neither more nor less, in summer than it
did formerly, excepting that, during the last years, the summers
have been more dry.
Nor could the old Swede find a diminution of
water in brooks, rivers and swamps.
He allowed, as a very common and certain fact, that wherever you dig wells you meet with
oyster shells in the ground.
"The winter came sooner formerly than it does now. Mr. Isaac
-Norris, a wealthy merchant, who has a considerable
share in the
government of _ennsylnania,
confirmed this by a particular account.
His father, one of the first English merchants
in this country,
observed, that in his younger years, the river Delaware was commonly covered with ice, about the middle of .November, old style, so
that the merchants were obliged to bring down their ships in great
haste before that time, for fear of their being obliged to lie all
winter.
On the contrary, this river seldom freezes over at present
before the middle of Deeen_ber, old style.
" It snowed much more in winter, formerly, than it does now;
hut the weather in general was likewise more constant and uniform ;
and when the cold sot in, it continued to the end of .February, or
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till March, old style, when it commonly began to grow warm. At
present it is warm, even the very next day after a severe cold, and
sometimes the weather changes several times a day.
" Most of the old people here were of opinion, that spring came
mnch later at present than formerly, and that it was now much
colder in the latter end of .February and the whole month of May
than when they were young. Formerly the fields were as green,
and the air as warm, towards the end of .February, as it is now in
March, or in the beginning of Apt//, old style. The Swedes at that
time made use of this phrase, .Pas/c bitida, .Fask sent, altid Grae,
that is, we have always grass at Ea_tsr, whether it he aeon or late
in the year. But p_rhaps "wecan acconnt as follows, for the opinion
which the people here have, that vegetation appeared formerly more
forward than it does now. Formerly the cattle were not so numerous as now; however, the woods were full of grass and herbs,
which, according to the testimony of all the old people here, grew
to the height of a man. At present a great part of the annual
grasses and plants have been entirely extirpated by the continual
grazing of numbers of cattle. These annual grasses were probably
green very early in the spring, and (being "extirpated) might lead
the people to believe, that everything came on sooner formerly than
it does at present. It used to rain more abundantly than it does
now ; during the harvest especially the rains fell ia such plenty that
it was very difficult to bring home the hay and corn. Some of the
last years had been extremely dry. However, a few people were of
opinion that it rained as plentifully at present as formerly.
" All the people agreed, tb.at the weather wan not by far so inconstant when they were young as it is now. For at present it happens
at all times of the year, that when a day has been warm, the next is
very cold and vice versa. It frequently happens that the weather
alters several times in one day, so that when it has been a pretty
warm morning, the wind blows from northwest about ten o'clock
and brings a cold air with it ; yet a little after noon it may be warm
again. My meteorological observations sufficiently confirm the
reality of these sudden changes of weather, which are said to cause,
in a great measure, the people to be more unhealthy at present, than
they were formerly.
"I likewise found everybody agree in asserting that the winter
betwixt the autumn of the year 1697, and the spring of the year
1698, was the coldest and the severest which they ever felt."*
6

_ Kalm_ Vol. [I., pp. 119, 120, and 1_'/-1_0.
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APPENDIX.
CHRONOLOGICAL

REMARKABLE

NOTES

OF THE

WEATHER.

SEASONS; ICE IN RIVERS AND HARBORS; .DROUGIITS_
ETC.,ETC.,ETC.

['Abbreviations: W, Webster; H, IIazard; B, Blodgett; G. Go_'dou.]

The following brief notes of the weather have been gathered from
S. Hazard's "Register of Pennsylvania," Vol. lI., pp. 23-26 and
379-3S6, Phi',adelphia, 1828; Watson's " Annals of Philadelphia,"
1844; Dr. NGah Webster's, "A Brief History of Epidemics and
Pestilenfia] D_seases," Hartford, 1798; Blodg_tt's "Climatology of
the United States," Philadelphia, 1857; and from meteorological
data from various stations in New Jersey and Philadelphia since
I843.
l_;llT-_.--'Whlter
extremely cold.
W.
I631--Dr, Yt_e_ arrived ill the D_laware about the first of February;
the -(:l_on was so mild that his men couhl work iu the open
air in their.shirt
sleeves;
(the earliest notleo of weather on
tim ])tlaware.)
G.
lq;3$.--Summer
w,ry hot and dry.
W.
ll;:;9.--Nc) rain fl-om April 26th to Jul_e 4th, O.S.
W.
1,;41.---Summer
wet and cold;
very sickly on the Delaware
river;
selt!cmczt
from New I-Iaven broken up, and Swedes sufl'crcd
greatly.
W.
1641-2.--Chc_tpc:tkc
bay nearly frozen over.
W.
1656.--Summer
very hot. W.
16"/'S.--Dcceml,cr
t0lh, the Shield arrived at Burlington;
river frozen
next d_y. G.
1681.--De('ember
11th, Delaware river frozen over; the Bristol Factor
arrived at Chester with settlers for Pennsylvania,
where they
I._y all winter,
tI.
1683_l,.--Wiuter
w,Ls exce.-sively severe.
W.
1(:;97-u -Wi_tcr
w,ry ctJld. Kahn.
170t-. Sm_w f¢,]I a yard deep.
H.
17t!_'4-9.--A very severe winter.
W.
1714.--FL_hI'uary; fl_,wcr,_ seen in the woods.
H.
1717.--FJJvu_ry
191h fi4th, great snow--"greatest
ever known," up to
tI.Lt tlme, in New England and on Long Ishmd.
W.
1719-20.--_A intt_r very cohl. W.
172).--Fet,ruary
23d, Delaware clear of ice. H.
DecemI.er 20th. Delaware full of ice; 27th, again clear.
H.
1721.--December
19th, Delaware full of ice. H.
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1722.--February
6th, Delaware open again to navigation.
H.
1723.--January
6th, Delaware
free from ice, and weather yet
erate.
H.
17234.--December
and January. river open.
}I.
1724.--Dec6mber
15th, Delaware full of ice. H.
1725.--March
3d, snow two feet deep.
H.
1725-_.--Deeember
21st, Delaware full of ice until January 18th.
February lst-15th, again blocked with ice, H.
]7'27.--February
14th, very cold weather.
H.
Summer hot. \V.

mod-

1728.--January
23d, severe weather for two weeks; booths set up on the
Delaware;
no clearances
of vessels mentioned
until march
5th. H.
1729.--December;
Delaware open all the month.
H.
1730.--J_nuary
20th, a deep snow; the like not known these several
years ; navigation closed. H.
December 21st, vessels forced back by ice; 29th, open.
H.
1731.1February
9tb, Delaware open again.
H.
1731-2.--Delaware
fidl of ice on December 14th ; February _2d, navigation
unobstructed.
]_.
1732-3.--December
; Delaware open ; .Ianuary 18th, great snow at Lewes;
_,Iarch 8th, river open.
H.
1734.--January
1st, Delaware co_tinues open ; very moderate wea:ther. H.
December
21st, weather fine and open;
Delaware free from
ice. H.
1735.--January
16th, weather
fine and open;
Delaware
free from
ice. H.
December, weather fine and open; Delaware free from ice. H.
17$6.--3anuury
6th, Delaware fast and full of ice; February 5th, open. H.
December, Delaware open.
I-L
1737.--January
20th, weather very cold; February 8d, ice broke up in
Schuylkill.
H.
1738.--January
and February, Delaware open.
H.
1739.--Jannary
25th, Delaware now open, having been fast since December l$th.
H.
1739-40.--Decenlber,
Delaware opea ; January 10th, closed ; February
21st,
arrivals ; March 15th, ice broke up. JzI.
1740-41.--An
exceptionally
cold winter.
Jefferson says that it was only
less severe than that of 1779-80. B. Long Island Sound frozen
over three leagues across.
W'. Delaware
December 19th until March :13th ; January
'tis all ice towards the sea as far as the eye
feet deep b_ back couotry;
5Iuch suffering
and cattle.
_f.
1741-2.--Delaware
open during December and January,
ice in February and Marcb.
H.
]742-3.--Another
open winter.
H.
_7

not navigable from
8tb, at Lewes, Do].,
can reach; snow 3
among inhabitants
and no mention
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1744.--January 3d, Delaware full of ice ; January 19th, open.
I:L
]7t-t-5.--_o
mention
of ice, clearances
and entries in all the winter
months.
H.
1745_.--No
ice mentioned, entries and clearances in December,
11.
1746-7.--Debtware
closed (no arrivals} from December
23d to February
24fll. H.
1747_B.--December
15th, Delaware fall of ice; Jrmuary 12th, open; 26th,
eb!s,'d, and severe weather;
February
2d, open;
9th, closed
until ._Llrch 1st. El.
I?48-9.--Delaware
open during December ; closed ia a_nuary ; February
14th, arrivals.
El.
1750.--January
22d, Delaware opened ; February
6th, free of ice ; May
8tlth, frost last week and snow in places.
El.
175o-51.--Very _everc winter.
W. Dslaw_tro open J_nuary 22d. El.
1751-52.--Dela_ are full of ice, December g4th; clear agrdn, Februr_ry 18th. El.
175O.--A summer
m_rked by intense heat in all parts of America.
Sickly.
W.
1253.--Jammr.v 2,1, navigation on Delaware stopped ; January 9tb, open ;
23d, dear.
tf.
175_.--January
15th, Delaw_re for some days clear of ice. 1=[.
1754_5.--Winter
unusually mild. Troops sailed from New York to Albany
in January and February.
W. January 14th, Delaware stopped ;
2lst, clear l_gain. El.
17554;.--Another
mlhl winter.
W. No mention of ice in the Delaware
thi_ winter, and entries and dearrmces every month,
l:[.
1756-7.---N'o mention of ice in the Delaware, and entries and clearances
throughout December and January.
l{.
1757-8.--Delaware
open in December; February 2d, closed for few days. 1[.
1758-9.--December
28th, Delaware full of ice; January
llth, open; 25th,
interrupted;
February 1st, open.
tI.
1759-60.--December
28th, Delaware closed for • week ; February 14th, open;
_,[areh 20th, extr'aordinary
snow storm, and greatest fall of snow
since the settlement of the province.
El.
17t;041.--Nu
entries or clearances
at Philadelphia
from January
15th to
February 5th. 1_.
1761-2.--December
17th, Delaware interrupted
by ice for several days;
December °Ath, quite stopped ; January 21st, open.
El.
1762.--Heat and drought exceeded what was ever known befoi'e ; from
June to September
scarcely a drop of rain;
forest trees
sc,rched.
W.
1762-3.--Snow ibll November 8th, and it lay until March 20th. W. Del_ware open in December;
January
13th, stopped
for some
days.
H.
171_--4.--Delaware open during December and January.
El.
1764-5.--l_'avigathm
in the Delaware much obstructed by ice from Decem• bet 27th until February
9&h ; February
7th, an ox roasted
whole on the ice at Philadelphia.
El. March 28th, snow fell
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two to two and one-half feet deep on a lev61 (]oat Saturday
night and Sunday).
H.
1-765-6.--Delaware
open until January 9th; February 6th, arrivals.
H.
1766-7.--Delaware
open until January lst; a thaw, January 8Lb. H. At,
Brandywine, Del., 20 ° below zero. W.
1767-8.--Delaware
closed for a day or two, December 24th ; clear of ice,
February 17tth. H.
1768--9.--Navigation
througlmut
December and J_nuary.
It.
1769-70.--December
21st, mtvigation at a stand for several days ; February
15tb. river clear.
H.
1770-1.--December,
])eh_ware open; January, Delaware open; February
14th, river fidl of ice, stopping navigation ; 28th, clear.
H.
1771-2.--December
%ti_, Delaware full of ice; January, excessively cold
month ; February 20th, river open ; March 16th, snow in many
pl?.ces two feet deep ; mucb ice in river.
H. April O,,d,snow
fell in several places six inches deep.
H.
1772-8.--January
°20th, Del,xw_re full of ice; 2lst, very cold; _[axeh 3dp
navigation opened,
tI.
1773-4.--Delaware
open in December;
stopped January 12tb, and February 14tb, still fast. H.
1774-5.--December
8fiti_, ice in river; open January 17th. H.
1778.--Summer
very hot,. W.
1779.--January
19th, Debtwarc closed ; February, leaves of willows, bloasoms of peach, and dandelion flowers were seen.
It.
1779-80.--Coldest
winter since 1740-41 ; from I';ovember 25t'u .to middle of
March cold was intense and ahnest uninterrupted
; snow nearly
four feet, deep for three months;
the sound was entirely
covered with ice between Long Island and the main, and
between New York and Staten Isbmd.
W. Troops crossed
from New Jersey to Staten Island on the ice; the Delaware
river was closed from the first of December to the fourteenth
of March--the
ice being two to three feet,thick.
B. During
the month of January the mercury in 1)biladclphi_ (lid not rise
to the freezing point, excepting one day. }t.
1780.--M_y 19th, dark day, wldch reached as htr south as New J'ersey. W.
Summer hot. W.
1780-81.---J_nuary
27th, winter thus far remarkably
mild, so that, the e_rth
has scarcely been frozen half an inch deep.
H.
1782._January,
Delaware frozen up since December
30th; closed to
February 16th. I:L
1783.--November
28th, navigation in Delaware stopped, and river frozen
over until March 18tb. B.
1784.--January,
a thaw for two days; thou • fall of fifty-three degrees in
_. few hours.
1:[. St_esmer extremely hot v.t ttartford.
W.
1.784-85.--December
26th, Delaware navigation
at a stand; open January
3d; closed again 4th; open last of January;
February
2d
closed.
I-L
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17_6.--January
L26tb, mild winter
until mid(lle of January;
May_
remarkable
for the absence of the sun for two weeks, and a
constantly damp or rainy weather.
H.
1786_7.--Wintcr
began early and was very severe.
W.
17_8-9.--A severe winter ; the Delaware w_ts closed from ])ecember 26th to
March 10th; at :Hartford, Conn.,
28 ° below zero, February
2d. W.
1789-90.--Vvry

open winter; February 7th to 17th, Debtware stopped with
ice ; March 10th, only considerable snow of the winter--remaining on the ground three days. H.
1790-91.--Delaware
closed from December 18th to J_nuary 18th. H.
1791.--Excesslvely
bot summer.
W.
1791-2.--DeIaware
closed December 23d to end of month.
H.
1792-3.-I)_'law_lre
open during December;
April weather in middle of
January.
1793.--April 1st, blossoms universally--two
weeks earlier than usuah
]=l:.
17934.--Very
mild winter;
lowest in New York, 13 ° above zero. W.
January
13th, Delaware open.
H.
1794-5.--Mild weather until mi¢idle of January ; the Delaware closed from
January 2let to 26th. H.
1795-6.--Winter
m_st nmderate for forty-tlve years; navigation interrupted
on l)elaware
for one week in February
by driving ice. H.
Tlw Huds()n river closed by ice at Albany, Jalmary 23d, 1796.
1796-7.--Delaware,
closed, December 23d ; Susquehamm
closed, December
t;th; January
10th, as cold weather :ts remembered
in fifty
)ears.
H. At south and west extremely
cohl. W.
1797-8.--Winter
long and cold; ]_udson river closed in November.
W.
Delaware frozen over, December
let; open again, February
5th. H.
1798-9.--A
h)ng and severe winter, with mucb snow; March 1201, deep
._now. It.
1799.--CuId _eather in spring; ice, April 20th ; fi'ost, June 6th. H.
1799-1S._).--A
remarkably
open winter until January 6th ; Delaware open
again on 18tb. [:I. Snow 3 feet deep in Georgi_L; snow and
hail at St. Mary's river, in Florida.
B.
lS01-,O.--February
22d, no obstructions
this winter to impede navigation
in Delaware, except floating ice. H.
l'_02_3.--I)ehtw_re
frozen over December 19th. H.
1803.--May 7th, ice; on the 8tb, a snow which broke down the poplars
and o_her trees in leaf. ]:I.
1804.--JImuary
1st, vessels come anal go on Delaware as in summer.
H.
January 21st, river full of ice; March 5th, still frozen; clear on
March 7th. H.
1804 5.--DeIaware
obstructed by ice, December 1Sth ; February 28th, again
navigable;
a variable winter.
H.
l_,L,5.--Summer;
no rain after middle of June; all through July, Imat_
_.*0°-96°. Watson.
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1805--6.--An open winter; Hudson river free from ice, February 20th. H.
1806-7.--Navigation
stopped December 18th until 20th. H.
l$07-8.--Delaw,trc
open untll January lltb.
H.
1808-9.--Delaware
open until January 5tb, then much ice drifting at Cape
_Iay. H.
1809.--April 13tb. snow; 26th, ice as thick as a dollar.
H.
May 6th, ice; 13th, frost; cold May.
H.
November fi4th, snow one foot deep ; sleighing.
H.
1810.--January
]0th, firs t, ice of the season h_ the Delaware ; river closed
and opened several tlmes; clear February llth.
t[.
Hudson river open until January 19th. H.
1810-11.--Navigation
ou Delaware stopped
December
18th; open early
.part of January;
ice in February.
H.
1811-12.--December
25th, Delaware full of ice; January
12th, river fast
until February 8th. H.
1812.--May 4th, rain and snow; spring very backward.
H. Memorable
as a "cold summer."
B. Very wet at harvest.
W.
1812-'J3.--December
9th, Schuylkill
first; Delaware fldl of ice; January
llth, Delaware full of ice ; February 26th, open.
H.
1814.--January
9th, Delaware closed to mtvigation ; February 2d, open
and arrivals.
H.
1814-15--December
15tl b Floating
ice in Delaware;
March 5tl b ice
cleared.
H.
1816.--Summer
cold; both 1812 and 1816 were memorable
as "cold
summers"
for all the_ northern United States;
from l_fay to
September of 1812 each month was from 3.6 ° to 7.2 ° below the
average;
June and July, 1816, were 5° and 5.8 ° below ; in the
northern States snows and frosts'occurred
in every month of
both summers;
Indian corn did not ripen.
B.
Frosts at
Pbiladell)hia
in June, July and August.
B. & H.
1817.--January
19th, Delaware closed; March 9th, ol)ened.
H.
1817-18.--January
31st, Delaware
closed; February
28th, opened.
1-I.
Hudson river closed for 108 days, until March 25th.
1818-19. Winter severe in 5Tew England.
B. Delaware was obstructed
by ice in December;
open in January for a time. H. Hudson
river free from ice April 3d.
1819.--October
25th, snow in southeastern
Pennsylvania.
H.
1819-20.--December,
Delaware open; February 4th, bay full of ice. H.
1820-21.--"This
winter was one of four during a dentury in which the
Hudson, between New York and Paulus Hook, was crossed on
the ice." B. It closed November
13tb, but opened again on
20th ; closed December 1st ; Delaware open during December ;
open February 14th. H.
1823.--January
,'22,navigation in Delaware clear.
H.
1824-5.1December,
Delaware
ol)en; February
14th, clear of ice. H.
Hudson river open until January 5th, 1825.
lS24.--July
29tb, 4_ inches of rai_ fell at Phiiadelplfi_
; 11 inches at
Germautown.
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1825_.--A

cold winter; December 28th, ice il_ Delaware;
January 31st,
closed until Febrmtry 8th. H.
1,_2_7.--])elaware
open during December.
H.
1_27_K--Navigation
uninterrupted
on Deh_ware this winter;
ice-houses
unfilled.
H. The I-ludeon at Albany closed for 48 days only;
February 8th, free from ice.
182'_9.--Hndson
river closed December 23d; free from ice April 1st.
1829_'_0.--tIudson
river at Albany closed January
llth (1830); lind free
from ice again March 15tfi.
lsSt}-l.--Winter
very cold at soutl,west;
ice formed at New Orleans.
B.
1835.--January
and Fehruary both very cold; February 8th, thcrmomrter fell below zero, nearly all over the country
north of
S:lv;,nn:lh and Natchez;
Long Island Sound was closed by ice;
('.hit.st winter since 1779-80. B.
1837.- _lllnml.r lnean temperatm'e,
low. B.
1843.--March
was (.oldest month of winter of '42-48; snow 15 inches
deep in Georgia.
B. August, a remarkably
heavy rainfall at
Newark, 22.84 inches; at Lambertville,
15.')6 inches; Hudson
river free from ice at Albany, April 13th, having closed November 2{kh, 18t2.
J
1844.--,[antlary
c[,ld ; spring, warm ; smmner, below the mean temperlllllre.

1F'iS.--January,
warm ; minima, 8° to 18 ° above zero ; minima for winter
of 1844-i5, 3° to 6° above zero.
1846.--WhRer
of 1845-46, colder than usual, but no very low temperatures; .-pring and sunlmer cooler, and aUtUlllll warmer thall
average seasons,
184K--Winler
of 1847-,_, warmer than average.
1849.--Below zero in January and also in ]?ebruary; autumn, warm.
1850.--Mean
temperature
for the year, ldgh; winter of 1849_;0, warm;
minima, 8 ° to 8° above zero; autunm remarkable
for its high
mean temperature.
1851.--Winter
of 1850_5l also warmer than average;
no temperatures
below zero recorded.
1852.--Winter
of 1851-2, cold; mean temperatures
of the lnonths, 3° to
b° below the average; E_st river crossed on the ice January
3(Ith, and fi)r three days following; Susequehanna
at Havre de
(trace frozen over for seven weeks; cold and snows as far
._outh as New Orleans and Jacksonville,
Fla. B.
1853.--A warm year; range of temperature
2° to 98°; winter of 1852-3,
vim _f the warmest ell record;
aud very wet, the rainfan at
Newark having been 15.85 inches.
1856.--One of the ('oldest years in our records;
the first three months of
this year very cold. A. Reproduction
of 1779--80; March had
ndninm of 0.75 ° below zero to 4° above ; in April the lowest
temperature
at Lambertvfile
wes only 17° ; tile mean temper.
ature_ for each of thespring
months were below their averages
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since ; Long Island sound was closed tonavigation
from Jaunary
25th to February 27th ; New York harbor was much obstructed
by ice, and that of Philadelphia
was closed until late in
March ; the Hudson river did not open until April 10th. B.
The rainfall at Newark for the year only 34.07 inehes.
1857.--Followed
as another cold year; and the mean temperatures
for
the winter of ]856--7, of the tbllowing spring, summer
and
autumn were all low; all of the winler months were marked
by low temperatures,
and in January of this year the cold was
intense;
On the 24th, re_.dings of 1° to 20° below zero were
recorded, and tbe highest reaci_ed 35° to 47 ° only; the means
for the montll were 16.22 ° to 22.06°; like 1856, the sl)ring
months were colder than the average ; the summerwas notable
for "ts absence of extremely high temperatl_res, and its mean
was low ; altogether it was an exceptional
year.
18:lB.--The cold seasons of 1857 were succeeded by the warm winter of
1857_.58, although
in February
tim timrmometer,
at several
localities, fell to 6° to $° below zero.
]859.--The
year was exceptional
in its cold summer;
at Newark, the
coldest in tilirty-eight
years, and 3.2 ° below the average; the
July mean was nearly 4° below the mean for the summers of
the whole period ; at Lambertville
the difference was 1.4°; the
maxinmm,
however, ranged from 91° to 100°; all the seasons
were

wet.

1860-62.--These
years were noted for their rather cooler summers, and the
absence of excessively ifigh temperatures
; February, 1861, w_
marked by depressions of 2° above zero to 7.5 ° below zero.
1863.--Ti_e winter ot" 1862_, like those of 1859_0 and 60-61, was also
characterized
by its minimum occurring in February.
1865.--January
was cold; the extremes
were 11° below zero and 57 °
above.
1866.--This

year was everywhere
one of great range of temperature;
the mean temperatures
of the months and seasons were no_
far from the average;
January
3th, the readings
ranged
between 9° and 20 ° below zero, at the several stations in New
Jersey, and in the adjacent parts of Pennsylw_nia
and New
York ; on tbe 17th of duly, the maxima at these same places
were 92_ to 102 °, making the range for the year 107° to 114°;
in this respect the year is altogether
exceptional.
1867.-Unlike
the last, 1867 was more even in temperature,
tbe range
being from 0.5 ° degrees to 88° at Newark;
the spring and
summer were cooler and the autumn a little warmer than the
means for 38 years; the year was wet, and the summer rainfall at Newark amounted to 24.11 inches; at Philadelphia,
Fa._
to 30.82 inches, and that for the year to 0o.94 inehes--a great
excess.

1868.--The
the

winter of 1867-8 was cold;
thirty-eigilt-year
period;

at Newark it was the coldest of
and on forty-seven
day_ the
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thermometer
did not rise above freezing (32°). Ill February,
records of 3 ° to 10_ below zero were made at several stations,
and the mean for that month ranged from 5 ° to 10° below the
average ; it was the coldest February observed at Newark ; the
total depth of snow was six feet three inches, the deepest in
the series; March and April were cold, and freezing weather
continued to the middle of April; the Hudson river was not
open t_ navigation
at Albany until April 5th;
the yearly
mean w_L_also lower than usual.

1869.--The

winter of lS68-9 had no extremely
cold weather, and the
lowvst temperatures
were 3° to 8 ° above zero; the Itudson river
clo_ed early--December
5th.
1870.--Again
in 1_G9-70 the winter was warm and remarkable
for its low
range of temperature;
the lowest readings did not reach zero,
and the average among the several stations was between 5° and
13" above ; the mean temperature
for January ranged between
33.9 ° and 40.7°; February was colder throughout,
and was the
coldest month of the winter;
the summer
was above the
aw_ragt_ temperature;
and on June 2Sth and July 17th, the
thermt*nleters
at all of the stations registered 920 and upwards ;
the mean at Vinelaml, for July, reached
80.3°; tl_e yearly
mean, also, wa_ above the usual tigures.
1871.--The
extremes
of the winter of 1870-71 were quite low in all
the months, ahhough
the average was high ; the spring was
warmer than usual, and readings of 82 ° and upwards occurred
ill April; a depression of 1° to 6° below zero took place in
December
(21st); the Hudson
river closed at Albany very
early--Novelnber
29th.
1372.--The _pring was colder and the summer warmer than the means
for tho_e seasons show; March, _tt Newark, was the coldest in
the 38 years of observations.
1873.--The winter months (1872-73) all were remarkable
for low temperaturvs;
the minima of December,
1872, were zero to 7°
abe)re ; those of January, 1873, were betweeli 0.5 ° and '-'2° below
zero; the depression over the northern half of tim State was
severe, (12° to ,02° below zero) ; in February,
also, the observatitm_ showed readings for zero to 6 ° below zero; the Newark
record _hows that in 43 days the thermometer
(lid not rise
above freezing; the ttudson
river was closed from December
9th to April 16th.
l_,74.--The
)'ear wins notable for its lesser range of temperatures
than
ordbmry.
1_,75.--A cobl year;
its mean temperature
at Newark, only 48.2 °, or
nearly 3 ° below the average, and tim coldest in tbe series; the
winter of 1874-75, the following spring and autunm
were all
cold; the spring and autumn were the coldest observed
at
Newark, in that all the months were either below or little
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above the average mean ; and the monthly ranges were generally small;
the highest temperature
in Jalmary,
in the
norLhern part of the State, was 41 °; the lowest 8° below zero ;
the summer was very wet.
1876.--The winter of 1875-76 was comparatively
mild, and the lowest
readings did not go below zero; and the average of the winter
lnonths
wits above
freezing; the summer was remarkable
for
its long continued
heat, and its severe drought;
the records
show maxima of 90 ° and upwards for each of the summer
months at all the stations;
the meaT_ monthly temperatures
range from 70 o to 80 ° at very nearly all of them ; the rainfall
at Newark was little more than half the usual depth.
1877.--The
winter of 1876-77 was cold; December,
at Newark, had a
mean temperature
of 23.81 °, the lowest in tt'_e 38 :,,ears' period;
the month corresponded
to our January, ordinarily;
the Hudson river closed at Albany on the 2d of December, and did not
open until March 30th ; the summer of 1877 was the warmest
in the Newark series; high temperatures
were reported at all
the stations, and the means for the several months of the summer were all high ; the atltt|nln_ also, was warmer than usual ;
and the observations showed a lesser range generally ; no readings below freezing (32 °) were recorded
in October, and the
length of the seasons between frosts was nmch greater than
common ; the Moorestown
record shows 203 days, from April
13th to November 4th [See page _32] ; December, of this year,
is noted for the entire absence of snow in all the central part
of the State (the average snowfall at Newark, in December,
is about 9 inches) ; the total rain and snow was 0.92 inches at
Newark.
1878.--The
winter of 1877-78 had a high mean temperature;
it was
marked by a slight range--2 ° to 67°, at the several stations ;
the snowfall at Newark was but 1 foot 2 inches in depth ; the
Hudson river did not close until December
31st; the spring
was unusually warm, and the month of April was the warmest
in the Newark series, its mininum
being 40 ° and its mean temperature 55.55 °, or within 5° of the average May temperature;
the
summer, also, was warmer than the average, and July was a hot
month throughout
; and the maxima were from 93° upwards ;
The yearly mean temperature
at Newark was 53.63 ° , the highest
in 38 years.
1879.--The winter of 1878-79 ranked among the colder winters ; the low
mean temperature
was due to steady cold weather, and not to
excessive depressions ; the Hudson was closed between December 20th and April 4th--100 days ; July was marked by a high
maximum--at
Newark, 98.25 °, the highest there observed; the
autumn was remarkably
dry, the rainfall at New Brunswick
amounting to 3.58 inches only.
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1880.--This

year was exceptional in several particulars ; the winter, ending with February, was tile warmest on record ; its average
temperature
at Newark was 35.91 °, or 1.19 ° above the warmest
previously
observed; the average for January
at the same
place wa.a 37.64 ¢, or 18.31 _ above that of January, 1857 ; the
range of lneans throughout was 31.4 °, at Port Jervis, to 43.6*. at
Cape May; in tile northern
counties no observatious
below
zero are given, and in the southern part of the State the lowest
readings were 8 ° above zero;
May of tiffs year was alsoremarkable
for its llot weather, surpassing
that of all preceding years observed ; the mean at Newark was 68.3_', and th_
range 96 ° to 35_; at Princeton, the nmximum,
minimnm
and
mean temperatures
were 97 °, 37° and 67 °, respectively ; at Atco,
97°, 3 '_° and 70% and the mean for the month was very nearly
as high as 0mr of June;
tile spril_g was also very dry; tbe
latter part of the year was cold, and winter began in November; at the close of December
there was a sharp depression,
_md the thermometer
registered minima varying from 6° to 17 °
he_ow zero in the counties north of Cape May ; the mean daily
temperature,
December 3Oth, at New Brunswick, was 3.5 ° belo_
:, re ; at Freehold, the mean was 3.6_ below zero ; the drought.
_f the earlier part of the year _'as such that wells arid springs
_err Iower than for 33 years past.

The tabIes of this article
1881 has been so remarkable
1881.--The

An
the

when

range

1880, but the year
in this list of notes.

l_st winter was unusually steady and cold ; its mean temperature at Paterson was 26.25 °, or 4 ° below tbe average there ; at
New Brunswick, 25.11 °, or 4.78 ° below the mean : the range off
temperature
_as from 7 ° below zero to 52° above ; for 153 day:,
from ,Yovember 22d, 1880, to April 23d. inelasive, the average temperature was 29.28 °, or the mean for the three winter ment/_s at New
Brunswick;
heavy snowfalls in southern
part of State;
at
Freehold 75.4 inches of snow ; the ]=Indsou closed at Albany on
25th November;
the heat of tlle summer and autumn
als(>
were remarkable;
and the ldghcst temper_ttures
of August,
September and OeLober, as observed at New Brunswick,
are
not equalled by timse of tile corresponding
mouths of any previous year; the 7til of September
averaged 89.75 ° at Newark ;
the maximum was 100.5 °, "above that of any day in auy month,
in a_y year during the whole period."
[For it notice of th6.
drougilt see page **78.]
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thirty or forty years. Many of our records are limited to periods
of ton years, and few exceed twenty years in length. We learn
how incomplete exhibits of our climate in all its extremes they
are. The averages or means may be very close, but the range is too
short. Of course many of the earlier notes are very fragmentary,
and give results of great heat and severe cold instead of any proper
meteorological measurements of their intensity.
However, the
winters of 1740-41, of 1779-80, of ]820-21, and of 1856; the
snows and ice in May, 1808; the frosts every month in the summer
of 1812, and again in that of 1816, are quite as decisive and emphatic
as any thermometric records would be, and they indicate to us the
possibilities in weather phenomena. In short, they may occur again,
and the experiences of the past be repeated in our time. They constitute
a striking
illustration
of the uncertainties
of theweather,
and in themwe discover
no lawwhichwouldenableustopredict
theseasons
inadvance,
orsolvetheproblemofmeteorology.
NOTB.--[t
ispleasant
heretorecordthegenerous
assistance
which hasbeengiven
by Observers
and othersinterested
in thestudyof ourclimate.The namesof those
who havecontributed
dataforthis
work arementioned
in thetext,
inthetables
and
inthefootnotes.
The drawingsfortheplatesweremade by C.C.Vermenle,
C.E.,Topographer
of
theGeological
Survey.
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